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In 1956, the Sayisi Dene residing at Little h c k  Lake in northem Manitoba 

were relocated to Churchill. The move n e d y  destroyed the cdtural integrity 

of this srnaIl band of people who were still practicing a seasonal round 

comparable to that of their pre-European-contact ancestors. 

An ethnohistoricai approach was used to document the story of the relocation. 

The &sertation is divided bto two sections. The fkst provides an explanation 

of the theoretical principles and methodologies used. As well, a general 

understanding of the importance of the Qamin@ak caribou population to the 

slavival of the people is presentec!. Section 11 describes the sequence of events 

which led to the relocation of the Sayisi Dene h m  Little Duck Lake to 

Churchill and discusses the effects of &e relocation in terms of the cumulative 
SgeçiS hpllyOWd chmge. 

In 1973, the Sayisi Dene voluntarily left Churchill in order to flee the social 

despair caused by the relocation. Today they reside at Tadoule Lake, 

Manitoba and struggie to repair the damage wrought by the federal 

government and indian Mairs some 40 years ago. 

The relocation of the Sayisi Dene is viewed as one of the most grievous errors 

committed by the federal government. 11 stripped the Sayisi Dene of a 

productive life and almost destroyed the very fabric of their existence. 



This dissertation is dedicated to the Sayisi Dene of Tadoule Lake 



Where there is no vision people perish 

(Proverbs 19: 18) 
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RELOCATION AND LOSS OF HOMELAND 

The Story of the Sayisi Dene of Northern Manitoba 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Preface 

The following dissertation concems the Sayisi Dene of Tadoule Lake in 

northem Manitoba (Figure 1). Forty years ago, in 1956, a unilateral 

government decision to relocate the people who were living at Little Duck 

Lake, changed the course of Sayisi Dene histov. This action is viewed by 

members of the Sayisi Dene First Nation as responsible for the cultural and 

social instabilities which continue to plague this smali First Nation 

community. That this issue has still not been resolved weighs heavily on the 

hearts and minds of the Sayisi Dene. 

The Sayisi Dene state that the relocation was uncalled for because their life at 

Little Duck Lake was sustainable; the federal government made promises 

which it fded to uphold; it restricted their mobility and opporhmity to sustain 

themselves and their families, and it destroyed the culhird integrity of the 

people. 

Purpose and Objectives 

The purpose of this thesis is to document the relocatia of tk Sayisr Dene 

through an ethnohistorical study. 



Figure I.  Locdon of the Sqki Dene 



The objectives are to : 

provide a general knowledge of the ecological environment 
which characterized the traditional lands of the Sayisi Dene; 

appreciate the importance of the relationship the Sayisi Dene 
had with their nahual world; 

trace the chain of events which led to the relocation, and 

understand the cumulative effects of imposed change. 

The process of relocation of the Sayisi Dene in northem Manitoba and the 

effects it had on the cultural integrity of the people are the main problems to 

be addressed in this thesis. The Sayisi Dene believe that al1 their current social 

and cultural situations stem fkom this forced rnove. Loss of t rad i t id  

homeland and adaptation to a new physical and social s e h g  are seen as 

contributhg to the ongoing dilemma . 

From a humanitarian position the story of the appropriation of traditional 

homeland and relocation for govemment convenience ne& to be told. From 

an anthropological perspective, these events have to be exarnined within a 

context that is relevant to, and reflects the cultural history of, the Sayisi Dene. 

Relocation cm have senous repercussions, not just because people have to 

familimke themselves with a new physical settïng, but they also have to make 

the mental adjustments to their cognitive map m an effort to maimain 

continuity. The intent of this dissertation is to demonstrate that the relocation 

of the Sayisi Dene affected evety dimension of life and induced a staie of 

mcontrolled grieving and long-term persond and collective trauma 



which continues to be manifested in current socio-economic issues. 

This dissertation is conducted under the domain of applied anthropology. 

which is defined, in part as being concemed with the solutions to practicd 

problems (Van Willigen 19867). The theoretical approach taken in the smdy 

of the Sayisi Dene is one of cultural materialism, which is based "...on the 

simple prernise that human social life is a response to the practical problems 

of earthly existence" (Harris 1980:ix). The universal structure of cultural 

materidimi allows for a s y s t d c  and holistic study of cultural behavior and 

is guided by a commitment to the d e s  of science. At its foundation is the 

idkastructure where the ". . . biological and psychological constants of human 

na ture... " are located (Harris l98O:5 1). Here, the exchange beîween culture 

and nature occur. Harris has also stated that the restraMts imposed by the 

ecosystern in which a culturai group resides will be manifested in the structural 

and superstructural compnents which help fonn the identity of the group. 

Culture, defined simply as the "...socially conditioned repertories [sic] of 

activities and thoughts ..."( Harris 1994:63) is the ultimate product of a 

feedback system, which has, at its base an infkastmcture that acts as a monitor 

of the physical environment, and a regulator of socio-economic and 

ideological activity. For $lis r e m  a description of the cultural ecology of the 

Sayisi Dene plays an important role in setting the stage for the dissertation. 

The interaction of the pre-Emopean-contact Sayisi Dme to th& physical 

setting is reuealed, in part, by the archaeological record. Previous 

archaeological investigations, as weU as t h e  which were conducted for tkis 

study conmbuted significantly to the overd success of a holistic 



understanding of the people. For example, based on over 20 years of persona1 

research, Gordon (1996) has provided substantial evidence to support his 

discrete band/discrete herd hypothesis ( 1975). Using Gordon's hypothesis, 

Petch et al. ( 1997) regional study of the Robertson Esker, also provided 

convincing evidence that not only uphoIds Gordon's thesis, but also verifies 

the oral tradition of the Sayisi Dene. The dissertation therefore includes 

archaeological, as well as ethnographical and historical data of the Sayisi Dene 

and is presented within an ethnohistorical fhmework. 

An Ethnohistorid Approach 

Perhaps Carl Russell Fish (1910) was the f i s t  to call for a three dimensional 

approach to understanding the relationship between archaeology, history and 

ethnography (incfuding oral history). He recognized that while the 

archaeological and historical records contributed to a scientific preservation 

of the ps t ,  the oral traditions which were preserved within the family and 

comminiriy contained a locai perspective which was most often missed in the 

writing of history. This ho1ist.c approach lay dormant for many years, 

occasionaily resurfacing for brief period, but never king taken seriously. 

However, in recent years (for example, Brown 1978, Deetz 19'78 and Schdyer 

1978), research has demonstrated the overwhelming success of what has been 

cdled the "cuttural inventory approach" (Brown 1978:283). 

An ethnohistorical study is considered appropriate and importani in 

understanding the present-&y situation of the Sayisi Dene, as ittraces their 

history fiom the pre-European-contact past to the present. As such, the 

archaeological and historicd records play as important a rote as the 

ethnographcal data collected during field studies. The inclusion of 



archaeological and historical data is crucial to understanding the relationship 

of the pst to the present. The study of a human population should include a 

knowledge and understanding of the culturaI process through which the 

particdar cultural group has passed. Bodley ( 19%) emphasized the need for 

a holistic approach to understanding contemporary socio-cultural issues; where 

the interaction of economic, social and ideological systems must be examined 

in relation to the naturd environment. This is viewed as vital to the study of 

a c u l d  group, such as the Sayisi Dene, which, untd forty y e m  ago, enjoyed 

an economy which focused primady on local country produce. An 

ethnohistorical approach provides the fieedom to move between subsystems 

and cross-disciplines is, as Bodley States, ". . .a marvelousl y adaptive quality" 

(Bodley 1996:9), where methodology is used as the tool for problern-solving. 

The events which led to the relocation are viewed in light of chmging 

govefnment policies and decision urhich failed to account for the ancient and 

intimate rehtiatiomhips of the people to the laad The dkertation describes the 

process of the relocation of the Sayisi Dene f?om Little Duck Lake to 

Churchill and k i r  eventmd retunt to the southem part of their traditional 

lands at Tadode Lake, and discuss the effects of the relocation on the Sayisi 

Dene in tems of los  of homeland. 

Homeland Defined - The Problern 

Loss of homeland has k e n  identifieci by the community of Tadode Lake as 

the source of ad Sayisi Dene iils (E. Bussidor, penod communication, 1995). 

This general beiief continues to surface throughout the many discussions the 

Band has with government and non-governmmt organizations. 



Homeland is more than a physical setting of a human population it is the 

arena for cultural expression. It is also the cradle for learning and adaptation. 

Adaptive processes serve the purpose of rn-g the use of resources of 

a particular habitat, and at the same time, provide the raison d' être for social 

organization. 

Hunter-travelef populations, in general, devised a number of successful 

strategies that allowed for maintenance of die existing, or adaptation to a new, 

habitat. Over the yean, through the accumulation of howledge based on the 

experiences and observations of past resource users, the people c w e d  out 

their niche. The resultant symbiotic relationship between humans and the 

natural world not only sustained the physical requirements of both 

populations, but also provided a forum for motional, spiritual and cultural 

well-being for the people. 

The goal of a hnmw popdation, &en, s h d d  be to maintah the productive 

system of the ecological niche by functioning within its carrying capacity. 

W i k o n ,  in fact, has stated that "...the maintenance of ecological 

equilibrium.. . [is]. . .a precondition for cuhural stability" (Wihson  1973 : ). 

Given this statement, how does invohutary relocation and loss of homeland 

affect the cultural stability of a human population? Marris (1974) and Fried 

(1%3) compared the loss of "hahitual physical setting7' with the loss of a Ioved 

one. Fned (1963), in his study of relocation of people from West End Boston 

slums noted that the period of adjustment to new surroundings took up to two 

1 1 prefer to use the term hunter-travder when refhring the ancestors of the Sayisi Dene as it 
defines and underlines the modes of proctucttan employed. 



yean. The removal fiom one's familiar surroundings invoked a kind of 

bereavement People actually grieved for their old home as if they had lost a 

loved one. The ensuing grief and inevitable dismption of social organization 

had serious repercussions, as the af5ected people stmggled to regain cultural 

equilibrium. Ln many cases, relocation led to a state of uncertainty and 

depression. Marris' (1 974) study of slums in Lagos also revealed the state of 

disequilibrium that was caused by relocation. He stated " M e n  people are 

forced to move nom a f d a r  neighborhood, they lose, most obviously the 

habitua1 physical setting of their lives" (Marris 1974:54). Not ody was the 

cornfort and security of familiar surroimdings lost, but the network of 

economic contacts necessary for survival was destroyed. Loss of habituai 

physical setting was especidy devastahg for the Sayisi Dene because of their 

dependence on the rhythms and cycles of their naturai world for their most 

basic substances. 

Lynch ( 1960) fnrtfier d e s d e s  the image of the physical setting in t m  of 

legibility, or "...the ease with which ..." it is organized into a coherent, and 

understandable pattern (Lynch 1%0:2). This cognitive process incorporates 

the physicai traits of the ecosystem into a wortd view mode1 which "...ad& 

identity and structure. .." to the perceptual world (Lynch 1960: 10). 

Biesheuvei has stressed that b'cognition ... deserves priority because of its major 

role in the process of adaptation to change ...( l974:xii in Bourguignon 

1979: 199). Equally important is the manner in wfri-ch change is perceived. 

While the physical setting must be IegibIe, the reader must ais0 be literate. 

That is, the observer must not only recognize the sensory cties of hisher 

surroundings, but also understand the message being ûansmitted. 



The physical setting must be analyzed in tems of identity, structure and 

meaning. Identity involves recognizing physical p a t t e d g  of the physical 

image based on eXpenence and knowledge, noting subtle changes and obvious 

landmarks. The structure, a d o r  spatial distribution of notable landmarks and 

the state of ecological equilibrium becorne crucial to fonning a cognitive map. 

The mental image thus created becomes a "way-finder" or mnemonic device 

for movernent fiom one location to another. More importantly, this knowledge 

of location adds to a sense of secmity and well-being. Loss of homeland 

through involunq relocation, thus disrupts the cognitive rnap and &strates 

the eqerience of change. 

Weinstein et al (n.d) also outlined a process of adaptation and social change, 

stating that it depended, in part, on the "...absorptive capacity of naturd or 

social systems for changes ... that ... consist of people7 who feel pain, loss, and 

griQ and whose Wty to function as whole and healthy members of their 

societies is crippled by the experiences w k h  give rise to those fkehgs" 

(Weinstein el al n.d.:20). Rapid change therefore, runs the risk of upsetting 

the systemic balance of a culniral group, and the rate at which the group is 

able to adapt. 



CHAPTElRTWO 

THEORETICAL CONCEPTS 

Introduction 

Harris States that "Culhual materialism is a paradigm whose principles are 

relevant to the conduct of research and the development of theoiy.. ."( 1994:62). 

These principles, and the structure of the paradigrn itself allow for a greater 

degree of flexibility and interaction of ecological and socio-culturai data than 

is possible with other theoretical models. It supports the idea of a holistic 

interpretation of culture, and at the same time, ailows for detded examinatian 

of specinc parts of the system. 

The study of the Sayisi Dene is complicated by the fact that Little previous 

research has occmed. Because of this, the practicality of using one 

methodology in attempting to understand the Sayisi Dene is not feasible and 

so three epistemological principles are employed The dissertation, while most 

concerned with the relocation of the Sayisi Dene fiom Little Duck Lake to 

Churchill in 1956, draws nom the historicd, ethnogniphicd and 

archaeological records of the people which cm be traced to 600 B.C. (Epp et 

al. 1983,Gordon 1996, Nash 1975) in order to understand the cultural 

underpirmmgs of the people. 

A methodology of trimgdation is employed which embodies archaeology, 

ethnography and history. This is considered to provide the most vaiid and 

reliable data as compared to using only one data collection procedure (Little 

and Robbins 1984). Trigger (19825) has cautioned that such approaches 

" ... may involve too rnany theoretical eggs in one basket". However, by 



working within a fhmework of cultural materialism, each facet can be 

identified for its contribution to the expression of the culturd group. 

This tripartite approach is especially valuable for archaeologists as it provides 

". . .a common theater.. ." for interaction and ". . .a directed, but flexible 

orientation for theory building" (Rossignol 1992:4). Fundamental to this 

approach are the relationships amongst these three bodies of data. The 

challenge to the archaeologist studymg subsistence people, while not news but 

seldom elaborated, is to "...discover how the interaction of human subsistence 

systems and environmental systems is reflected in the organization of 

archaeologkal remains.. ." (Rossignol 19925). This c m  be achieved pamally 

ttirough ethnogtaphic and ethnohistoncal sources, as well as more popular or 

emic accounts, such as traditional ecological knowledge. However, some 

caution should be used when considering these sources. While the studies cm 

provide a substantial body of synchronie data, both subsistence land use and 

behavior have changed over time (Novak 1988, Nudds 1987). Recent sites 

may reflect changes in socio-spatial organization due to, for exarnple, 

European disease a d o r  new maniage patterns. Some historical 

archaeological sites may not reflect the pre-European contact subsistence 

system. 

esaon of T 

A specific teminology that describes the multi-faceted approach tu the 

research problem is, in itself, a problem. The term etharchoeology, most 

ofien used by archaeoIogists, desmbes the interrelationshkp between 

archaeology and edmqpphy. However, the historiç record, which cm often 

funiish descriptive detail about a cultural group at specific time periods and 



under particular circumstances, is also valuable. There is little or no concem 

with historical events leading up to the study. The t e m  etho-archaeologzcal- 

historical is too cumbersome, although it explicitly outlines the various 

components to be included in the study. Ethnohismy, on die other h d  

appears to exclude archaeoiogy. 

The archaeological data, while not the main focus of this dissertation is 

important as it, dong with the ecologicd landscape. sets the stage for 

understanding the causes of change, the cumulative effects of change, and the 

manner in which the Sayisi Dene adapted to abrupt and imposed changes in 

their subsistence economy and habitat. For this last reason the geologicai, 

floral and faunal resouces have been included in this text. 

For the purpose of this dissertation ethnohistory is perhaps the most correct 

term. Etbo-  describes the andiropological portion of the study. This includes 

both archaeology and ethnography. 

The archoeohgical record provides time-depth which is necessary to identify 

cultural links with the past, as weU as detail ancient cultural groups through 

the examination, analysis and intqretation of material remains. Links with 

the ethnographical and historical records provide a continuity with regard to 

cultural process and resource use. For example, Gordon (1975,1976, 1996) 

in particular, has influenced the archaeological paradigm for this study, with 

regard to strategy and theoretical approach. The concept of discrete band- 

discrete herd developed by Gordon is supported by the archaeologicai record. 



The ethnographic record describes the cultural traits of a living group of 

people as they existed at the tirne of study. This is referred to as the 

ethnographic present. Ethnographies are synchronie in that they are 

temporally fixed. An important technique which is utilized in ethnographic 

studies is the personal interview. The importance of the oral tradition to land- 

use and map biography studies has taken on new rneaning. Through this 

medium, information and knowledge about the people and their relationship 

to their physical environment cm be gleaned. This is called traditional 

ecological kruiwledge (TEK). ûf late, TEK has been used to argue for treaty 

land entitlements. Traditional ecological knowledge is discussed in detail 

below. 

History is seMescriptive, and includes European and Euro-Canadian written 

records, and documents which concem the Sayisi Dene. The manuscripts of 

the Hudson's Bay Company, governrnent records, Anglican Church archives 

and many secondary sources fom the body of data for ttris category. The 

historical record completes the process of triangulation by providing written 

accounts of events, people and processes which may be responsible for the 

direction taken wïth regard to social change and cultural continuity. 

The ethnohistorical approach synthesizes the present with the archival and 

ancient past ïhe ethnographical and historical records are the source of 

valuable factual, anecdotal and descriptive information which cannot be 

recovered fiorn archaeological remains. Toget£rer, these three sources of 

information combine to provide a better understanding of the denning features 

of the cultural group. 



The aim of ethnohistory is " ... to synthesize the field experience of a 

comrnmïty (ethnography and archaeology) with an investigation of its archival 

past (h~story)" (Sahlins 1994377). This diachronie approach provides an 

ongoing knowledge and understanding of the process of change within a 

cultural group. The process aiiows for the identification of events which effect 

change. Sahlins, drawing on Locke, states that because we know the 

characteristics of historical matters, we recognize the influences that these 

things have on other facets of history. This also appiies to cultures. "They 

reveal their properties by the way they respond to diverse circumstances, 

organizing those circumstances in specific fonns and in the event changing 

their forms in specifc ways." (Sahiins 1994:393). 

E thno history then, is ethnography, history and archaeology w hich extends 

over tirne. It is a method of linking the past with the present, for i d e n m g  

specific events whicb appear to have Mtlenced the direction of cultural and 

social change, and of usmg the idormation cferIved to the benefït of die 

culhual group. 

Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Cultural Materiahm 

The collection of uidigenous or traditional ecologid knowkdge (TEK) by 

anduopologists haç, for years, ben an integral component of the ethnographie 

methodology used to undentand the systemics of culture (Bmbach and 

Jarvenpa 1989, Cniikshank 1990). Informant testimony and rnodehg, which 

involve a combination of participant observation and techniques such as map 

biographies continue to be important techniques med by e t h n ~ p ~  and 

archaeologists. 



More recently, indigenous people have recognized the need to document the 

teachings and knowledge of the Elders and resource users not only for their 

own local needs, but also as a means of empowering their communities in the 

decision-making process of natural resource management and of tellhg their 

own history (Blondin 1990). This process has also been important in 

strengthening the cultural identity of indigenous people (Ryan et al. 1990). 

Traditional Ecological Knowledge: Towards A Definition 

For generations, indigenous people have sustained themselves through an 

intimate relationship with their local environment. The accumulated 

knowledge gained through years of expenence has become the medium 

through which indigenottç people nurtured botb body and 4. It iç only 

recently that this wisdom has been acknowledged as possibly contribatmg to 

a sustainable planet ( Bodey 1996). 

Knowledge which belongs to Abon@ people is so woven into al1 aspects 

of life that it f d s  into many categones of study, such as ethnobotany 

( K W e h  and Turner 1991,Watker 1984), ethnoardraeology, t r ad i t i d  

en Wonmentai (Inghs 1993, MacDonell 1997) or traditional ecological 

knowledge, hdigenow knowledge, custornary law, fdk lux, lacd ecdogical 

knowledge, and "our understanding? However, traditional ecological 

knowledge appears to be the most commonly used tem. The use of the tem 

"traditional" presents some concem because it connotes a sense of being fixed 

in time, being synchronie rather than diachronie. Berkes (1993) cautioned that 

because of the ambiguity of the temi "traditional" and its misleading 

interpretation 

may be more 

about the nature of c d h d  dynamics, the term "indigenous" 

appropriate. However, if the arena of this body of ancient 



ecological knowledge is to be assigned to aboriginal people. then indigenous 

may not be the correct texm either, because in its proper definition, 

"indigenous" represents anybody "...living n a d y  in a particular region or 

environment" (Meniam 1965). For this reason "traditional ecological 

knowledge" is the preferred term, understanding at the outset that because of 

the dynamics of die cultural and their adaptive m e s ,  that TEK is not static, 

only the process of obtaining it is (e.g. ethnography). 

Traditional ecological knowledge is defhed as representing "...experience 

acquired over thousands of years of direct human contact with the 

environment" (Berkes 1993: 1). It is the accumulation of information about a 

parbicular ecdogical sethg which has resulted fiom experience and 

ohmation, and which has been passed d o m  ficm one genetation to the next, 

through the oral tradition, and by leamed behavior. TEK is holistic in that it 

accoims for the interaction between the physical and social. In facf it would 

appear düit TEK transcenâs the phyncd senses and becames encdturated as 

a conceptual con£iguration in the human psyche. In many ways, TEK can be 

viewed as gestalt. It is the core of a pMo5ophy for king. 

This explmation of TEK is difncult for many scientists to grasp because it 

departs fkom scientific philosophy. Indeed the two understandings of 

ecological knowledge sean to be at opposite ends of the intetlectual spectrum. 

Whatever TEK is, western ScientSc Ecologicai Knowledge (SEK) is not. 

Western Science - Rods 

Western science was f d e d  on the inteHecttmf revdution of the "Age of 

Enlightenment" and was probably the single most important element in the 



establishment of a new world-view. Most notable was the idea that precise 

experimental observation and mathematical reasoning were paramount to 

discovery, and, more importandy7 they were neutml and independent of 

religious teachings. Because of these factors scientific inquky based on the 

meamrable, quantifiable and observable came to represent the only valid and 

acceptable research strategy. in an effort to maintain "pure7' scienbfic 

rnethodology, scientists distanced themselves fiom their objects of study, in 

order to maintain objectiviîy and reduce the chance of tainting theû data with 

personal bias. The evolution of the scientific approach meant that traditional 

knowledge was set to the side and, over tirne, the contributions of traditional 

practitioners minimized or ignored. 

The influence of westem constmcts in the accumulation, analysis, 

interpretation and ordering of knowledge has resulted in v q  definite approach 

to ecological howledge. These c o e s ~ t s ,  w&ch have evolved with 

industrial progress, continue to shape western ideology. 

Comparing TEK and SEK - A dinerenee in approach 

While there are many differences in approach, it cm be stated that generally, 

both traditional ecological- knowledge (TEK) and scientific ecological 

knowledge (SEK) "...are a result of the same gened bt&ectd process of 

creating order out of disorder" (Berkes 1993:3). This cognitive configuration 

is molded during the encdtmation process, and is a pcocktct of chilbreeriRg 

practices, existing codes of culnue and personal experience (Wh~ting & 

Whithg 1975). 

Wolfe (1991) and Berkes (1993) provide substantive lists of &Terences 



between TEK and SEK which reflect the different philosophies of thought. 

Table 1 lists the most popular cornparison of TEK and SEK. However, there 

are severai categories which suggest that some of the concepts of TEK are not 

clearly understood, and need to be modined. For example, the relationship 

between humans and the environment is often viewed as one of 

"subordination". However, according to Elden at Tadoule Lake, a more 

appropriate description may be a relationship of"s ta~s  quo", where al1 life- 

foms are considered of equal value. This is in keeping with general 

traditional aboriginal philosophy; wtiile the main avenue of communication for 

traditional ecological howledge is through oral tradition, it is necessary to 

include petrogfyphic and other foms of pictography that continue to be used 

a d o r  interpreted by aboriguial people. For example, the Tie Creek 

Petrofm in the White&& area of Manitoba (Three F k s  Society 1990), the 

sacred birch bark scrolls of the Ojibwa as part of the Midewiwin (Dewdney 

1979, and the pictogiaphy of the Dreamtime of the Austmlian Aborigines 

(Tonkinson 1978) Ecpa.Hy enportant is the art of observation, where younger 

members of die cdtriral group Ieam by watching the activïties of theu EIders; 

data collection w k h  is viewed as "slow/inconclusive"is in fact mmuhtive 

and progressive;. Since traditional knowledge is a blueprint for cdtural 

identity, as well as resource use, it is cont indy building on the experiences 

of its pas& assimitating and accommoclatq c b g e  as the d aises; 

furthemore, the tem "explanations", which is designed as a means of 

providmg an understandmg is both cdhnal and spiritual. TEK is explained in 

cdturaUy signincanttenns wtnch, within the cdturd gronp, o h  r e m  litde 

explanation, becaw they are intierently understood. The hoIistic nature of 

TEK does mt require observed faets to be empiricrdty recmkd; 8110tkr 

aspect that should be considered is that TEK tends to be more idzogrqhic 



while SEK is nomorhetic. That is, TEK emphasizes the unique aspects of the 

culh.mil group while SEK underlines the systemics. This will be discussed in 

pater  detail later in the papa. These broad generalizations however, are not 

ngid and past studies (Berkes 1977, Feit 1987 ) indicate that TEK can include 

quantitative and experimental aspects. 

TEK and Anthropology - Understanding the cultural 

As duded to above, TEK is more than data collection, it is an integral part of 

the social system and world view model of indigenous groups. What may be 

viewed by the non-anthropologist as abstract concepts are, in actuality, 

symbolic representations on which the unwritten laws of the cultural are 

founded (Levi-Strauss 1%3). Grammars or d e s  for socio-spatial organization 

(Jarvaipa and Bnmibach, 1988), kinship obligations (Rumbach and Jarvenpa 

1997, Myers 1988, Sharp 1988) and resource management (Freeman 1985, 

Usher 198 1) are inextrjcably wven into the very fabrie of the cultural giotip 

and are part of the protocol which guides the applications of traditional 

ecological knowledge (Bernard 1994, Wavey 1993). 

Pam Colorado called for a "bicultural research model", emphasking 

participatory research (Cdorado 1988). This method is considered to "bridge 

the gap" between TEK and SEK, p r o m g  a super-holistic model which 

builds on the strengths of both forms of knowIedge. By this means, both 

forms of kno#lkdge are vatuble and contribute equally to the decision- 

making. 

Cognitive antbropotogists o h  tisetheprincipte of etics and emics to sort out 

the grammar of culniral behavior; that is, how do people acquire information, 



Table 1: Interptetation of relationships - humanslenvironment 
Comparison of traditional ecologiuil knowledge (TEK) and western 

scientific knowledge (SEK) (Modified from Wolfe 199 1)* 

Cornparison TEK Western scientific knowledge 

1 Dominam mode ofthinkuig 1 Holistic (intuitive) 

Communication 

l Data creation 

ûral [storytebg, subjective, 
experientd] 
Petroglyphic [rockpaintmgs? 
inuksuit] 

Cumuhtïve, progressive 
(Slow/in~~~lclusive) 

. titerate/didactic f d e m i c .  
m v e  positivist] 

I Guttural as weu as spirituai. Scientific inquiry Fypothesis, 
(Spiritual (the kxpiicable]) 1 Iaws J 

Predictions are rnade based 
on animal cycles. (Short- 
terni cycIes [recognize the 
onset of long-tenn cycles]) 

Short-tenn linear [poor long-terrn 
, analysis] 

*Bracketed values in TEK column indicate Wolfe 's description of comparative topics. 1 have 
replaced these with my own M p t i o n ,  which is based on discussion with Elders and 
cesource users at Tadode Lake (Petch 1992~). 

Biological classification 

s- 

process it, reach decisionç awl act . The principle, borrowed fkom linguistics 

(Pike 1954), notes duit human h g s  dhthguish emrc operations (the basic set 

Ecologicai. [inconclusive, 
intenially diffèrentiahng] 

Idiographtc 

ofunderlyq cultural. constnicts that guide the cdturaI group, the subjective) 

Genetic and hierarchicai 
[cM5erentiatuig] 

NOnrOthetic k 

from their etzc represe!nt&ons (the techniques and results of making 

generalizations about cultural behaMor that are measurable, the objective) 

(Goodenough 1970). Tée etic approach then is nomothetic, universalist, 

objective 

culhirally 

and ' 4 ~ e - f k e 7 7 7  whrms the emic apprmch is idmgcaphic, 

specifïc and subjective. ïhe emic approach describes the dture 



fioxn withm, fiom the viewpoint of the participant, not of the observer. This 

is one of the chief ways to discover native systems of classification, and the 

principles on which these systems are based From art anthropological 

perspective, the emic approach is seen as vital to understanding TEK, not only 

because it involves non-western people, but aiso because non-anthropologists 

involved in the collection of TEK gain an appreciation of the importance of 

cultural variables for their methods and analysis. 

Anthropologists, by the v e v  nature of their discipline, have a unique 

contribution to make to the application of TEK. As a social science, the 

analytical tools for discovery are well Uigrained In fact, it is because of the 

methods of obsemation, that is, participant observation, that anthropologists 

are able to cross over that line w k h  sepames science from tradition and 

transcend the baniers which separate emic fiom etic bebavior (Hanis 1980) 

Harris (1980) expandecl on the mle of "emics" and "etics" with respect to the 

terms 3nental" (thoughts and feelings experienced withùi one's mind) and 

"behavioral" (body motions and environmental effects produced by such 

motions on al1 humans), stating that there should be four discreet domains for 

inquisr: 

1 1 Emic 1 Etic 1 

( A f k  Harris 1980) 

What this implies is that there is an inherent relationship between what we 



think and feel based on our cognitive processes (mental) and how we evaluate 

various situations based on measurable observations (behavioral). Harris 

(1980:4 1) suggests that the etic behavioral domain provides the foundation of 

scientific theory. 

In his universal pattern model, Harris (1980) developed a mpartite scheme: 

idhtmcture, structure and superstructure, into which he arranged the major 

etic behavioral categories. Paralle1 to these was a set of mental and emic 

components (Table 2). What Harris attempted to do was to sort out the 

various components of cutftire and the environment and pfOIItOte a stmtegy of 

cultural materidkm This strategy is based on the notion that =.. .human social 

He is a response to the practical problems of eaahly existence" (Hanïs 1980: 

ix). 

The principles of cultural materialism are built on the prernise that the 

components of hfktmctare give rise to the structure, wbch in tum 

determines the behavioral and mentd superstructures. Idhistructure is 

considered the principal interface between culture and nature, where hu11f811s 

seek to maintain equihbrium widi ttieir environment. It is here that traditional 

knowledge responds to the immediate state of the ecosystem, anci, as Hamis 

suggests, is transposed into the structure and superstructures of the c u l t t d  

However, tks  is not to say h t  change at the infhrmm level is the ody 

thing that wii l  affect change in the sociocultural system. H e s  states that 



The most likely outcome of any innovation - whether it arises 
in the infrastructure, structure or superstructure - is system- 
maintairhg negative feedback, the dampenitlg of deviation 
resulting either in the extinction of the innovation or in slight 
compensatory changes in the 0 t h  secton,changes which 
preserve the fundamend charactenstics of the whole system 
(Hanis 1980:71). 

Harris' strategy may have contributions to rnake to the overall success of 

recording as it does put into perspective the role that inftasmcture plays 

as an interface between the ecoIogical setting and cul- expression. It is the 

fiont Iùie across which ecological restraints interact with humans who aim to 

overcome the restraints or moQS. tIrem in an effort to maintam system 

equilibrium. It is at this critical point that TEK cornes into practice at the 

community level. The accuftfulation of howledge about similar situations 

cornes into play. The success or fdure of the use of past howledge is tested 

and mental and behavioral adjustments are made and recorded in the orai 

tradition. 

For the anthropologist, local TEK provides the basis for comparative studies 

of subsistence, and mixed-subsisteme based culturai groops. It dso offers an 

opportunity to examine the role of traditional ideology in relation to the 

management of the natural environment. 

Bodley provided an interesthg comment regarding the role of ideology in 

traditional and i d u s î d  cuhures when he stated k t  traditianal".. .ideological 

systems often express hmmity's dependence on nature and tend to place 

namein a revered, sacred category", while the global (industrial) culture was 

characterized by "bibhcd injunction" which supported domimion over natme 



Table 2 (After Harris 1980:52-54) 

The Relationship of the Universal Pattern to the Natural Environment 

Nature 

Mental & Emic Cornponents or 
Cognitive Superstructure 

WorId View: 
S p b l s ,  myths, aeshtic standards 
& ptdosophxes, epistemologies, 
icieologies, rnagic. religion, taboos. 
-- -- - - - 

Relationships: 
Kinship obligahons, political and 
ethnic obligations and ideologies. 

Traditional ecological knowledge: 
Ways of knowing and doing. 
Ethnobotany, ethnozoology, 
subsistence Iore. 

-- -- 

Etic Behavioral Cornponents 

Median: 
Art, music, dance. literature. 
advertking, rituais. sports, games. 
hobbies, science. 
- 

Politicai Economy : 
Politicai or&anization, etc, 
division of labor. taxation, tribute, 
pohcai socialkation enculniration 
education, class, etc, discipline. wir. 
Domestic Economy: 
Family structure, domestic division of 
Iabor, domestic sociaI ion,  
enculhiration, educatio~ age and sex 
roles, domestic discipline, hietarchies, 
sittlctim. 

Mode of Reproduction: 
Demography, mating patterns. 
m, - 9  mortalrsr, 
nurturance of hfb ts ,  medid  conml 
of demo~raphic patterns, 
conîraceptioq aborhon, infanticide. 

Mode of Production: 
Technology of subsistence, Techno- 
enviror~mental rektionships, 
Ecosystems, work pattem. 

Scienafic observation 

(Bodley 199655). Bodley M e r  illustrated that "seemingiy irrational 

beliefs" such as certain riw, totems and taboos actttrdly contribd to 

stabïiity in the human w d  resource populations. 



CHAPTER THREE 

METAODOLOGY AND RESEARCH TECHMQUES 

Research methodology is a protocol of ethics and procedures which establish 

the fhmework within which a particular topic is to be snidied and understood. 

It includes theoretical and practicd concepts which direct the research to 

achieving its goals. Methods are various research techniques which enlist a 

set of strategies designed to carry out specific segments of research. These 

function as the working toots for the collection of &ta. 

The methodology which has been employed for this dissertation is both 

ethnohistoric and cofnmunity-based in that the reseach, while drawing in part 

fkom written documents, is directed by the commimity to address issues which 

are deemed important by the community. The Sayisi Dene view the 

relocation as an important issue which needs to be chronicled At the same the 

inhate  relationship that exists between the people, the land and the caribou 

needs to be understood in Sayisi Dene terms. 

Section 1 Oral EIistory Methods end Traditionai Ecologicaf Knowledge of 

the Sayisi Dene 

Traditional ecological knowledge (TEK), used successfully in present-day 

land-use studies (Usher 1992), as well as a body of emic howledge gleaned 

fiom oral histories, legends and hearsay (Cndcshank 1990), aU provide 

behavioral clues about decision-making. However, one of the limitations of 

TEK and"emic" information is that they tend to span three generations of 

knowledge (E.Hart 1994 pmond commnnicatim; personal observations 

1992,1994). in other words, intaiiews collected today will only reflect a 



personal understanding and knowledge of land-use no earlier than 1900. 

Nevertheless, because of the cultural preferences which may be inferred 

through this form of data collection, as many sources of land-use donnation 

as possible should be accessed (Jochim 1979) in order to facilitate hypotheses 

regarding the decision-making process of pre-European-contact people. 

To accomplish this, the oral history tradition was relied upon to gain an 

understanding of the local interpretation of Dene roots, the series of events 

which led to the relocation, the years in Churchill and the present status of the 

residents of Tadoule Lake. The oral tradition embodies a wedth of knowledge 

that weaves ancient traditional ecological knowledge into a modern 

understanding of why thuigs work the way they do. It allows for a greater 

degree of interaction between the intemiewer and the locat residents and it is 

a very important component of data gathering. 

The traditional howkdge gadiered was, forthe most p a  e c  in nature, and 

based on a personal mernory and understanding of events and ideas, as weIl as 

one's autobiogniphic experience. It was imperative then, to gather the 

collective memory of as many knowledgeable cultural participants as possible. 

By intewiewing a number of people, the chance of error or misinterpretation 

was mitigated. 

Traditional ecological knowledge as it refated to past land use practices and 

information relevant to the relocation of the Sayisi Dene fiom Little Duck 

Lake to Churchill was gathered through idomd and formal i n t e ~ e w s  held 

at Tadoule Lake and Churchill, during a total of nine months of comunity 

field work Additional data was gadiered during numerous casual visits to the 



community, and by c o m m ~ ~ & ~  member visits to Winnipeg. Infoxmal 

interviews consisteci of casual meetings over cof5ee at the various consultants' 

homes or after bingo. As per ethicd guidelines related to human subjects, 

detaded agreement to interview f m  were completed and signed by ail those 

who were formal& inte~ewed on siidiotapes. Copies of the tapes were made 

for those who were intervieweci, for the Band Oftice, and Treaty and 

Aboriginal Rights Research located in Winnipeg, Manitoba. Elders and 

resource users who were in te~ewed were made aware of the purpose of the 

interviews and the manner in which the data would be used. Anonymity was 

an option to the interviewee, however, it was not an issue with any of the 

people inteniewed on audio-tape. Anonymity was requested by several 

people regarding issws that they perceived as cdturaily or community- 

sensitive. The data gathered was used to as& in the identification of 

potential archaeological sites, as evidence of land use, for description of the 

events which led to the rebcation of the people, and the impact the relocation 

had on their lives. 

One of the nnal products of the oral history i n t e ~ e w s  was the completion of 

a map of traditional land use based on the mernories of the Elders. On this 

map, the p l~ce  names of major lakes, rivers and features indicated the 

community's knowledge of geographic location (Figure 2). 

The oral tradition, and early historical documents and maps indicated that the 

ancestors of the Sayisi Dene made great use of the esker systems wfiich ran a 

north-east to south-west axis. Samuel Hearne noted that the Dene 

(Chipewyan) thought nothing of w a k g  hundreds of miles in a short perïod 

of t h e .  Early Hudson's Bay Company maps of Rupertsland were drawn 
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from composite descriptions given by Dene himters and indicate detailed 

knowledge of the geographic locations of various river systems and natural 

resources. 

The oral tradition contained many stories and legends of people walkiog many 

miles which verified Hearne's observation. The physical landscape is such 

that e s k a  provided the only medium for wallang great distances. Tom Fortin 

recalled his mother's stories of her famiy w-g to R~Ldeer Lake fkom 

Little Duck Lake (T. Fortin, personal communication, 1998). 

To this information was added traditional ecological howiedge regarding the 

straîegies of caribou himtmg with regard to the use of eskers. For example, it 

was noted by several Elders, and documented by M. Code (1993) that a 

protocol was followed when hunting 

Where the caribou corne into the water is called Beh Kah Dah. 
This part of the land was sacred and lefi untouched. People 
believed thal if a person went there, the caribou would catch 
the scenr and the caribou wouldn 't cross. The oppsite shore, 
across from the Beh Kah Dah was the Chah7 Dah (lookorout). 
This w m  where the hunters wazted ( M .  Code 1993: 3-4). 

This information was extremely valuable to archaeological field work in 

determinhg where seasonal kill sites could occur. 

The fall and spring fisheries were extremely important as a "survival" food . 
N. French stated that her dad told her that they could always count on the 

jackfish. '"You will always be able to find jack&&. They are a gdt and they 

are always diere" (hl. French personai communication, 1992). Winter fishing 



was rarely conducted except occasionally at open watcr near rapids because 

winter ice in most of the lakes was too thick (T. Duck personal 

communication, 19%). 

Memory-rnapping, a land-use technique which has been used extensively in 

native land-clairns (MKO 1993, Usher l992,1993b), has proven to be a 

valuable resource in identifjmg traditionally used ecozones and may well be 

an important link to recognizing land-use patternkg of past people. For 

instance, the application of this technique to Sayisi Dene lands around Tadoule 

Lake in northem Manitoba identified a network of trails which were not 

visible in aeriai photographs or during field survey due to the forest growth 

which has occurred over the past years. Knowing the locations of the trails 

and theù destinations resulted in the identification of numerous late historical 

campsites and activity areas. As well, the oral history record assisted in 

determining the potential locations of archaeological sites. This is discussed 

below. 

Section 2. Archaeological Methods 

The direct historicai approach used by ethnographers and ethnohistorians 

(Bishop 1974, Murphy and Steward 1956), is a valuable tool in linking pre- 

Europem contact land-use activities and locations with the present (Hamilton 

and Larcombe 1994). As weiî, hi~torical documents, such as the Hudson's 

Bay Company collections contain rare glimpses of past land-use which can, 

in some instances, be traced to the present. The direct historical approach is 

often preferred by archaeologists to address specific problems in the 

archaeological record, whereby the known is projected into the past. 

However, for this dissertation a chronologicai description of the Sayisi Dene 



is presented. 

There were two reasons for th. First of dl, the succession of vegetation and 

animals into the study area following deglaciation paved the way for human 

habitation. Environmental conditions were an important concem to early 

people. Climate, availability of resources and mobility across a water-logged 

landscape were all very real conditions that the nnt people had to contend 

with. The second reason for choosing the chronological approach was concem 

th presentation in the direct historical approach would fiagrnent the flow of 

information by virtue of retuming to the time of the relocation in 1956. 

Appreciating the environmental setting and the pre-European history of the 

Sayisi Dene through archaeological investigations were seen as a necessary 

introduction towards understanding the effects of loss of homeland. 

Research in the b o r d  foresttundm zones has been sporadic, site-specinic and 

limited in its interpretation (CHIN 1977, Nash 1975). This is especially true 

for the region which straddles the ManitobaMWT border. 

Archaeological investigations have been hampered by severd logistical 

factors: the extremely isolated location tends to inhibit long term research 

projects; field seasons are short; and transportation costs are high. For these 

reasons, most midies occurring near large bodies of water on which float 

planes c m  land. Hence the majority of archaeological sites which fom &e 

basis of cultural intexpretation are associated with littoral areas, which mdy or 



m g  not be a tme representation of cultural activities. However, aven the 

sumrner field cunditions which have ken  experienced by archaeologists in the 

boreal foredtundra zone, camping inland in sheltered areas is definitely not 

a choice of Sumner residence, but preferred for winter. Summer campsites 

which offer a "bug-fiee7' environment are of first and foremost importance'. 

Another problem with boreal foredtundra archaeology is that the presewation 

of organic mafend is almost non-existent. Archaeologists are forced to focus 

on inorganic evidence and occasioually, animal bone, drawing Uiferences fiom 

edinographic analogy and limited excavations within the boreal forest/tundra 

regions. 

A major characteristic of the tundra/norbiwestem transitional forest zone is the 

thick blanket of moss which covers the land. This obscures visibility of 

potentiai archaeological sites, making site identification ditncuit. 

In spite of the many obstacles which detract fiom field investigations, close to 

500 archaeologicai sites have been recorded in the last forty years (CHIN 

1998; Historic Resources Branch 1998). 

The problem in choosing a specific method in order to conduct field work was 

2 During interyiews with members of the Sayisi Dene First Nation, the question of summer 
campsite preference was posed to the Eiders. AU Elders  vol^ a m  that biting insects 
were the biggest conam, especiaiiy between June and the end of Juiy, and so windy points such 
as the ridges of eskm or vegetation-fke penimuk were pnfarrd for camping. This was 
vaiuable idormaiion when corniéering the Iùie ofdccision-mahg that any g m a p o f m e  
inhabithg this area would make towards d l i sh ing  a summer campsite. 



magnified by the sporadic nature of past research. For example. the 

pioneering work of Nash (1975) within the boreal forest/tundra transition zone 

was conducted within a loose fimework of cultural ecology. However, no 

finther work occmed until 1992 when Petch began a series of archaeological 

studies. Because time was of the essence due to short season and resmcted 

funding, Petch employed a predictive model in order to expedite field work. 

For purposes of this study the archaeological model will not be discussed as 

it was a technique for conducting field work, and is not considered relevant to 

understanding the relocation of the Sayisi Dene f b m  Little Duck Lake to 

Churchill. However, knowhg the ethnic identity of archaeological material, 

and sorthg out the various culturai occupations was important in 

understanding the land use patterns which represented the Sayisi Dene prior 

to 1956. 

Mason (1976) proposed two approaches for determining ethnic identity of 

archaeological matenal, site-unit and territorial. 

The former approach is dependent on the existence of one or more historical 

documents which can be related to a specific site or component of a site, 

which in trrm yields datable evidence. In other words, the timelspace variables 

are well defïned and provide a "restricted ethnic locus" (Mason 1976:360), or 

ethnic identity. However, as Mason points out, such a welldefined Aboriginal 

site with historical documentation is rarely found. He also cautions that one 

site should not be taken as representative of the entire entirec group, nor shouid 

similar d a c t  assemblages be considered as always representuig the same 

types of activities. 



Approaçh Used 

The temtorial approach is inductive in that it examines the areal distribution 

of archaeological data relatci to a specdïc groq which is believed to represent 

the group historically. The territorial ethnicity approach is considered less 

reliable than the site-unit approach in that it often lacks dennite references to 

timekpace. This vagueness may ".. xesult m ethnic identifications that by their 

inclusiveness, depart h m  the constitution of original real societies than is the 

case with site-unit ethnicity" (Mason 1976:361). However, this approach to 

archaeological site identification has met with success, and at present provides 

reliable data when used with other data sources. Ethnicity studies of the 

archaeological past require rigorous cross-referencing with ethnographie, 

tfadtional ecological knowledge and historicd data. Unfortmately, this has 

a limited application, because the archaeological record extends thousands of 

years into the past beyond written records and often beyond the mernories of 

the inhabitants. This record is usually reduced to non-organic remains, such 

as stone tools which hardly represent the c u h d  6 s  of a f m e r  culturai 

group. In vegetative zones, such as the boreal forest, a greater degree of 

variation in the stone tool assemblage between and within, sites is found, 

representing a wider range of resource harvesting activities. The boreal 

forestltundra zone, however, does not enjoy the variability of, or canying 

capacity for, a hi& density of harvestable resources. As a result, the array of 

tools appears to be limited to hunting and hide-working ïmplements. Activity 

areas tend to be vay small, indicating a higher degree of mobility than is noted 

for more southerly sites. Additionally, based on the existing archaeological 

record for the study area, there appears to be less change in tool types over 

tirne, possibly reflecting the efficiency of design for a specialized harvest. At 

present, there appears to be very little variation of human activities in the 



tundra transition zone. The archaeological record is sparse given the vastness 

of the study area, and it depicts resource users as predominantly caribou 

hmters. 

Spatial archaeology is concerned with the distribution of archaeological 

material across a landscape (Parker 198% 173). The location of individual 

sites, when examined fiom a territorial paspective, can reveal patterns of land 

use that prevailed in the past, and this is important to understanding the 

cultural systems of past people (Triggerl%8, 1989). Site context and function 

rnay provide detail about site selection. This, in tum, has the potential to 

dernonstrate ways in which pre-European-contact people interacted with, and 

adapted to, ttieir natural setring However, the tundra/northwestern transitional 

forest zone presents some unique problems that rnay Limir conceptual and 

theoretical ideas that have merit in more southerly regions. In other words, a 

general theoretical concept may be valid for a specinc cultural group, but may 

not apply to highly mobile groups such as the pre-European-contact and 

historic Dene, or the Paleoeskimo groups who occupied the tundra zone. 

m e r  consideratons such as the effect of change in settlement patternhg due 

to conflicts between various cultural groups and overlapping of resource areas, 

needs to be examined. 

Section 3. Undertanding the Historical 

One of the hallmarks of the ethnohistorical approach is its ability to 

reconstruct the past in an unbiased and scientific manner. The importance of 

the written record in understanding certain segments of the historïcal past is 

such that it provides a temporal dataobase to events, which of ta  lac unclear 

or approximate in the oral tradition. Historical documentary evidence 



cornplements and conoborates the archaeological and ethnogaphical records. 

Archivai documents, in particular, the records of the Hudson' s Bay Company. 

provide the initial descriptive account of the Sayisi Dene (Northem Indians) 

at the time of contact. Papers such as early post joumals, correspondence, 

district reports? accomt books and maps for the Chwchill and Nelson Dismcts 

offer a window of opportunity to view the Sayisi Dene, their mode of life and 
1 

commerce and their spatial dismbution across a vast territory (Esau, 1986). 

For example, maps compiled for James Knight (HBCA G. 1/ 19), and later 

Moses Norton (HBCA G.2/8), were based on the geographic descriptions of 

several Saysi Dene (Northem Indians) and contained important annotations 

concerning the spatial distribution of people and resources (Figure 3 and 4). 

Historical documents provide a synchronie description of places, events and 

people which suggests the types of materiai remains that an archaeological 

investigation might uncover in specifk locations. Records, such as account 

books, provide insight into the types of goods which were beïng traded to the 

Sayisi Dene and, over tirne, these accounts indicate cultural change through 

preferences for certain items and replacement of traditional modes of 

production. Account books in particular were effective measures of trade, 

seasonal movement and resource use (see Ross 1862). 

Bishop and Ray (1976)and Ray (1974) have demonstrated the utility of 

combining archival research with the ethnographie record in order to plot 

cultural change. Given that the barren ground caribou was the single most 

important resource to the Sayisi Dene, the early accounts show sporadic 

involvement in the fur trade. Except for the Sayisi Dene who seasonally 
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occupied the ChurchiIl/Knife Rivers areas in the winter, the majority of this 

cultural goup were scattered inland dong the waterways, well w i t b  the 

nortbem boreal forest. 

The historical joumals also document how the people coped with changes to 

theïr ecosystem, and illustrate the ways by which choices among alternative 

resources were made. From an analysis of the records, the Sayisi Dene emerge 

rr marguial fur producers, but important suppliers of country produce. such as 

caribou. 

Other historical documents such as the j o u d s  of early explorers such as 

Samuel Heame (1958)' James Isham (Rich 1949), Tyrrell (1894a, 1895, 

1897,19 1 1) and later Cockburn (1 986) provide critical inforntation regarding 

the changes in political boundaries over the course of 100 years. Factors such 

as epidemic disease, new kinship alliances and inland posts were instrumental 

in dramatic changes in the dernography. Neither the archaeologicd record nor 

the oral tradition captures the full extent of the adaptations which occurred as 

a result of these agents. 

In addition to the historical documents, government records provide an 

important body of uiforrnation regardhg the larger society's attitudes towards 

the "hinterlands" and the First Nation people who inhabited them. As well, 

changes in govenunent policy after 18703 accelerated the process of cultural 

change. The cumulative effects of change dictated by government policy and 

3 in 1870, the Hudson's Bay Company reliaquished its -01 over Rupert's Land and 
tumed lands which were included in its Charter (al1 lands drauiuig into Hudson Bay) over 
to the Dominion of Canada. This is the same year the "postage starnp" Province of 
Manitoba became part of Confederation. 



decision cm be viewed as contributkg to cultural, social and economic 

instability amongst all Fint Nations people, and most important to this study, 

the Sayisi Dene. 

While 1 attempted to approach the relocation in an objective rnanner, the 

emotion and sadness of the Sayisi Dene is overwhelming. The many hotus 

spent Listening to EIders recoimt their days on the barrai grouuds and the move 

to Churchill were full of emotional energy and grief. Many Elders have 

passed away, their stories only partially told. There is an ethical a d  moral 

responsibility to reveal the histarid events of the relocation, from the written 

record and the voices of the people, past and present. What follows is an 

account of the Sayisi Dene, the people of the rzsing sun. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

THE NATURAL SE'I1'ING 

The traditional land of the Sayisi Dene is called dechinule, or "land of linle 

sticks" (S. Ellis 1992). This not only refers to the size, but also the number of 

trees. The natural se thg which the Sayisi Dene inhabiteci, helped to direct 

their course of cultural adaptation. A subsistence pattern developed as a 

resdt of available resources, and this in tum had considerable effect on the 

social structure of the Sayisi Dene. Steward ( 1973) suggested that in areas of 

low productivity, the subsistence patterns generally influenced the fom of 

social organization, however he cautioned that this should not be viewed as 

detetminism. 

The foilowing description characerizes the natural setMg of the homeland of 

the Sayisi Dene. It embodies two major ecozones. 

The Tundra/Boreal Forest Zones 

The circumpolar regions of Eurasia and North America are composed of a 

homogeneous band of tundra with associated boreal forest or taiga. In North 

Amenca, this region is dominated by the Precambrian Shield which arches 

nordi-west across northern Canada to Alaska. During the eady Holocene, the 

tree line was M e r  north than its present location (Diaz et al. 1989). The 

land is characterized by a physical landscape that has been sculpted by ice and 

water. Bedrock outcrops and moss-covered, undulating hills and eskers are 

interspersed with pockets of strmted taiga vegetation and myriad swamps, 

lakes and streams. There is a gradua1 transition firom the boreal forest to the 

tundra zone, where the forest gives way to heaths and mosses. There is little 



variation in the vegetation or faima in the tundra zone as compared to the 

southem taiga, where wildlife resources are more varieci and abundant. 

OveMew of Geolo@cal an- 

The quatemary geology for this region reveals a complex pattern of features 

which are a result of the Late Wisconsin glaciation. Accorduig to Dredge er 

al. (1986), glacial progression originated in the western Keewatin flowing 

southward over Precambrian bedrock and depositing sand and boulder till. 

Less than 2% of the bedrock surface is exposed. The results of active ice 

movement are visible in the many c h m h s  and esker systems which are found 

throughout the study area. The esker systems in particular were of great 

importance not only as conduin for migration of animals and plants, but also 

as alternative travel routes for ancient people (Petch et ai., 1997). Esker 

systems in the study area cross-cut many river systerns, and made four- 

directional movement a possibility. Esker ridges are windswept and snow-fiee 

in winter, with snow accumulations of up to 10 metres on the lee side dopes 

(Petch, persona1 observation, 1992). 

A gradua1 warrning trend about 16,000 years ago marked the end of the 

Pleistocene epoch and omet of the Holocene. As the ice slowly retreated, 

meltwater ponded between the ice front and regional heights of land creating 

glacial Lake Agassiz. The size and shape of this vast water body varied with 

the position of the ice fiont which continued to block the natural drainage to 

Hudson Bay (Teiler and Lee 1983). As the ice continued to retreat new outlea 

for the 80w of the glacial lake were fieed The incremental decrease in the 

height of glacial Lake Agassiz resulted in a series of beach ridges, the most 

prominent king the Campbell Beach Ridge which marked the former westem 



shoreline in southwestern Manitoba in northwestem Manitoba Lake Agassiz 

was a prominent feature around 8800 B.P., and slowly rnigrated eastward as 

deglaciation proceeded. According to Groom (Petch et al.. 1997), the North 

Seal River marked the northern limit of Lake Agassiz. The land to the north 

of the North Seal River was also covered with smaller glacial lakes which 

gradually drained, exposing a new landscape. Deglaciation of the study area 

was probably complete by 7000 B.P., with forest colonization occurring 

shortiy after. An d m  of animals into the study area followed close behind. 

The study area is within the West-central Plains physiographic unit which is 

characterized by glacial depostts of patterned drift (Dredge et al. 1986). 

Dnmilins (elongated hills of glacial drift), moraines (accumulated deposits of 

earth and rock), and eskers (long, narrow ndges of sand and grave1 deposited 

by superglacial, englacial or subglacial streams) provide relief. Hawk Hill and 

the Grey Hi l l s  reach elevations over 400 metres above sea level (masl), but 

these, as many of the other elevations, rise steadily rather than dramatically. 

The large lakes drain to the east to Hudson Bay through six major river 

systems: Seal, Caribou, Thlewiaza, Tha-me, McConneU, and Maguse (Figure 

5). Stream b m g e  is immahae and many areas drain through muskeg. Four 

kinds of soi1 dominate the landscape: Dysmc Brunisols, Turbic Cryosols, 

ûrganic Cryosols and Mesisols (Canada Soi1 Inventory 1989). Most of the 

study area lies within the region of contiauous p e d o s t ,  although exposed, 

esken are uçually fiee of permafrost (Dredge 1992). 

Climate 
The tundra portion of the s t d y  area is under a climate that is generally 
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influenced by marine winds f hm the Arctic Ocean and Hudson Bay. Long. 

cold winters and short temperate summers occur throughout the region with 

a rapid transition fkom winter to summer. Frost has been recorded in ail 

months. Mean annually daily temperature is 4 9 T ,  while summer 

temperatures may average 15°C. Precipitation is evenly divided between rain 

and snow, about 254mm in total. 

The northwestem transitional forest region is within the Boreal (Subarctic) 

Climatic Zone. Temperature variation is extreme with January average daily 

minimum plummeting to -33.4"C in January and rising to +20.4"C in July 

(Environment Canada 1992). There are few fiost-fkee periods ir! the sumni2r 

and the growing season is short. Recipitation averages about 457mm 

annuall y. - 
The research area is located within the northwestem transition region of the 

boreal forest, and the tundra (Figure 6). The former is a zone of open 

subarctic woodland. Timber resources in the northwestem transition region 

are not considered to be merchantable due to their small size and long 

regrowth periods. Unfavorable climate, thin soils and fkequent fies are 

identified by Rowe (1972) as factors conmbuting to the stunted growth . 

Forest fïres due to Iightening strikes, at least historically, seem to be the most 

damaging ecological factor in loss of habitat (Johnson and Rowe 1975). 

However, forest fire can be viewed as beneficial, especidly in the boreal forest 

where distlirbance is needed for regrowth (E. Punter, personal communication, 

1998). Furthmore, while fire destroys habitat for some species, it creates 

habitat for othen (Chandler et al. 19û3). 



Figure 6. Vegeative zones of the ttadIfiona2 land of the Sayisi Dene 



Palynological and paleoclimatic studies conducted at Ennadai Lake also 

indicated that since the beginning of the Holocene, several advances and 

recessions in the tree-line had occurred as a result of climatic fluctuation. 

Forest fies were also noted as a factor in periodic habitat destruction for some 

wildlife species during the early Holocene (Nichols 1975). 

In the northwestem transition region, the most abundant tree is black spruce 

(Picea mariana (Mill.) BSP.). White spruce (Picea g h c a  (Moench) Voss) 

are also f d y  common. Other species include white birch (Betuh papyrifera 

Marsh) and tamarack (Larix Iaricina (Du Roi) Koch). Jack pine (Pinus 

banbiana Lamb.) is fomd only in the southem extremities. Trembling aspen 

(Popuizis tremuloides Michx.) and balsam poplar (Popuius baisamrfera L.) 

also occur, but in stunted form. Very little understory occurs, but a variety of 

woody and herbaceous plants occur arnongst the lichen (Ciadina spp) ground 

cover. Empetrum nigrum (crowbeny), Vaccinium vziis-idaea (mountain 

cranberry), Vacciniwn uliginosum (bog bilberry), Ledzim groenIundraicm 

(Labrador tea) and Vaccinitîm myrtihides (velvet-leaf blueberry) as welI as 

Geocauion lividm (northem comandra), Epilobium anguslrfvlium (fireweed) 

and Coy&lis sempervirens @ink corydalis) are regularly noted (Petch et al. 

1997). The tundra is almost devoid of trees. Dwarf birch (Beiula glandulosa) 

and willow (Saiix spp.) are occasionally found in shehered pockets. 

Vegetation consists mostly of mosses (Sphaghnum spp.) and lichen (C'ladino 

spp.) ground cover. Woody plants such as Labrador tea and blueberry are 

occasionally encountered in sheltered wet areas. Rubus chamaernoms L 

(cloudbeny) are prolific in moist, mossy areas (Johnson 1987). 

Floral resources were valuable to the Sayisi Dene for a variety of reasons, 

47 



including medicinal, food shelter and fkewood purposes (Walker 1984). 

Animal populations reflect the caryhg capacity of the land. In the more 

southerly portion of the northwestem transition region, there is more variety 

and a larger population of animals in general. 

At least 35 species of birds are fomd in the southem part of the research area 

(Petch er al. 1997). Important eating birds include the d e d  grouse (Bonosa 

umbellus), spruce grouse (Dendragqus ccondeneis), ptarmigan (Lagopus 

spp. ), and sharp-tailed grouse j Typanuchus phmiunellus). Historicaliy, 

Canada goose (Branta canodeneis), a variety of waterfowl, @s (Lams 

spp.)and the arctic tem (Stem hirundo) eggs were gathered. Raptors include 

the osprey (Pandion haliaetus), golden eagle (Aquila chrysaeros), northem 

hanier (Circus cyaneus), hawk (Buteo spp.), boreal owl (Aegolzusfunereus), 

and bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephaltis). The most popular scavenger is 

the common raven ( C o m s  corax), an important bird in Dene legend. A 

vaxiety of Song and other birds are also present. 

In the tundra region, the species of birds which are good for humans to eat 

include the willow ptarmigan, waterfowl, including ducks and geese, and gulls. 

Gulls and tems' eggs can also be harvested (Jones, personal cornmimication, 

1992). The snowy owl (Nyctea scandiacu), rough-legged hawk (Buteo 

l a g o p )  and parasitic jaeger (Stercoran'us parasiticus) are the main raptors. 

Fish species include northern pike (Esox lucius), arctic grayhg (Thymallus 

arcticus), lake whitefish (Coregoms clupeafomis), lake trout (Salvelinus 



namqcush), longnose sucker (Catos~omus cazosromus). cisco (Coregonus 

ariedii), and Burbot (Lota luta). Walleye (Srizostedion vitreurn) and white 

sucker (Caiosfomus commersoni), found in some waters of the northwestem 

transitional forest zone, are near the northem lùnit of these species' ranges, 

and are not f o n d  in tundra waters. 

Moose (Alces olces), black bear (Ursus mericonus), and wolf (Cunis I z r p u s )  

are a regular occmence in the boreal forest zone. Smaller mammals such as 

red squirrel (Tomiaciurus hu&onicus), American marten (Mmes arnericana), 

red fox (Vulpes Mllpes), fisher (Martes pennanîi), least weasel (Mustela 

rivalis), ermine (Musteia enninea), wolverine (Gulo gulo), Lynx (Lym lynx), 

snowshoe hare ( L e p  anterieanus), porcupine (Erethizon dorsatirm), mink 

(Mustela vison), beaver (Castor canadeners), muskrat (Ondrata zibethicus), 

and river otter (Lutre canadeneis) are present. 

In the nuidra, voles (Phenacomys spp), lemmings (Dicrostoqm hudsonicus 

and Lemmus trimucronatus), least weasel, ground squirrel (Spermophilus 

uhIartrs) ,  arctic fox (Aloptex lagopus) and wolf are present. Large mammals 

include bmen-ground @y bear (Ursus arctos), and muskox (Ovibos 

moscharuF). Caribou (Rangifer taradus groenlandims) are the most plentifid 

large mammals within both zones of the study area. 

The importance of caribou to the Sayisi Dene c a ~ o t  be oventated. In the 

pas& the caribou supplied all the necessary requirements for survival. As a 

food source, it was a mainstay for healdiy living. Clothing, tents and utility 

articles were fashioned out of the hides and a variety of tools were 

manufactured fkom various skeletai remains. Ecologicd adaptation to the 



habits and habitat of the caribou was therefore critical to the continuing 

existence of the Sayisi Dene. 

Caribou Behavior and Movernent 

As Spiess has stated, understanding caribou behavior is a mandatory 

prerequisite to ". . .theorizing about caribou-dependent adaptations" (Spiess 

1979:245). 

Harper (1955), B d e l d  (1954,1%1), and Kelsd ( 1  968, 1972) conducted the 

fht detailed midies of the various caribou populations. This was followed by 

studies of the Qafniflujalc population by G. Parker (1972), Miller ( 1976), 

Miller (1972) and Dauphiné (1976). This particular block of research 

provided valuable idonnation regardhg caribou movement and dernography. 

Banfield ( 1% 1) recognized nine modern subspecies of caribo with Rangifeer 

tar& t a r h  and Rangfer tarandur g r o e n f d i m  representing the main 

tundra subspecies in Einasia and North America respectively. In addition, he 

identifïed four extinct subspecies. Rangrfer tarandus muscatensis, ( 1 7,000 

B. P.) was considered to be ancestral to R t. groenlandïcus. The transition 

fkom the extinct to extant subspecies may have occwed at the advent of the 

Holocene and retreat of glaciat ice. 

ui North America there are four barren ground caribou popuiations: Bluenose, 

Bathurst, Beverly and Qaminurjak. The Qaminuflak population in turn is 

comprised of three major herds, the Churchill or eastern, the Duck Lake or 

central, and the Brochet or western (Figure 7). These in tnm, are fnrther 

reduced to smaller subherds depending on the t h e  of the year. 
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Figure 7. Burren Ground Caribou populations across the Su&-Ar& and 
Arctic regwns of Canada (J. Skith, 1978). 



The general seasonal cycle of the Qaminujak population is characterized by 

migratory movement between the tundra in summer and taiga in winter. 

Migration of cows and yearlings to the calving grounds usually begins in 

April, with the individual herds merging into targer herds as they reach 

Qarninujak Lake area. The adult males can be found at the southem 

perimeters of the c a l d g  area. Once calving is complete the nursery bands 

join together, possibly as a socialkation activity. The non-calvirig segment 

including males and females of various ages congregate and by early July are 

dispersed across a wide territory. A brief congregatim and m e r  dispersal 

occurs with some periodic movement towards the south, but it is not until 

October or November, after the rut, that the migration to the forest occurs in 

eamest At that time the herds disperse and pass most of the winter within the 

shelter of the forest In the spring there is once more a general staging at the 

edge of the forest until the environmental conditions appear to be nght for the 

northward summer migration (G. Parker 197 1, 1972 j. 

While caribou movement is generally dependable, there are several important 

natural variables which are difEcult to control and which may innuence the 

location and size of herds: 1) Forest fies caused by lightening snikes destroy 

the rich carpets of lichen (Cladina spp) , a major food of the caribou. These 

slow-growing plants take at least 25 years to deveiop into good fixage 

(Symington 1965). 

Kelsall (1961) identified large tracts of fie-bumed taiga which not only 

resulted in lost wintering are% but also acted as a barrier for movement of 

caribou to an unbumed area (see dso Chandler et al, 1983); 2)  Snow may be 

an inhibiting factor in both food access and herd mobility. Pruitt (1959) 



pointed out that snow depth and hardness were important factors in the 

concentration of females and juvenile caribou in particular. 3) Most animais 

have a na& cycle of popdation increase and sudden decrease. Caribou may 

be no different. A variety of parasites and insects are known to invade the 

caribou seasonally. In spite of listed variables, and their use of regular, 

conservative migration routes, caribou have been known to strike off on an 

alternate course for no apparent reason. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

THE PEOPLE 

The Sayisi Dene are memben of the Chipewyan subgroup of the Northem 

Athapaskan linguistic family (Birket-Smith 1 93 0). They are M e r  

distinguished fiom o h  Chipewyan-speakers by the tam Edthen-eldeli-Dene, 

or "Caribou-Eaters" (Figure 8). Historically7 the Sayisi Dene occupied the 

eastem portions of the tundraltransition zone, a vast area which extended far 

north of the present ManitobdN. W.T. border (Figure 9). 
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Figure 8: Sayid Dene genealogy. During ethnographie research, two 
dismete Say% Dene ban& were rev& in hktork association with dkcrete 
herds. In this schemrrtr0c diagram, the relolonsh@ between the Central 
Qaminurjak hetd and the Duck Lake Sayisi Dene, and the Eastern 
Qaminurjak and North River Sayisi Dene is seen (Petch 1992~). 

Historicaiiy, their identity was determined by other groups of people. They 

were referred to by the Cree, for example, as Chzpewyan, and, Northem or . 
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Figure 9. Tlie SigM Dene baditond Ian& encompassed a vast mea wlrich 
stretclsedfrom îhe Churchill River fm north beyond Drtbawnr Lake, NWT. 



Nortlnvards Indium by the early European traders and explorers (Kenney 

193 2). Anthropologists have referred to the Dene as Edthen-oedeli-Dene or 

Caribou-eaters (Gillespie 1976, H e h  198 1, Smith 1976). This term was 

believed to have been applied by other Lake Athabaskan groups to the Eastern 

Dene (Cooper and Penard 1973). The Sayisi Dene of Tadoule Lake belong 

to the Suyisi Dene Firsr Nation Band 

At Treaty they were designated as the Fort Churchill Chipewyun Band ïhis 

name is considered derogatory by the Sayisi Dene because it represents an 

identity based on European and Cree description (J. Clipping. persona1 

communication, 1992). The name was changed several years ago in order to 

demonstrate the group's ethnic identity! Heber (1989) in his study of 

Chipewyan people in northem Saskatchewan described the use of traditional 

names as a means to define seif and effect solidarity as a nation-group. The 

name change by the Sayisi Dene was considered as a move by the people to 

regain and emphasize their ethnic identity. 

The location of the Sayisi Dene at the eastem edge of a vast expanse of tundra, 

is not accidental. The archaeological record suggests that around 600 B.C. 

bands of Taltheilei hunters' (Harp 1961, Ixving 1968, MacNeish 195 1, and 

Noble 1971), the ancestors of the Dene entered the study area fkom the west 

in pursuit of barren ground caribou (Rangrfir tarandus groenlandicus). The 

oral tradition of the Sayisi Dene tells of a time when the people hunted bison, 

4 The oamc Sayisi Dme will be used throughout the dissertation. However. the identity givm by 
the various authors citeci wiU be marked by brackets and wiiï foiiow the aame Sayisi Dene 

5 The Takheilei cultural tradition was nameci afler its type site al Tallheilei Narrows al the 
northeast end of Great Slave Lake (MacNeish 195 1). The tradition is considered to represcnt the 
immediate ancestors of the Chipewyan people. 



gradually moving no& and east (E. Bussidor, personal communication, 

1 998)6. 

As the people became more familiar with the unexplored country. they 

continued to press finther to the no& and seasonally isolating themselves 

from their kin to the West. Paleoeskimo occupation dong the costal regions 

does not appear to have had any influence on Taltheilei culture. No 

archaeological evidence of trade between the two groups has been Iocated to 

date. The proto-Cree to the south appear to have kept the Sayisi Dene 

restricted to an area north of the Churchill River, and as a result little social 

contact with this cultural group seems to have occurred (Dickson 1983). The 

Sayisi Dene may have developed in relative isolation of other cultural groups, 

and this possibly served to maintain an ancient hunting subsistence economy. 

Other ethnohistoricai and oral sources within the community of Tadoule Lake 

indicate that the Dene people identifïed thernselves by their geographical 

location. The people of Tadoule Lake were Sayisi Dene, or people of the 

eastern sun (Code 1992). Interestingly, they were also referred to by other 

Dene as The ye ottine or diveilers ut the Stone Fort [Prince of Wales' Fort at 

Churchill] (J. Smith 198 Ib:271). This term may apply to the North River7 

Sayisi Dene, who were most likely the descendants of The ye ottzne, or 

Homeguard Chipewyan. Interestinly, a river which drains into Hawk W 

Lake, NWT, is cded  The tinne, which means warer mnning over rocks (E. 

6 E. Bussidor relared a story told to hun by Betsy Anderson. Many yean ago the people 
hunted bison. One &y t h e  killed a white caif, and mer since then the Dene have had bad 
luck (E. Bussidor, personal communication, 1998). 

7 The tenn North River refers to both the gcographic settlément and thc a r a  of thc North and 
South Knife Riven which merge near the estuary region to form the North River. See map. 



Bussidor, personal communication 1998). The Sayisi Dene at Tadoule Lake 

stated tint the people who îraditionally used the North KnifeKhurchill region 

as part of their annual round were referred to as Nu N Q ~  Day Nah L h y ,  or 

people on the outskirts, while those far to the west were called Nas Ne Yu and 

were considered to be Dogrib (M. Code. personal communication, 1994). 

The various names given by the people to describe themselves, as indicated 

above, is important because it illustrates a sense of regionalization based on 

physicai location, and, more importandy, identifies traditional homeland. 

This also provides some important ches to undentaading the archaeological 

record in terms of similadies and variations in the tool assemblage and the 

locations of regional bands of people in relation to the various caribou herds 

and sub-herds. 

A variety of terms have been used to describe the size of the Chipewyan 

hunting group (see J. Smith 1978). Helm's (1968) use of the "regional band" 

has been questioned because it connotes a sense of temtoriality. However, 

while bands did not have a clearly delineated territory due to ecologicd factors 

beyond their control, the t e m  "regional band" loosely defines the range of 

human mobility based on specific caribou populations and may reflect the 

various names people used to describe themselves based on their location. 

Gordon suggested, each regional band was most likely composed of smaller 

band units, with the regional band size "...dependmg upon herd size, a leader's 

organhtional ability, lcin group alignment and demography" (Gordon 

lW5:85). 

The homeland of the Sayisi Dene is located in the tundrahorthwestem 



transitional forest zone which straddles Manitoba and the Keewatin Dismct 

of the Northwest Territones. This is a corner of the counûy which has not 

received a great deal of attention. Recent caribou population shidies by, for 

example, Banfield ( 1954), IIarper ( 1953, Kelsall ( 1955), D. Miller ( 1976), 
* 

F. Miller (1972, 1987, 1988), have formed the largest body of biologwii data. 

Studies such as these reflect the post-war emphasis on the collection of 

scientific and empirical information. 

While an impressive body of ethnographie research on the Chipewyan people 

has appeared over the past 25 years (Bone 1973, Brandson 1 98 1, Clark 1977, 

Gillespie 1975,1976, Hoaigmann 1%8, irimoto 198 1, Jawenpa 1975. Koolage 

1970, Krech 1978,1980, Ostwelt 1966, Raby 1973, Sharp 1977,1988, D. Smith 

1976, J. Smith 1975, Van Stone 1974, and Yerbury 1986) data related to the 

Sayisi Dene is minimal. This may, in part, be due to the cultural evaluation 

of Kaj Birket-Smith (1930), who concluded that the Dene (Chipavan) in and 

aroimd Churcbiil were deculturated8. His study area was restricted to a s m d  

group the Dene living in Churchill, and it did not include the majority of the 

cultural group who were living in the traditional lands. Because of this 

research, the Dene continued to be considered deculturated and no M e r  

research occurred until the mid-1960s. As a result, we do not have a clear 

picture of the manner of how or what kinds of cultural changes voluntarily 

occurred amongst the Dene. For example, with the Ahiarmiut setiling in 

around Ennadai Lake during the beginning of the 20h century, increased 

contact between the two groups led to some cultural homogeneity and kinship 

8 Vanstone (1965) descnbed the process of deculturation as one where '...the abandooed aboriginaI 
culture is not replaced by white cquivaient"(Vanstone 1%5: 1 10). The is a Eurocentric bias 
which invokes a negative fesponse. 
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alliances as the Dene taught the Ahianniut caribou-hunting skills (A. 

Denecheze, personal communication, 19%). 

Koolage (1970) was the k t  antbropologist to conduct "post-Birkett-Smith", 

anthropologicd research with the Sayisi Dene. Ten years after they were 

relocated to Churchill he examineci cultural change amongst the Sayki Dene. 

He summarized, ". .anthropologists dealing with the Chipewyan since 193 0 

have characterized them as being deculturateci, disorganized and 

disintegrated.. ."(Koolage 1970: 19). The studies ".. . fail[ed] to elaborate the 

many ways in which the Chipewyan are adapting to changing socio-cultural 

conditions in northem Canada" (Koolage 1970:45-46). Heber added to this 

the fact diat negative ethnological descriptions were misleading and failed to 

account for identity change (Heber 1989: 29). Unfomuiately little data was 

available with which to measure the degree of change within the Sayisi Dene 

community at Churchill. Koolage furùier suggested that changes amongst the 

Chipewyan were brought about by numerous social and economic factors 

which were beyond their control. He concluded that by the mid 1960s the 

Sayisi Dene were adapting in a "marginal manner to the larger society" 

(Koolage 1970: 145). What were described as white social noms were 

rejected by the Sayisi Dene and replaced with what was viewed by whites as 

a maladapûve structure. Studies conducted by Bone 1969, Dickman 197 1, La1 

1 %9a, and Hlady 1%0, in addition to Koolage's research ( 1970, 1975, 1 W6), 

did not have the opportunity to examine and assess Sayisi Dene cultural and 

social adaptation in their naturd element - the bamen grouncis. AU research 

studies were conducted in Churchill at a time when the Dene were attempting 

to adapt to change which resulted fkom the relocation process. This appears 

to have k e n  a time of struggle for smvivai, when those elements which 



usually define a cultural group were discarded in an attempt to adapt to a 

foreign situation. The hand game, for example, was only occasionally played 

by the men during the Churchill years, whereas it had previously been a 

regular pasthe. 

The Sayisi Dene relocated to Tadoule Lake in 1973. Surprisingly, no 

anthropoIogicaI stwiies occurred during this time of readjustment. It appean 

that the people were once again left on their own to cope the best they could. 

For the old people, the move was a r e t m  to their homeland. For the children 

who had grown up in Churchill, it was a culture shock " We had electric 

guztars. bur no electricity " (A. Thorassie, personal communication 1992 ). 

Pre-European-Contact Background 

The archaeological record suggests that human habitation in the northern 

coniferous forest transitiodtundra zone occurred as early as 7000 B.C. At this 

t he ,  people belonging to a tradition that archaeologists refer to as Northem 

Plano, or Agate Basin (Wright 1976) emerged, probably out of the central 

plains region of North Amenca. The large amount of caribou bone excavated 

fiom sites such as Grant Lake (KkLn-2) suggests that at this early stage of 

occupation, caribou were preferred over other large mam~nals. A height of 

land between glacial lakes McConneU (Criag 1965) and Agassiz (TeIIer and 

Clayton 1983) may have provided the passage way into a new and rich habitat 

Wright ( 1996) continues to believe that the Northem Plano tradtion evolved 

into the Shield Archaic tradition sometime around 4000 B. C., but there is only 

minimnl evidence to support this hypothesis. Few transitional tools have been 

recovereâ, but similarities in adzes found in the Keewatin District and around 



Caribou Lake, Manitoba suggest that there are indications of movement 

between the two regions. However, it should be remembered that independent 

invention given a similar state of variables may be responsible for sdar i t ies  

in the tool assemblage. The physical landscape 6000 years ago was much 

different than that of today and it may have actually been easier to move 

across the vast area dian present conditions allow. For example, according to 

research conducted by Manitoba Energy and Mines, post-glacial Lake Agassiz 

Manitoba consisted of a large soudi-central plain in which the present Lakes 

Winnipeg, Manitoba and Winnipegosis were of much different configurations 

than they are today (Matile et al. 1996). 

Artifacrual objects which can be identified as Shield Archaic have a wider 

distribution across the northm coniferous forest auisition/tundra zone, and 

occur more fiequently. According to Gordon (1976) the centre of Shield 

Archaic development may occur on the Dubawnt River. 

Changing climatic conditions responsible for shifts in the distribution of 

vegetation and animais uitimately caused groups of people who used these 

resources to search out new and more productive areas. The archaeological 

record indicates that around 1500 B.C. a cooiing trend may have been 

responsible for a shift in cultural occupation. Widun the snidy area, the Shield 

Archaic tradition was replaced by that of Re-Dorset The new people have 

been classified as Paleo-Eskirno, suggesting a distinct genetic and linguistic 

group. Re-Dorset material culture has been recovered from the coastal 

regions of the high arctic and Hudson Bay, and inland throughout a good 

portion of the barrenlands. Several sites in the interior of Manitoba give 

evidence that Re-Dorset people were also caribou hunters, although their tool 



assemblage was much different than that of the previous Northern Plano and 

Shield Archaic. Pre-Dorset people appear to have been maritime in origin 

adapting to an interior subsistence, if only seasonally. 

Around 700 B.C. a general migration of a new cultural group from the West 

occurred. The Taltheilei tradition, first identified by MacNeish ( 195 1 ), 

appears to have spread across the northem tiddtransition zone at a rapid 

pace. Srnall bands of hunters most likely pusuing caribou, quickly adapted 

to the seasonal movement of specific herds, a strategy which persisted mtil the 

20h century. 

Gordon identified four distinct phases of Taltheilei tradition based on his 

research of site location in relation to the Beverly caribou herd: earliest, early, 

middle and late. 

The Earliest Phase has been carbon-dated at 2575 B.P., and site distribution 

suggests that even at biis early stage of development, the ancesmi Dene were 

practicing a form of herd followiug. This phase appears to be absent in 

northem Manitoba and it may be due to the fact that the cultural group had not 

yet reached the eastem boundary of its historical temtory. 

Based on Nash's (1975) and Petch's (lW7,l998) field work, the Taltheilei 

tradition appears to have entered northem Manitoba and the Southem 

Keewatin during the late Early Phase (ca. 700 B.C.). The location of these 

eariy sites are noted to be near the mouths of rivers, suggesting that seasonal 

fishing may have occurred. Interestingly, Petch (1997) recovered projectile 

points and semi-lunar luives on the North Seal River (EgLw-18), similar to 



those found by Nash (1975) at Mountain Lake. Research conducted by Petch 

et al. in 1996 along the Robertson Esker in northem Manitoba suggests that 

this esker may have played an important role in the movement of people fiom 

the tundra to forest zone during the late Early to Middle Taltheilei Phases. 

By A.D. 100, the Middle Phase of the Taltheilei tradition appears to have 

established itself across the southem Keewatin and northem Manitoba. As 

Gordon (19%:85) proposes. this may have been due to the favorable clhatic 

conditions which this region enjoyed. 

The Late Taltheilet Phase which evolved around A.D. 600 indicates a 

continued growth in population and employment of hunting strategy along 

caribou migration routes. During this phase, the bow and arrow were used 

more regularly. Tools in general, appear to poorly made. It is difEcult to 

know for certain why this occmed, but the following reasons may be valid: 

a change in technology may have caused a short-term transition fiom one tool 

type to another; interaction with people to the north and south may have 

contributed to changing tools; if groups of people were attempting to follow 

the caribou herds at a more regular pace, there may not have been time to 

prepare tools with the same careful techniques; Function may have taken 

precedence over fom. 

J. Clipping remembaed that dining the late 1940s he speared his first caribou 

fiom a came at Little Duck Lake. The spear point was made of cut metal (J. 

Clipping, personal communication, 1992). According to Clipping, this form 

of hunting was common as it was so easy to M1 caribou as they swam across 

a body of water. 



Fleshers and beamers manufactured of caribou long bones were used to 

prepare the caribou hides for clothllig. S. Clipping still used bone tools to 

complete preparation of the skins that her husband brought home (V. Petch 

personal observation, 1992). These types of tools are often not recovered fiom 

archaeological sites because if they have not been subject to decay. the rodents 

and other s m d  mammals have destroyed them. 

The archaeological record provides only a portion of the material culture, but 

evidence that does exist indicates that caribou hunting formed a major part of 

Dene subsistence economy. 

As well, the location of pre-European-contact sites and late historical Dene 

falt hunting sites occmed in many of the sarne locations - campsites nearby 

caribou travel routes, lookout sites (Chal'l Dah) on esker ndges overlooking 

caribou travel routes and processing sites at the base of eskers. 

Historical Background 

Early historical accounts of the Dene (Chipewyan) kom the archives of the 

Hudson's Bay Company tell of Henry Kelsey, an employee of the Hudson's 

Bay Company stationed at York Factory, who in 1689, traveled dong the 

West coast of Hudson Bay with a Chipewym boy, in an attempt to entice the 

Dene (Northern Indians) to trade. Isham, in 1746, Graham (Williams 1969) 

and, more importantlyT Hearne (Glover 1958) between 1769 and 1772, 

provided valuable ethnographical information about the Dene (Chipewyan) 

and their lands. Hearne described the vast tract of land used by the Dene, 

which extended fiom the barren grounds to the transitional forest zone. It 

appears fiom entnes in the Churchill joumals of the Hudson's Bay Company, 



that duMg the histotical period the Engiish presence at Churchill had vev 

litîle effect on the economic well-being of the Dene. In facc there appean to 

have ken a general cornplaint amongst the traders that the Dene could not be 

brought into the fur trade because the caribou hunt constantly interfered with 

trapping . 

While European trade goods such as copper and metal tools and irnplements 

were a novel and valuable addition to the Dene, rnany believe that the major 

social impact came with the introduction of the gung. The Cree trading at 

York Factory were the first group of First Nations people in this area to have 

access to the European musket. This acquisition shifted the balance of power, 

and ptaced the Cree at an advantage over the Dene. The ethnic boundary 

established by the natural b d e r  of the Churchill River temporarily shifked to 

the northwest With the construction of Fort Churchill in 1717, and the 

acquisition of guns by the Dene, the boundary shifted back to the Churchill 

Riva, where it rernained throughout the historic period. Today, the Dene still 

look at the Churchill River as the boundary between themeIves and the Cree 

(Figure 9). The archaeological record supports the oral tradition that this has 

been a long-standing ethnic boundary. 

In 19 10, the Saysi Dene signed an Adhesion to Treaty 5 with the Dominion of 

Canada, in which they were promised access to hunting, fishing and trapping 

throughout their traditional lands. Interestingiy, the present northem Manitoba 

boundary was not established until the following year. This political border 

9 However, the mus& was ofien inefficient as it wuld oniy fhe ont shot at a t h e .  and vas 
inaccurate when compared to the bow and arrow. Additionaliy. the ememely cold winters o h  
froze the lock mechanism. rendering the gun useless. 
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Figure 10. Ine boundmy Wween the SàyS Dene and Cree was temporarily 
s h z ~ n o r t l i  of the Gurchill Rivet during tire arly years of the fur trade 



techniC8Uy divided th& traditional lands in two, although as far as the people 

wae  concemed, a border did not exist or effect them because Treaty prornised 

that îhey could cany on as before. Betsy Anderson was a young child at the 

time of Treaty. She recalled, 

The land war not talked about. The way we understood 
lhat piece ofpaper [Treaîy], the fond wes notpart of the 
deal. l fwe  had been told ihut we were szgning away our 
fmdfor  the mount o f n e  doflars a person there was no 
way our people would hate agreed (Bussidor and Reinart 1997). 

Dirring the early decades of the twentiet. century? Euro-Canadian traders and 

trappers spread out through the area which was Dene traclitional lands. A 

Hudson's Bay Company trade outpo* Fort Ha, was bnefly in existence 

between 19 10 and 19 1 1(A74/20 fo. 16; A W 2  1 fo. 12) at Thanout Lake near 

Kasmere Lake. Cornpetition fiom Revillon Freres at Windy River Post near 

Nueltin Lake, threatened much of this inland trade until 1936, when the 

Hudson's Bay Company bought out Revïlion Freres. Between 1936 and 

1939, Frederick Schweder managed the Windy River (Nueltin Lake)Post for 

the Hudson's Bay Company (HBCA Post History), and then as a fiee trader 

until 1946 when he retired (Robert Schweder, personal communication, 1996; 

Charlie Schweder personal journal 1946) (Figure 10). His son, Charlie, 

continued the srnall operaîion unti1 1948 (Charlie Schweder persond journal 

1948). 

The people on the barren grounds appeaf to have been lefi alone with minimal 

contact or interaction witb the European community mtil the early 1950s, but 

epidemics of influenza, measles and other highly infectious diseases regularly 

swept across the land, greatly disrupting social structure and subsistence 

patterns. Dene and Inuit aiike were affected. Not only were the people 



Figure 2 I .  Trade posts in the N u e f i  Lake atea from 1908 to 1948. 



ravaged by disease, but the animal populations appear to have suffered a 

varkty of diseases and population setbacks. The debilitating effects of disease 

coupled with diminished and erratic resources helped set the stage for the 

process of relocation. 

The polis, of relocation of the Sayisi Dene fiom Little Duck Lake to Churchill 

in 1956 appears to be based on institutional amtudes, the decline in the fur 

market, and the perceived caribu crisis, and by stories of death and stamation 

which reached the outside world by researchers such as Harper ( 1955) and 

Mowat (1947) in 1946-47. Charlie Schweder also drew attention to the 

tragedy of a smail group of Eminrini Lake Inuit (Schweder 1947). in any case, 

decisions regarding the relocation of the people were made by govemment 

oficials, far removed from the Dene, who acted on the advice of provincial 

naîural resource authorhies and regional federal agents. The Sayisi Dene had 

no contrd over the decision to relocate themselves, and in facf prior to 

relocation, were hoping to establish a reserve at Little Duck Lake. The move 

from Little Duck Lake was to be to North River. There, they were promised, 

that they wodd be looked after; that houses, medical attention a .  schooling 

would be available to them. None of this materialized, except that the school 

aged children were shipped off to residential schools. 

Few country food resources were available, and those that could be found 

were quickly depleted. The Sayisi Dene gradually M e d  towards Churchill 

and social, cultural and economic disaster. Economic development programs 

which were instituted after the move, were short-iived, poorly funded and 

added little economic ben& to the Sayisi Dene. Rograms did not offer many 

new skilis to the people. Often, the Sayisi Dene were described as 



"uncooperative and primitive" (DIAND 13 8.29.2). 

After a failed attempt to marginally integrate the Sayisi Dene into the 

community at Churchill, the people themselves began the process of retuming 

to their homelands The "back to the bush" program which was gaining 

government support can be viewed as an admission of failure by the 

bureaucratie systern to deal with the complicated mess they had created ten 

years earlier. Nevertheless, the prospects of retuming to a familiar lifeway 

ignited the spark in many of the Sayisi Dene, and spirits soared as the idea 

became a reality. By 1973, the people who had been part of the "back to the 

bush" program were eager to re-establish a new community. The North and 

South W e  Lakes were not capable of supporthg a large population, and so 

Tadoule Lake was chosen as the location of the new settlement. 

The retum to the homeland tempordy rejuvenaîed the Sayisi Dene. But it 

was not long until the nightmares of abuse and feelings of despondency 

resurfaced. The community had no professional support to deal with the 

mental and emotional well-king of its people and the people were lefi to heal 

as best they could. 

Today, many of the Sayisi Dene feel they are entrapped by politicai 

boundaries, govefnment decisions and management boards which have failed 

to take into account the social injustices and cultural despair that have been 

inflicted over the pst 40 years. 



CEAPTER SIX 

SPATIAL ORGANIZATION, iDEOLOGY AND ECONOMIC PATHS 

. . .One year, there was a lot of caribou everywhere. The people had lots to 
a and lots of hide to keep them warm. A young Sayisi Dene wornan walked 
up to one of the caribou and tagged it on the ear with a piece of hide dyed 
with berries. "Next year when the caribou corne back," she said, "I'U know 
that this one is mine. I'U be able to i d e m  it because my tag wili be on its 
ear." But the cariiou were offended. It wasn't nght for somebody to claim 
ownership to any animal in the herd. They decided to go away. 

Next year, people kept looking for signs of the cari'bou, but they saw none. 
AU over the land, the Dene were starving. Their clothes made of caribou hide 
becarne tattered. The caribou stayed away. This went on for years. 

Finally, some medicine men got together to figure out a way to find the 
caribou and to make them return. One of the medicine men set out on a long 
journey to look for the caribou. He traveled far away. ûther anirnals helped 
him dong the way. A loon and a swan helped him cross a big lake. At long 
last he found the caribou herd. He transformeci hllnseifimo a warble fiy and 
he crawled under the skin of the carrIbou, near his ear. He talked to the animal 
who was the leader of the herd. "My people are starving," he said. " W e need 
you to come back." 

The m i u  agreed to return - but on one condition. "As long as the people 
live and as long as you depend on us," said the caribou, "don't ever aiiow 
anyone to ciaim ownership of us again." The young girl who had tagged the 
cariiu had to remove that tag and ask for forgiveness. The caribou roamed 
fiee after that. They were there when the people needed them. (Betsy 
Anderson in Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart 1997) 

Introduction 

in chapter three, the application of traditional ecological knowledge as a means 

of understanding the systemics of a hunter-gattierer group was examined. This 

approach ailowed for detailed shidies &O the modes of production and 

reproduction, and patterns of spatial organkation of hunier-gatherer groups 

h o t o  (198 l), Jawenpa (1980), Oswalt (1966), Paine (1973) and VanStone 



The concepts of modes of production and reproduction were M e r  explored 

by Ingold, who, in contrast to most North American anthropologists, preferred 

to approach the subject of herding, pastoralism and ranching using a Marxist 

paradp.  While t h e  ecological conditions were recognized as necessary for 

pastoral growth: 1) continuous association between humans and animal 

populations; 2) animal protection against non-human predators, and 3) 

selective slaughter of non-reproductive component of the herd (Ingoid 

1980: 1 13), he pointed out that it was not only ecological relations of 

production which directed and determined human behavior, but also social 

relations of production. That is, patterns "...of access to land and other 

resources ..." (Harris 1980:UO). The importance of resources " exists only as 

they are defhed by a given structure of social relations of production which, 

in tum, determines the rationality of their exploitation and hence the ends to 

be pursued" (Godelier 1972: 264 in Ingold 1980:93). Therefbre, accordmg 

to M d  theory, if caribou within Dene social relations of production were 

to be defined as an unfettered resource, there was no chance of pastoralisrn as 

an economic actvity, because they, caribou, were not socidy valuable. 

However, the ethnographie, oral history and historicai records concerning the 

Dene, indicate the social and subsistence value attached to caribou. 

Furthermore, all three ecological conditions noted above were present to 

varying degrees in Dene subsistence economy. Ingold's thesis does not 

adequately explain the relationship of the caribou and the Dene. As with the 

ecological studies, Ingold paid littie attention to what Hamis (1980) referred 

to as emic (thoughts) or cognitive superstructure. Hamis emphasized that all 



economic events cannot be reduced to the idkastructure, nor can the etic 

(actions and effects) or behavioral conditions of the superstmcture explain the 

reason behind certain types of behavior. However, he suggested that it was 

best to examine the problem fiom these various perspectives before 

approaching the emic superstructure. This dlowed for an understanding of 

systemic components which in itself set the stage for understanding the 

contribution of cognitive components (Hamis 1994). 

While the presence of an mdigenous philosophy was alluded to in some ethno- 

ecological studies, little consideration was given to its contribution to, or 

influence in, directing economic activity. However, studies, such as Feit's 

( 1987) of Waswanipi Cree ethno-ecological management, reveded the 

underlying Cree ideology behind hunting, and suggested that indigenous 

philosophy may have had a more powerfùi position in decision-making than 

had been given credit. 

Ideologies are recognized as contributhg to the maintenance of social and 

spatial patterns, but seldom are individual cognitive components identifïed as 

exerting a specific iduence over the economic activities of hunter-gatherer 

groups. Ideology has been describeci, most ofken in terms of visible religious 

and arîistic media, and more generally, in the rnanner in which political and 

domestic relations are manifested within the social group (Pearson 1984; 

Ingold 1987,1988). From a cultural materialist perspective, this etzc 

behavioral component focuses on structure and system maintenance. The emic 

cognitive component is most often discussed in texms of reIigion, magic, 

taboos, folk medicine and folk lore; in other words, that body of knowledge 

that is based on real world experience, which is held within a cultural group 



and on which the group relies to maintain it's integrity and identity. Seldom 

is this information used to account for specific behavioral patterns which are 

perpetuated in the etic behavioral component. However, Myers ( 1988) has 

suggested that applied hemieneutics as they relate to "indigenous concepts" 

need to be included in the analysis of cultural interpretation. The emic 

components or cognitive superstructure have only occasionally been 

considered as exerting infiuence on the subsistence patterns of the group 

(Todhson 1978); the infiastructure has been viewed as the window through 

which hunter-gatherer groups are mderstood, and at which level all 

subsistence decisions are made and papetuateci. In many cases when cultural 

group members offer explanations of ideological underpinnings of traditional 

knowledge and social behavior these are ofien discarded or overlooked 

because they do not fit into the western scientific model. The reasons for 

some practices have been lost but the practices continue because they have 

always been done that way. 

Here the role of ideology in the subsistence economy of the Sayisi Dene is 

examined as it relates to the caribou (Pearson 1984). It wiil be argued that 

emic components, or the cognitive superstructure fomed, in part, by real 

wortd expe~iences, may have played an important role in maintaining the type 

of subsistence economy conducted by the Dene up to the late fur trade period. 

The Dene, as far as anthropologists are concemed, have always been a hunter- 

gatherer (travelier) group. There have been numerous accounts of caribou 

ecology and descriptive ethnographies (Bone 1973, Jarvenpa 1980, Irimoto 

1981, J. Smith 1975), which have provided detailed information about the 

structure and process of socio-spatial relationships with regard to hunting 



practices and caribou herd location. Bnunbach and Jarvenpa ( 1989. 1997), 

Jarvenpa (1 977), Jarvenpa and Bmbach ( 1988). in particular, have continued 

to revisit the relationship between socio-spatial organization and hunting 

strategies, building an ethnoarchaeologicd mode1 into their general 

methodology. Fawcett (1987) also provided interesting commentary on the 

structure of communal hunts with regard to bison. 

Burch (1972), J. Smith (1978) and Spiess (1979) provided convincing 

arguments for Dene hunting strategies and socio-spatial organization. Based 

on the behavior of barrenground caribou, dl three authors have Uiferred that 

it was M y  impossible for Dene people to move with the caribou because 

of the vast distances covered by the animais as compared to their counterparts 

in Fennoscandia (hgold 1976). 

Burch identifed two basic techniques probably used by the Dene for locating 

caribou: "head-'em-off-at-the-pass" and "search and destroy" (Burch 

1972:346). The former technique was described by J. Smith (1978) as the 

interception method. This method has been modified and has now been 

replaced with community hunts which involve a combination of the 

techniques. Individual and srnail hmting groups occur closer to home. 

Irimoto (1981) used the tenns extensive and intensive hunting. This latter 

fom of hunting is more in Line with the interception or "head-'em-off-at-the- 

pass" techniques because it involves a complete knowledge of animal 

behavior. However, Irimoto's snidy was confined to a restricted area around 

Hatchet Lake at a t h e  when the hunting system had undergone radical 

changes. 



In the ensuing twenty years, since he wrote his essay on caribolureindeer as 

a human resource, Burch (1991) has somewhat changed his opinion with 

regard to human mobility due to ongoing archaeological evidence presented 

by Gordon ( 1976, 1990) supporting a discrete band/discrete herd hypothesis 

for ancient Dene. Burch, it must be remembered, based his research on 

caribou-hunting [Eslaimo] Inuit, who were relative newcomers to the interior 

(Clarke 1977), and were restricted in their mobility to the south by the Dene. 

Gordon, most recently ( 1996), has provided convindg data regarding discrete 

band/ discrete herd relationships of ancestral Dene people. identified in the 

archaeological literature as Taltheilei. These archaeological fin& indicate that 

the Dene? prior to the fiir traàe, seasody travelled far to the no&, following 

the caribou This supports his eariier hypotheses that 1) Human movement is 

usually confined to herd routes and forage areas; 2) Somewhat different 

cultural patterns develop in the hunting societies widiin herd areas which can 

be detected archaeologically, and 3) Tool types are more homogeneous within 

herding areas? pmmuily due to restricted iateral movement and communication 

(Gordon 1976:76). As noted earlier, recent work by Petch (1988,1992k 

1992b, 1997; Petch et al. 1997) has resulted in the recovery of distinct 

Taltheilei Stone tools which rnay have been part of a discrete band tool kit. 

Sirnilarities of tools found along the course of a particularly long esker, when 

compared with those recovered by Nash (1975) M e r  north bear similar 

attributes and are within the range of the Central Qaminurjak herd. While 

there is insufncient archaeological data at present to support a discrete 

bancUdiscrete herd relationship between the ancestors of the Sayisi Dene and 

herds of the Qaminurjak population, evidence amassed by Gordon M e r  to 

the wesf reveals hundreds of ancient camps along a 600 lan Beverly caribou 

population migration route. It is highly likely, given the similarities of artifact 



attributes dong these ancient trails, that herd following occurred. Tool 

variability may be indicative of occasional lateral movement into overlapping 

territories of adjacent caribou populations. 

These studies provided valuable information regarding the etic behavioral 

components of i.diastructure and structure, but they added Gîtle insight into 

how this information was translated into the ideological aspect of the etic or 

emic superstructure. Müller-Wille ( 1974), for example, hinted at the 

relevance of ideology in dictating a specinc economy, and changing socio- 

spatial relationships in his stuc@ of the Ganikwen Dene at Fond du Lac, 

Saskatchewan & NWT but did not pursue this M e r .  Oral tradition 

suggested that at some point in Dene history, herding had been considered. 

Moreover, as the introductory legend ailuded to, there was a t h e  when the 

Dene may have been on the verge of incipient pastordism. However, as the 

legend suggests, the prospect of losing the caribou forever because of live 

capture may have precluded any evolution of nibsistence practices to the level 

of herding. For example, Bone (1973)and Smith (1978) stated that the 

Chipewyan people they worked with, atîributed the decrease in caribou to the 

series of cacibou studies by the Canadian Wildlife Service, where caribou were 

captraed and tagged. This opinion was expressed to Petch (1992~) during 

field work at Tadoule Lake. Interestingiy, '"tg", not tagging, caribou was 

noted by J. McLean, who served both the North West Company and the 

Hudson's Bay Company. He remarked in a letter to the London Council 

In the barra groimds, bordering on the Arctic regions, reindeer 
still abound. Why should not the Indians succeed in 
domesticating these animals, and rendering them subservient to 
their wants, as the Laplanders do? I have been informed that the 
Yellow Knives, and some other tribes inhabithg these desert 



tracts, have the a .  of taming the fawns, which they take in great 
numben fiom their dams? so h t  they follow them like dogs till 
they see fit to kill them. (Wallace l932:359) 

Taming was defined by Ingold ( 1988 : 70) as ". ..the reduction or possibly total 

elimination of an animai's flight reaction fiom man" which may be 

deliberately induced. In his comprehensive study of the Skolt Lapps (Sami) 

of Fennoscandia, Ingold indicated &ai taming of reindeer ". . hto  a part-hurnan 

environment, is of undateable antiquity" (Ingold 1976: 17). Given the docile 

nature of Rangfer t. ssp. taming "deer" was not a difficult or Iengthy process. 

However, it appears that the "deer" would easily revert back to their ''wi16' 

state if the human contact was not maintained. Whitaker (1955) noted that 

two types of herding were practiced by the Laplanders: extensive and 

intensive. Extensive herding gave the reindeer as much freedom as possible, 

while intensive herding kept the animais under continuous observation. On the 

surface, the histone Dene and Sami shared a number of traits, such as single 

animal subsistence with fishing as a secon- resource; movement dictated 

by herds of Rangifer; ecological limitations such as pasturage; snow 

transportation technology; and bilateral kinship which allowed flexibility and 

fluidity within the social groups. Certainly if the Dene were herd following 

as the archaeological record suggests, they rnay have been very close to 

making the transition fiom herd following to extensive herding. With the 

larger Qaminq'ak population fkgmenting into small herds, it would not have 

been a dBicult chore for the Dene to iden* with the smaller caribou herds. 

Eunting over Eerding 

Why then did the Dene choose not to herd caribou, when all the conditions 

necessary to make the transition were present? H h s ,  in addition to his 



statement quoted on page 23 stated, "...ideologies and political movements 

which lessen the resistance to an khtructural change increase the likelihood 

that a new idkastructure will be propagated and amplified instead of 

dampened and -shed" (Harris l980:72). Conversely it could be stated 

that ideologies which increase resistance to an infiastructuml change may 

decrease the likelihood that a new infrastructure will be propagated and 

amplified. 

This seems to have been the case with the Dene. While they were able to 

predict the poteniid location of caribou herds based on their repertoire of past 

experiences and information about caribou behavior, ecologcal variables rnay 

have selected for a change in caribou migration patterns, and this may have 

been coincidental with an innovation, such as tagging. The events which 

followed could not be explained in any way other than through knowledge 

based on real world experiences, which included an intimate relatioaship with 

the animals. The caribou were tagged, and they disappeared. They 

disappeared because they were offended, not because of forest fire, climate, 

or an.  other natiiral occurrence. The Dene held themselves responsible for the 

disappearance. The caribou only reappeared after the Dene "promised" not 

to take ownenhip. The legend outlined the t e m  for econornic activity and 

system maintenance - "As long as the people live and as long as you depend 

on us ... don't allow anyone to c l a h  ownership of us again" (Bussidor and 

Bilgen-Reinart, 1997). Therefore, it seems that while incipient pastoralism 

was possible at the infkastructure level, the ideology which developed in the 

emic or cognitive superstructure took precedence and rejected a change in the 

econornic activity. 



"Cultural opthkations and adaptations must in the h t  and 1st instance 

coaform to the restraints and opportunities of the environment and of human 

nature (Hamis 1994:68)". By adopting a hunting ethic in which ownership 

and temtories were rejected, the existing social and spatial patterns and 

ideology were reuiforced and retained. The legend continued to serve as an 

ethical example of the relationship with the caribou, and as a guarantee that 

the caribou would always be there. 

This may have been one of the reasons that the Dene were never too concemed 

when govenunent officiais suggested that the caribou counts were low. The 

Dene knew of their agreement with the caribou, and never doubted that they 

would return. 

However, it must also be noted that unlike the Saami of Fennoscandia, the 

Dene did not possess winter skis, and the absence of this technology may have 

limited their abilities to herd caribou. Furthemore, because the caribou were 

such a reliable and abundant food source, ttiere may have simply been no need 

to consider herding. 

The intimate relationship which the Sayisi Dene enjoyed in the past is still 

vivid in the mincis of many of die community Elders. Although the ideology, 

as it pertains to religious beiiefs, has been overshadowed by Christian 

indoctrination, fleeting mernories of past Meways are recalied. 

P.G. Downes captured the essence of the importance of caribou to the Dene 

when he related an anecdote toid to him by Father Egenolf. When the priest 

asked a yomg Dene girl who was in the pmcess of receiving catechism lessons 



what was the most beautiful thing that God created she replied without 

hesitation "Edthen, the caribou" (paraphrased from Downes, 1943). 



SECTION II 

RELOCATTON AND LOSS OF HOMELAND 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

EVENTS LEADING TO RELOCATION 

The Years After Treaty 

The signing of an Adhesion to Treaty 5 in 1910 left the Sayisi Dene with a 

feeling of uneasiness (Betsy Anderson personal communication, 1992). A.V. 

Thomas, die jounialist accompanying Commissioner Semmens on the Treaty 

signing circuit, recorded the Churchill "Chipewyans" concems at the signing 

of the Adhesion. 

When the Commissioner had finished and the time for 
asking questions had corne, some of the leadhg Chipewyan 
expressed concern for their hunting rights. If they gave up their 
land to the government would they have the ri@ to hunt as 
their fathers had done before them? If they were not 
ailowed to hum they would starve. They had heard about a 
railway being built to bring the whiteman to Churchill; how 
would that affect them? Wodd they have to live within a 
reserve which the government would give them? According to 
Thomas, Semmens's answer to these and many other 
questions relieved their aruriety and "he assured the Indians that 
not for many yem to come, probably not in the lïf'etime of any 
of hem, wodd their hmting rights be interfered with. (Quoted 
nom Tough, 1987:76) 

There bas always been some controversy about the actual signing of the 

Adhesion to Treaty 5 by the Sayisi Dene. The treaty document does not 

contain the signature of any of the Fort Churchill Dene (Chipewyan). Instead, 

three identical "X's" are placed under the Chief and Councillors names (Figure 

1 1). An&can Church records , dated 1903, however, indicate that Chief John 

French was literate in sylîabics (Figure 12). Interesthgiy, the Adhesion, as 

signed by the York Factoqr Chief and his Councillors, was signed in syllabic 

signatures. Sayisi Dene band members have argued that the treaty was never 



Simod at Port Chtruhlll, A w a t ,  Iat,  1910 by 

Jo'nn S m  :en3 
Cortc.ioaionor, 

Figicre 12. The «signing9' of ruc Adliesrwon to Treaty 5 on August 1,MZ 0 at 
Fort Churchill, NWT. ï k e e  Uientical 44x's" mark the signing of Tr- by 
the Fort Churchill Cnipewyon (Sayrsi Dene FUsr Ncdion). 



Figure 13. A copy of the syllabk signature of Chief John French us found 
in the 1903 A n g h  Cliurclr records, wchived at Keewatin, Ont&. This 
is ~~~con~panred Iiy a faLsUmle of tire syIlabics wlric-h compose hls signature. 
(Copied by V .  Petch) 



signed by Chief Fraich or his Comcdlors and may, in fact have been forged. 

Interestingly, a year a f k  the signing of the Adhesion to Treaty 5, the 

Manitoba/Northwest Tenitory border was established. The Sayisi Dene were 

not aware of this arbitrary border, which divided their traditional lands. They 

continued in their seasond round in much the same mmnier as before. 

In 1925 a plan to move the Fort Churchill Dene Chipewyan Band [Sayisi Dene 

First Nation] fiom th& traditional lands and around Churchill to about 300 km 

to the southwest at Reindeer Lake, was considered by the Department of 

Indian LM". The Sayisi Dene had not been gninted a reserve and no 

apparent reason was given for this potentid move. There are several possible 

reasons for wanting to move the Fort Churchlil Dene Chipewyan Band: 1) 

The Sayisi Dene continued to use the resources in both Manitoba and NWT 

The arbitmy division, while non-existent in the min& of traditional resource- 

users, was a political border which neatly delimiteci the parameten of 

provincial jurisdiction. 2) The two groups of Dene contimed to maintain 

strong kinship ties which were reinforced by intefmaniage (Sharp 1977). 3) 

It was more convenient for administrative purposes to have both groups of 

Dene together. 4) The Catholic missionaries at Reindeer Lake had established 

a mission at the village of Brochet in 1856. The Dene who traded at the 

Hudson's Bay Post at Brochet, were those who hunted on the western edge of 

the Qaminurjak herd, and who had been "converted" to Catholicism during the 

early rnissionary days. Even so, many of their kin were Anglican and 

belonged to the Fort Churchill Dene Chipewyan Band. It appears that a plan 

was initiated to move the Fort Churchill Band to Brochet. However, the 

Angiican Bishop of the Diocese of Keewatin intewened and the move never 

took place (P.A.C. G. 10 Vol. 4093 File 600,138). 



The Fort Churchill Dene Chipewyan continued their subsistence and other 

economic activities in their lands, trading mady at Churchill. and 

occasionally at Brochet when necessary. Their independence h t r a t e d  post 

managers. in an undated summary of Caribou Post, J. Smiîh, refeming to the 

"Caribou-Eater Chipewyan", stated that "... the Chipewyan were never 

dependent on the fur trade as the Cree immediately to the south ..." (Smith 

W6a:t 1). In the eighteenth cenhiry, Heame noted almost despaùingly, that 

the carï-bou pmvided so much of their (the Chipewyan) needs that only a few 

fins were needed to provide them with the new necessities of Me" (Smith 

1976a:21). Nevertheless, in 1930, Caribou Post on Caribou Lake was 

established by the Hudson's Bay Company, This tiny post was located 

approximately 200 kilometres northwest of Churchill near the southem edge 

of the tundra. Government and Hudson Bay Company officials were most 

anxious to keep the Chipewyan away fiom the influx of non-Aboriginals who, 

in 1929, were pouring into Churchill during the construction of the railway 

and port terminal. Caribou post was built "...in an effort to keep the 

Chipewyans inland and away fiom the doubtEul benefits of civilization in its 

pioneering stage" (HBCA RG3/73A/1 n-d.). However, not d l  Chipewyans 

mded inland. Those who held their traditional hunting and trapping grounds 

in the W e  Lakes and Rivers areas continued to made at Churchill. While 

there is no doubt that the interactions between the Chipewyan and non- 

Aboriginals at that t h e  may have had some social repercussions, the more 

serious impact was the effect that non-Aboriginal trappers had on the fur- 

bearing animal population These trappers penetrated into Aboriginal trapping 

areas, bmghg with them steel traps and poison. Animal resources were very 

quicw depleted and the Anghcan Bishop wamed of the consequences of the 

blatant abuse of the fin resource, and the repercussions that this couid have on 



the Native people. The problem was considered so serious that die Synod of 

the Diocese of Keewatin recommended to the Provincial govemment "...that 

a decided step be taken in reserving certain areas of the country for the 

maintenance ofthe Mam only ... Canied" (P.A.M. GR1600 Box 32 33.2.1). 

This does not appear to have been implemented, but may represent the 

beginnings of establishing a registered trap line system. By the mid 1940s, a 

registered trap line system was established by the Province. While ths  

provided some control at least on papa, of non-Aboriginal trappers, it had the 

effect of once more restricting Chipewyan movement over their traditional 

lands. Trappers w a e  only dowed to trap within an area that was registered 

and set aside for their exclusive use. 

Nearly thirty years &er the signing of Treaty Five a reserve was still not 

established. According to M. Code (personal commMication, 1994), band 

members had made several attempts to establish a permanent commwuty base 

at several locations. M. Jones (personal communication, 1992) recalled one 

such settlanent in the 1920s at Hubbart Point "Wherr the people tdked about 

settlzng down Mer Treaty, ir was suggested thut they settfe Hubbart 

Point.. " at the mouth of the Caribou River. An hghcan mission and several 

cabins were built and the people lived there seasondy in the summerlO. M. 

Jones stated that this was considered to be a good location because it was 

halfway between the tundra, where winter trapping for Arctic fox occurred, 

and Churchill. It was also the point at which the "road" between Churchill 

M. Jones stated k t  sbe rem~nbered that spot because the Aagltcan priest used to give 
them biscuits after church services, and that was something that the children redy look 
forward to M. Joms, personal c<annnincation, 1992). The biscuits ma? have been 
communion waférs. 



and the traditional homeland ninied inland (M. Jones. personal 

communication, 1992)". However, there was little wood and no shelter fkom 

the winds. The settiement was soon abandoned. Attempts such as this 

appeared to be self-initiateci, or negotiated with the Anglican Church. M. 

Jones did not remember any gaverrunent intervention. 

Department of Indian Mairs correspondence in 1939 suggested that the 

Chipewyans asked that a reserve be established at Barahon Lake ( D M ,  

OTT F.576/30-52 Vol. 1). However, t h e  appears to have ken some 

confusion as amongst govemment bureaucrats as to the name and location of 

this lake. Nejanilini Lake is called Bah yon zoe in Sayisi Dene (E. Bussidor, 

personal commUmcaiio~ 1992; Code, 1993). A Hudson's Bay Company map 

(Figure 14) indicates where the confusion and mismteqxetation of place 

names occurred. Firdy, the names Fishing h c k  Lake (Little Duck Lake) and 

"Baralzon" Lake (Nejanilini Lake) are interchanged on the map. The island. 

identîfïed as W&S~HIYOU, on the rnap is now c d e d  Bat* Island on Nejanilini 

(Bah yon zoe) Lake12. Baralzon Lake, as per topographic maps (640P and 

65B), is an actual Iake which straddks the Manitoba/N&west Temitory 

border. The ml Bah yon zoe Lake is Nejanilini Lake. This is the area that 

the Sayisi Dene reqwsted as reserve land in 1939. This was not granted One 

can only sinmise that there was some confusion as to place names. The 

topographic map with the Ewo-Canadian Barahon Lake place name was 

M. Jones remembered heading from Hubbart Point to a spot north of Caribou Post 
where there was good fishmg. Her mother used to trap red fox there, and the). would 
remaiu at that locaPm d spriag. 

" The Sayisi Dene have a legend regadhg Battle island *ch is supposed to have been the 
hane of the Nasnayou, or "iittie Dene" 



Figure 14. A mcrp whiclr shmvs the reversal of lake names on a Hudron 's 
Bay Company nurp. Bah yon tw is N@rnkliitf L a k  Baralzon LpRe is north 
of N@andlUii Lake. On th& rnap, Little Duck Lake is incorrect& Identtm 
at &aa&on (Courtesy of the HuriSon9s Boy Company Archives, HBC 
fileN12). 



assumed to be the lake that the Sayisi Dene requested as reserve. It has been 

suggested that the move would have been too costly. Yet the people were 

living at the very location that they had requested for a resenre (DLAND File 

576/30-54, Vol. 1). It may be that Department of M a n  Main officiais 

incorrectly identified the lake that the Sayisi Dene had requested for their 

reserve. However, denial for a reserve at Bah yon zoe rnay have been due to 

negotiations between the Canadian and U S A  governments to establish a U.S. 

weather station at Little Duck Lake. 

M. Code (1994) stated that Little Duck Lake was chosen by the Band for a 

settlement location because of the abundance of resoiaces nearby. indeed, the 

narrows of Little Duck Lake and the sucrounding area contained an impressive 

archaeological record of pre-Emopean-contact land use. Even Keighley, post 

manager at Caribou13 stated tIiat "The h c k  Lake area was a m c h  M e r  place 

t h  Caribou [Lake] for the Chipewyan to live and irap... The Iake was ria 

on one of the main caribou migration routes, and the natives had t d c  fiu 

hunts there" (Keighley 1989: 159,165). This site was a favorite meeting place 

for the Sayisi Dene and, because of this, the Hudson's Bay Company p s t  at 

Caribou Lake, about 70 kilometres northeast of Little Duck Lake, was moved 

to this location in 1941&IBCA RG3/73A/4). The setdement was close to the 

U.S.A. weather station, but few of the Sayisi Dene remembered any contact 

with the military personnel based there. According to Tom Duck the station 

was self-contained and all suppiied were flown in. "People coddn't get over 

the amount of food that came in, big containers of butter, and baconn (T. 

Duck, personal communication, 1992). In 1945, the U.S.A.A.F. closed its 

l3 A f k  the post was moved h m  Caribou Lake to Little Duck Lake, the post continueci to be 
referred to as Caribou Post. 



weather station at Little Duck Lake. By 1946 the Department of Transport 

permanently closed this facility and the buildings were purchased by the 

Hudson's Bay Company with War Assets in 1947 (HBCA RG3/73A/Z. This 

had no affect on the Sayisi Bene living in the area. 

Not dl the Sayisi Dene lived at LittIe Duck Lake. A s d  group also lived 

near the estuary of the North River (Diocese of Keewatin Archives, 1941). 

This group of Sayisi-Dene had lived at Caribou Lake in 1930 after the post 

was estafifished, but gradually retumed to the area amund Churchill, more &an 

fikely because their hunting lands were located there. Bishop Hives' journal 

çuggested a small population at North River, ". . .ten Chipewyan lndians were 

confirmed ... in a trader's tentn (Diocese of Keewatin Archives, 194 1 p.95). 

These people were possibly the descendants of the homeguard Chipewyan 

who served the Hudson's Bay Company at Churchill during the height of the 

fure trade. Today, the rernains of this settlement are barely visible." 

The Saysi-Dene continued to Live in these two main settlements and dong the 

river and lakes across the vast tundralnorthern coniferous forest until 1956 

when the relocation took place. 

Post-war economy 

The post-war years were difEcult for the Sayisi Dene. The collapse of the fur 

market was directly responsible for losses in income, and therefore access to 

trade goods. As welI, the previous influx of non-Abriguial trappers continued 

l4 This site was visited by Giddiags in 1957 and by Nash in 1967 as part of archaeological 
investi@ons for Pre-Dorset cultural rernains. T. Jawbone, a Sayisi Dene, accompanied 
bath men in the field and locaîed the site which is referred to as ?nyaat(Nash 1969). 



to spread into areas which had been Sayisi Dene domain and fur resources 

rapidly decreased. These events encouraged the Sayisi Dene Living at North 

River to seek seasonal employment in Churchill at the h y  base, Port and 

CN Rail. 

For the people who remained at Little Duck Lake, that post continued to 

supply limited goods. Rising @ces made some goods too expensive. and thus 

out of reach, for many Sayisi Dene. Occasionally, the people would wa& to 

Churchill for certain goods (S. Ellis, personal communication, 1992). 

However, the shortages of "staples7' such as tea and sugar were very apparent 

in many Sayisi Dene camps. Betsy Anderson recded living on fish and 

wildlife for two yean ':. . without whiteman !s goodr. .. . " (B. Anderson, personal 

communication, 1992). 

Rising costs also afEected the Hudson's Bay Company, and isolated posts such 

as Caribou became more difficult to justify. The policy of closing posts and 

re-opening hem elsewhere was one that had been practiced since the first 

inland post at Cumberland House in 1774. The Hudson's Bay Company had 

always tried to maintain a monopoly on the fur trade. However, the post-war 

influx of entrepreneurid Euro-Canadians into northern Manitoba threatened 

this monopoly. 

Post-war conservation policy 

Post-war wildlife policy focused on consemtion and commodity production 

radier tIisn subsistence (Clancy 1991). This approach formed the base for the 

development of wildlife management policy. Additionally, provincial 

regdations were enacted to provide management of fur-bearing resources. 



Sayisi Dene resource management was based on an ancient subsistence 

economy whereby the resottrce areas which were harvested in one year were 

left to fdlow the next (F. Mcintyre? personal communication, 1994)". This 

however, d e d  m g  a larger are* d this p~actice disturbed proviecial 

au thdes  who were mpomibk for establishg and mamtaming trapping 

zones and lines. b t o  (1981) tckdfkd spatial needs fm extensive caribou 

hunting and trapping (late November/December) as 1200 km' for each 

seasonal camp or a total of26,857 lux? for the entire ).fatchet Lake Dene Band 

(Irimoto 198 1 :87,127). The introduction of the registerecf trapline in 1 946 

severely restricted movement of mppers, and can be viewed as 

counterproductive to the a h  of consmation and management. Restriction 

of human wbility meant that the resources withie the aaglrne zone had Little 

time to renew themselves. Trapping by mm-Abmiginal people quickiy 

depleted the fur-bearing animal populatim and it became increasiagly 

nifficult to make a living off the land Statistics showed aa innated return due 

to over-Uapping in "fm consendon areas". E x p e r i m d  fox and rmnk farms 

may dso have contributed to infIated statistics. 

Other factors which received Little attention in deteminhg fur productivity 

were: cyclical disease amongst fur bearing M s ;  the Aboriginal 

conservation method of setective m, which codd sttggest a "'fia-poor" 

area in the fur retums; forest fies which haddevastating efKects on resource 

supply, and a limited supply of p&cuk fur bearing animals, such as merten 

and foxL6. 

l5 See Martin (1978) for a bio-hirtoric.1 discussion on Indian-Animal Relationships. 

l6 Northern Manitoba was not a firr-rich zone (Tough 1989). 



By 1949, the Game Branch, Manitoba Department of Mines and Natuml 

Resources had hinied its attention to the barren grounds caribou and the 

Branch began to f o d a t e  a plan to presewe the animals (Cranstonsmith 

1995). One method was to d o r c e  seasonal restrictions on hunting (P.A.M. 

GR1600 Box 30 15.7.1). A n o k  was to use poison bait on wohes who were 

seen as the main predators. This program had devastating effects on a number 

of predatory animals, including scavengers. According to W. Pruitt, 

University of Manitoba, the program spiraled out of conml as conservation 

officers handed out strycchnine pellets to barren grounds trappers with littie 

information provided as to their use and effects. For example, the pellets 

which were to be placed on lakes only, were used in the uplands (W. P m i ~  

personal communication, 1994)". 

The decline in the early 1950s of the barren grounds caribou is seen by Fruitt 

as a resdt of two factors: loss of winter range because of forest fies in the 

transitional forest (W. Pruitt, personal communication, 1994)18, and the 

perception by provincial conservation officers that harvesting methods of the 

Sayisi Dene were no more than indiscriminate slaughter. 

l7 N A .  Paterson, in his Genetai Game Pair01 Report, Febniary 2 1, 1953 staîed, - .  ..traveiled 
thro the bu& most of the &y.. .set one wolf bait.. ." and, "1 instnicted Samuel [a trapper] 
how to look afkr this baif and he's to bring in the scalps of any wolves that gct U e d  
here. ", and W y y  "Useci up the last of my poison on the iast bait 1 set.. . " (P. A. M. GR 
1600, Box 30, 15.7.1). This indiscriminate use of strycchnine mas confirmed by David 
hidc who stated that durùig the 1950s he couidn't feed the dogs the meat of trapped 
aaimals as they had done in the past because "...thq, were sometimes ushg poison" (D. 
Duck, personal communicaîion, 1992). Pniitt fiuthm stated, ".. .we almost lost the banai 
ground grinly.. ." through tbis govemmem program (Rim, personai carnuaication, 
1994) 

'' As noted previously tbis can drasticaiiy affect the habitat and herd size of caribou. Lack 
of food and enviromnental stnss can cause a random dispersal of the animals malang them 
easy targets for pfedafots. 



As previously describeci, fd hunting was designed to take advantage of ice- 

fiee rivers or lakes pior to f k z - z l p .  Carcasses were piled up on shore where 

sorne were butchered for immediate use (Figure 15). Winter snows covered the 

remaining carcasses, acting as a naîural fieezer. The carcasses were used 

throughout the winter for dog feed and emergency food (J. Clipping, personal 

communication, 1992). The extensive hunt was a type of reassunuice 

that' '... there would be something to eat in a pinch ..." (CeEllis, personal 

communication, 1992; see also Ross, 1968, Irimoto, 198 1). 

Pnlitt (personal communication, 1994) pointed out that the people at Duck 

Lake were situated at perhaps the most reliable ckbou crossing. There, they 

could be assured a supply of animals. The Sayisi Dene continued to hunt in 

a mimner COIlSiSfent widi abundant resource awdability. They were not aware 

of the fact that according to provincial statistics, the overall population of 

caribou may have diminished substantidy, and that what they considered to 

be part of a larger resource, was possibly the remnant of the resource. 

We couldn 't understand why they [Conservation ofticers] sazd 
there were no caribou. There were lots of caribou. You just 
have to know where to lookfor them. They rnay not be here 
thzs tinte, but that doesn 't mean they 're not here, they 're jus1 
over there (C.  Ellis, persond communication, 1992). 

No atternpt was made by govenunent to p e r d e  the Sayisi Dene, in culturally 

appropriate texms, of the potential loss of their most valued resource - edthen - 
the caribou. The provincial and federal governments did not conduct any 

etfuiographic (or even vaguely cultural) studies to understand the methods of 

Sayisi Dene resource harvesting of caribou and land management techniques. 

Later economic and social studies such as the one conducted b Jean Lagassé 



Figure 15. The resuh of a successfuul cdbou h m &  me strategy was 
misinterpreted by provinciai conservation officers and others as wanton 
slaughter. Photograph court.y of the Hudson's Bay Company Archives 



(1959), lumped all Indians t~gether '~.  

Post-war Canada had to contend with a more complex society and increased 

growing pains (Weaver 1983). There was a general lack of awareness of the 

Fint Nations peoples who, at this t h e ,  were not considered politically active 

or cohesive. Their silence made them invisible to most Canadians. In 196 1. 

the joint parliamentary cornmittee recommended an acceleration of Indian 

integration into Canadian society, but federal and provincial policy created 

stumbling blocks. It was not until 1966 when the Hawthorn Report was 

completed that any serious consideration was given to changes in Indian policy 

regarding the Fint Nations people. As Weaver (1983) explaine4 the 

Hawthorn Report was the result of frustration of senior Indian Affairs Branch 

officiais and public demmd. This however provided littie benefit to the Sayisi 

Dene who were relocated ten years before and were near the climax of social 

despair. 

Hawthom (1%6) identified the most impoverished Lndian bands as those who 

had lost their mobility, that is, those who were spatially resmcted fiom 

canying out a seasonal round of acbvities. Hawthom saw this as contributing 

to the establishment of band communities. The Sayisi Dene however, had 

enjoyed an independence that was unique. 

Cariiu migration dictated the location of the seasonal round. As noted in the 

19 This particular study which was commissioned by the Manitoba governrnent (Order-h- 
C o d  1 %Y%) focusscd on the living conditions of indians and MCtis. This was 
followed by another study, enmled "The Role of Indian People in Industrial Demlopment 
Ui Northem Manitoba 1960- 1975" (Jarnieson and Hawthorn 1962). This examinai the 
status of Indian people in northern Manitoba. However, Little change in living conditions 
within Native cammunities occurred as a result of these two studies. 



previous chapter, prior to European contact, herd following was essential if 

caribou were to be a staple food. The migrations north and south may not 

have foiIowed the exact paths of the previous year, but by maintaining close 

and regular contact with the herd, hunters were able to monitor movement and 

predict the probable îravel route of the migrating caribou herds. 

Plans for relocation 

The Administrative Process 

Between 1953 and 1956, a senes of intergovemmental communications 

ttanspired which began the process of relocation. A Hudson's Bay Company 

inter-office memo dated 1953 stated that according to ML Gowans, 

Superintendent of Indian A£fairs, Mord, Manitoba "...an appropriation has 

[sic] been authorized by Onawa to move the Duck Lake Band to the North 

M e  River ..." (HF3CA RG 3/73N4). The memo implied that uidian Ai3ai.s 

planned, as early as 1953, to move the Sayisi-Dene out of their traditional 

lands. 

It appears that by 1954, some of the Sayisi Dene who had been Living around 

Caribou Lake retumed to the North River area. M. Code suggested that the 

North River mea was part of the group's hunting aream. As part of his regular 

circuit, Anglican Bishop Hives visited this group by helicopter in 1954. The 

understanding given to the Bishop was that the people would winter at North 

Knife and seek summer employment in Churchill (Diocese of Keewatin 

Archives pp 300-30 1). 

20 It was noteci earlier mat some manbers of the Sayisi Dene community were more actively 
involved in the early fbr W, and this sub-group which was situated at the North River 
was referred to as the Homeguard Chipewyan. One of their tasks bad been to supply the 
Hudson's Bay Company's Fort ChurchiU with fie& mat. 



On June 28, 1956, a letter addressed to Colonel Jones, Director. Depariment 

of Citizenship and Immigration confirmed the closing of Caribou Post. Mr. 

Chesshire, of the Hudson's Bay Company, stated that the reason for closing 

was due to a decrease in fur production and the fact that a group of Sayisi 

Dene had moved to Churchill (North River in actual fact). His interpretation 

of the situation was that those who had moved to Churchill were more 

ambitious while those that remained at Caribou "...were mostly a poor lof 

some of whom spend the summer at Churchill, returning to Caribou for the 

winter trapping" (Correspondence filed with Skoog and McMillan 1991). 

What is more distirrt,ing is the fhct that the Sayisi Dene chose to settle at Litde 

Duck Lake with the intention of establishg a reserve. Why the Department 

of Indian Affairs agreed to undertake a cosdy move rather than create a reserve 

at an area atready known to the Sayisi Dene, whae a variety of resources were 

available, is difticult to understand. Chesshire, in correspondence with 

Colonel Jones, ahdes to the reasoning behind such an measonable move 

Our representative has discussed the problem with your Mr. 
Nield and the latter has been emphatic in stating that your 
Department would like to move the Indians fkom Caribou 
nearer Churchill in an effort to improve their lot. The plan, 
I believe, would be to build them houses, etc, which is 

impracticable as long as they remain at Caribou where their 
situation is poor (DIAND 138/29-2. June 28, 1956) 

A number of issues arise fkom this statement. Nield was "emphatic" in 

complethg the move, but there is no record as to who provided background 

information which would suggest this measure. The move was seen by both 

lndian Affairs Branch and the Hudson's Bay Company as the only way to 

improve the Sayisi Dene's situation. The excuse of "impracticable" housing 

at CaFibou was weak given tIiat the people had inhabited this area for hundred 

of years, an active winte road existed between Churchill and Caribou Post 



(Keighley 1989), and supplies were readdy available for building construction 

and repair. Additionaily, there were at least six large buildings at Caribou Post 

which could have been tumed into dwellings for a l e s t  half of the families at 

Little Duck Lake (see HBCA RG3/55/139). hterestingly, BanGeid's article 

on the caribou appeared in the Beaver (1956) at this time. This may have had 

some influence on the decision to relocate the Sayisi Dene. As noted in the 

archaeological record, most of the historical Dene winter homes which were 

located across their trapping zone were constructed of hewn logs. The Sayisi 

Dene settlement at Little Duck Lake was at the edge of the forest and good 

coflstruction logs were available. It appears that the Hudson's Bay Company 

was intent on pulling out of Caribou post for Company financial reasons. The 

opportun@ for a fkee trader to assume trade was not considered for Caribou 

po$ even though the Company had tumed the Windy River Post over to Fred 

Schweder in 1941 (HBCA Post History). hterestingly, when the Hudson's 

Bay Company had received notice fiom Mr. Gowans in 1953 of the 

Department of Indian -airs intent to remove the Band fiom Little Dnck Lake 

to North River, they entertained the idea of an outpost at the new settlement 

site. The costs of relocation for the Hudson's Bay Company would certaully 

have been similar to the costs incurred at Little Duck Lake. As weii, the 

canying capacity of the land around North River, as noted in chapter 3, was 

never sufncient to support a large number of trappers, and in fact over- 

trapping by Euro-Canadians l& little opportunity for the Sayisi Dene trappers. 

Chesshire's inteqmtation of "improving their lot" was based on the knowledge 

and attitudes of the times, these officiais were probably convinced that any 

changes would Hnprove the conditions of the Sayisi Dene. No research or plan 

for improvement was conducted prior to the relocation. 



The task of dealing with the Sayisi Dene was tumed over to R.D. 

Ragan, Acting Superintendent of hdian Main, who, in a memo to P. 

Fice k, Clerk-&Charge, Nelson River Indian Agency, at Ilford, 

Manitoba, stated that the Hudson's Bay Company was pitlling out of 

Caribou Post. This decision had been arrived at after discussion in 

Ottawa between Hudson's Bay Company and Department of uidian 

Anairs officiais, but as Ragan pointed out "...there is nothing on our 

files regarding this" (DIAND 138/29-2, July 12, 1956). Ragan 

proceeded to state that the move 

... creates a tenific problem for this office and we have no 
alternative but to attempt to move these hdians out of the 
tnea..it is going to mean that we will have to move very swifkly 
on returning [fiom Little Duck Lake] to be sure that 
construction [of houses] is completed before winter (DLAND 
138/29-2, July 12, 1956). 

Ragan stated that he wodd meet with the Indians and ". . .attempt to persuade 

them to move to a location where thqr can be looked after" (DIAND 138/29-2, 

July 12/56). Money had been earmarked for housing assistance ($2 1,000 in 

522- 13-49 1, Nelson House Agency). 

On July 23 and 24, 1956, acting supavisor of Indian Affairs, Ragan, met with 

theWDuck Lake Band to pay Treaty and to discuss "their plight" and "intended 

move". Ragan stated that the Band agreed to move to North River (Lower 

North M e  River) to join those who were already wintering there. "After a 

very fidl discussion it was unanimously and amicably agreed by the Duck 

Lake Band sjdl at that they would move to the mouth of the North 

River" (DIAND 138/29-2, July 27, 1956). The Sayisi Dzne Elders, such as 

Nancy French, who remember this meeting state that they did not believe that 



it was going to happen (N. French, personal communication 1992). Ragan 

also stated that "A part of their Band live at this point in hovels during the 

winter and it is the oniy logical place for those remaining at Caribou to move 

to". It is incomprehensible that ifthe people already at North River were 

living in hovels Indian Affairs would want to make matters worse by 

increasing the density of population at this location. The logic of moving the 

people closer to Chwchili certainly didn't make sense as many of the people 

were accustomed to travelling back and forth fiom Caribou to Churchill al1 

winter W C A  B.399/a/l-4). In summer they usuilly fished, hunted geese and 

gathered eggs, berries, etc. around Churchill (M. Jones, personal 

communication, 1992). If it was going to be easier to a d a s t e r  the delivery 

of services to North River, this was never discussed and in fact the people 

were left to fend for themselves at North River. The relocation of the Sayisi 

Dene fiom Little Duck Lake was voluntary only because the people were 

promised seMces by Lndian Affkirs such as good housing, schools and 

medical services (T. Duck, personal communiction, 1992). The families were 

guaranteed buildmg supplies necesmy to complete construction of log cabins. 

The Sayisi Dene were to be "...look[ed] after and transport[ed]. ..by canoe up 

the Coast to the North River fkom Churc W..." (DIAND 138/29/2). 

The urgency of the rnove, aside fiom the lateness of the season, was revealed 

in Ragan's letter to Colonel Jones, Director of Indian AEairs Branch. 

. . .it is imperative that we evacuate these Indians not later 
than the end of August. The large caribou trek reaches 
this area early in September and we feel we must have 
them evacuated before that time or they will wish to remah 
for the kili which might upset our plans (DIAND 138/29/2). 

However, it is not clear what kinds of plans Indian AfFairs had in mind for the 



Sayisi Dene. except to move them out of Little Duck Lake before the caribou 

migration. The move was to occur in two phases. First, al1 the people at Little 

Duck Lake were to be moved to Churchill by Canso planes (DIAND 

138/29/2). From there, diey were to be boated to North River where they were 

to be given building and d e r  supplies to prepare for the winter. On Augnst 

10, 1956, R Ragan receivedairthonty to temporarily "..move the Indians and 

their belongiilgs by air tu Churchill.. ." and H. Flett, Post Manager at Caribou 

was sent a tdegram c o d h i n g  August 1 7  as the date for the settlement move 

@IAND 138129Ia By August 2 1, the move was cornpiete (HIKA RG 3/73 

A/4). 

We saw a big plane Ianding on our lake (Little Dzick Lake). 
The Indion Agent told us that we were going ta be moved to 
Churchill, but nobody believed hzm. Why did k governent 
want us to move? We hod everythirtg we needed here - the 

caribou.. . we Iost everyihzng (Nice Solomon, persond 
communicatia~, 1992). 

People were m d e d  onto the phne with littie more than the& portable 

possessians and their &p Homes, fbod,  supplie^ equipment and toboggans 

were left beW.  The events which ~mspired over the fdlowing weeks are 

biurred for many of the Sayisi Dene. The people were transgorted to Churchill 

where they were set up in a tait camp on the shore of Hudson Bay. They Rad 

no food, aml Little cf0tb.q. No ow spoke English. Tom Forth, then a y m g  

Dene man who had grown up on the North Knife River with his French- 

Canadian fatker, a d  Dene mother, was given the task of meeting the people 

as they Ctisembarked âom the C m o  plane and talcing them to their tempomy 

quarters. He stateû, "1 was told to go and meet the people because 1 codd 

speak Dene. There was a lot of cOfffllSim, aml the people didct't k r v  why 

they were there or where they were going. 1 dici as 1 was told" (T. Forth, 

personal communication, 1997). Within oee week, tke people began their 



move to the setîlement at North River where some of the Band rnembers lived. 

Building supplies were to be boated to the setdement h order to construct new 

winter cabins. Trappers had no oppomuiity to collect their equipment fkom 

their traplines, and so toboggans and other gear were never recovered. Mink 

traps were supplied by Indian AEairs Bfaflch. No reason was given for the 

preference for mink trapping. The area was only medium rich in mink (Tough 

1987). However, correspondence between the Hudson's Bay Company Head 

Office, Winnipeg to Colonel Jones, Department of uidian Affairs stated that 

in the Shethanei Lake area (southwest of North River Settlement), ".. . there was 

a general increase in the cycle.. .of mink" (DIAND 138/29-2, June 28, 1956) 

may have influenced the choices made2'. This proved to be disastrous for 

several reasons: 1) the Duck Lake component of the Band was more adept at 

trapping arctic fox and marten firrther to die northwes 2) the trapline zone for 

many of the Sayisi Dene was situated, in part, on the West side of the Seal 

River, nearer to Little Duck Lake, and 3) the increase in the number of 

trappes quickly depleted the mink population. 

Medical services were located at Churchill. There were no social or 

educationai facilities at the new settlement. School-aged children were sent 

away to residential schools. Food supplies were scarce and hadequate. When 

the Chief asked game warden G. Mdaher, who happened to be camping 

across fiom the North River settiemen~ what his people were to do, Mallaher 

replied that the people could spread out into the bush and build log houses. 

He was reported to have said "...even the mice and other animals build winter 

houses ..." (T. Fortin, personal communication, 1997). He told the people that 

21 Shethanei Lake is about 120 km south of Linle Duck Lake, and many of the Sayisi Deme 
trapped m this area pnor to 1956. 



if they had no food they could go to Churchill to get vouchen. Churchill was 

75 kilometres away. 

At a Chiefs' meeting held at The Pas on September 10, 1956, less than four 

weeks after the relocation, Chief Artie Cheekie stated that the Band was 

unhappy with their location and wanted to move to a place where there were 

better resources. As Chief Cheekie pointed out, the settlement might be 

satisfactory for one to three years, but the fish and game would be quickly 

depleted, and there would be nothing left for future grnerations of his people 

(NAC 50 1/1-2-2-2). 

C o u n t ~ ~  foods, namely animals, were quickly depleted with the increase in 

human population. As winter approached, the usual supply of caribou skins 

which the people had always relied on for warmth and protection were absent. 

The social organization which had centred around the caribou was shattered. 

No longer did the women set to prepare the s h s  for clothing and other 

articles, chattulg as they worked What were they to do with their t h e ?  How 

were they to keep their children and themselves warm? (M. Jones, personal 

communication, 1992). Somehow, they managed to sunive the *ter in an 

damiliar environment. They did spread out into the bush dong creeks and 

rivers (T. Fortin, personai communication, 1997). The people were 

bewildered. They couldn't understand why they had been moved. Al1 biat 

had been promised them had not rnateriaiized. Men went looking for jobs in 

Churchdl, but the language banier, and the fact that none of them had any 

formal education or specinc training worked against them. Those who did 

secure seasonal or occasional work were taken admtage of and grossty 

underpaid. 



Water transportation was also an issue. Because of the condition of the 

canoes left behind at Little Duck Lake. five new canoes were requested by R. 

Ragan. Permission to purchase these at Churchill was given (see DIAND 

138/29-2 August 7, 1956, August 10, 1956). However, Sayisi Dene Elders 

state h t  these canoes were never given to the people. They do not h o w  what 

happened to them, but again they suspect that they were confiscated along 

with the house building material (Band meeting, June 24, 1994)." 

The houses at North M e  River never materialized. hstead, because of the 

lateness of the season, some cabins at North River allegedly belonging to fiee 

trader? Art Anderson, were repaired using some governent building supplies. 

The rest of the building supplies (45 tons) lay ".. .idle at Churchill" (DLAND 

138/29-2, October 19, 1956). However, as Ragm suggested, the material 

could be used at Nor& River the following year. As fat as Ragan was aware 

"...ail the Indians arc more or less codortably housed at the moment. ", but he 

wondered "...whether or not they were able to make a caribou kill" along the 

North River during the winter of 19% (DIAND 13 8/29-2, October 19, 1956). 

M. Cutlip summed up that first winter. "There was no game there (North 

River), we were only given macaroni. When wiater came we needed caribou 

for clothing, there was none" (Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 

Tadoule Lake, Interview #2, 1993). 

The fate of the building matenal was never adequately explained. The 

understading was that Robert Hicks was to deliver the supplies to North 

Tom Fortin recalied that very d canoes were taken to the d e m e n t  at North River. 
Severai young men drowned whiie ushg these canoes shortîy &ter their anival at the new 
dement  (T. Fortin, personal coxrünunicatio~ 1997). 



River during the fd of 1956. When this did not take place, the Sayisi Dene 

were then charged with, but not informed oc moving the building supplies 

from Churchill during the summer of 1957. None of the Elders in the 

commuuity of Tadoule Lake recaIl ever bemg approached to move the building 

supplies fiom Churchill to Nor& River. It was not discussed how the supplies 

were to be tramporteci and the building supplies never made it to their 

destination. Cornespondence between Messers Tdiy and Ragan suggested that 

perhaps "...the material could be picked up by dog team and transported to the 

new senlement ..." (DIAND 138/29-2, March 17, 1957). 

By early mg, the families at North River who usuaily traveled to Churchill 

for the seasonal work at the military base, port and CN Rad, were 

accompanied by those who had been relocated. During the summer many of 

men were not available for transporting the materid because they were 

working in Churchill. The supplies may have stayed in Churchill. No 

correspondence regarding this could be located. On discussing th is  matter 

with the cornmunity of Tadoule Lake, Elders also wonder what happened to 

this building material because it was never given to them. One Elder stated 

that they were suspicious of this because the whaluig buildings and what is 

now the Beluga Motel in ChwcU were built around the same time and no 

one knew where those building rnaberiats came hm. The buitdurgs were later 

pwchased by John Hicks. The Elden believe that Sayisi Dene supplies were 

used by Hicks to furdier their own cause. They also believe that a percentage 

of welfare fwids earmarked for the Sayisi Dene were used in this project 

(Band Meeting, June 24, 1994). No documents were found to venfy these 

issues. 



Tom Fortin recalted that some of the building supplies were boated to the 

mouth of the North River, but the strong tidal currents, and the hazardous 

rocky shoals broke up the cargo which had been dropped off near the shore (T. 

Fortin, personal communication, 1997). 

The Sayisi Dene, now residuig at Tadoule Lake emphatically state that the 

Provincial Consemation Ofncer who patrolled the northwestem section of uie 

province was vocal in sensationalizing their caribou kills rather than 

instructing them on the province's interpretation of caribou management. 

Personal communication between the Conservation OfEcer and Indian -airs 

Officers in The Pas and Word may have been responsible for the move (A. 

Code personal communication, 1992). However, this cannot be verifïed. 

Correspondence fkom Mr. Ostraader, Superintendent of Welfare to Mr. Mair, 

Chiet Canadian Wildlife Sewice, dated November 7, 1955, indicated that Mr. 

Daggitt of Indian Affairs, Mord, Manitoba had attempted to teach the Sayisi 

Dene consenation of meat. Ostrander continued "1 am pleased to report that 

according to a telegram received fkom Mr. H. Flett, Post Manager at Duck 

Lake, caches have been made at the nanows on Duck Lake and ten canoe 

loads of meat have been brought to the settlement and stored.. ." (N4C WL.U. 

228[13]). However, this practice attracted bear and wolverine to the 

settlement. Caches were often broken into by bear and wolverine and great 

quantities of meat were lost (C. Schweder 1947) 

The Eousing Problem at Churchill 

At the same t h e  that building was to be taking place at North River, another 

housing problem was arising at Churchill. 



During the early days of construction of the port and railway at Churchill. 

some of the Sayisi Dene were able to obtain seasonal employment. During the 

summer months, members of the Sayisi Dene community camped at Churchill 

behind the port. Here a collection of squatters shacks sprang up, and the 

Department of Indian Affairs looked at possible solutions. Correspondence 

between R Ragan, Regional SupeMsor and J. Gordon, AcMg Superintendent 

of Welfare, Indian Affairs Branch, in which intentions of the Deparmient of 

Indian Affairs to build houses for "uidian" people at Churchill, outlined a plan 

of action. Ragan summarized the terms of constmcting housing units for 

"Indians" in generai. The cost of building houses under the National Housing 

Act in Churchill was estimated at $10,000 per house. Each "Indian" family 

was required to raise $1000 cash for a down payment and a loan on the 

remaining $9000 (DIAND 138/29-2, October 19, 1956). Ragan commented 

on the arrangement the "Eskimos" had with Northern Affairs, where houses 

were purchased through srnall, monthly, interest-fiee payments, and he 

wondered i fa  simitar arrangement could be made for the Sayisi Dene (DLAND 

138/29-2, October 19, 1956). 

The condition of die squatters, who were mainly Dene, was reviewed (DIAND 

138/29-2, May 24, 1957). Early in the year, planning for the building project 

commenced Manitoba Lands Branch was contacted for pmchase of lots in the 

townsite. The National HartK,uîs Board was approached regarding water and 

electricity supply to the Sayisi Dene townsite. 

As plans for the Sayisi Dene townsite were being laid out, the National 

Harbour's Board suddenly amounced plans for a Petrol Oil and Lubricant 

Mamie S toqe  Temllnal at the exact location of the "sQuattersm shacks. When 



the Sayisi Dene were offered $50 to remove their homes, they refwd. and 

instead requested dieir homes be moved intact. While this may be seen as an 

unrealistic demana it must be remembered that this area had been the site of 

seasonal encarnpments since the 1930s (DIAND 138129-2-2, June 24. 1957). 

While the shacks were viewed as worthless by Euro-Canadian standards, 

nevertheless they were valued by the people who owned hem, as home and 

security . 

The National Harbour's Board, f i e r  agreeing to move the houses to another 

parce1 of land, rescinded the offer because "...the Indians are only squatters on 

the property, and have no legal right there ..." (DLAND L38/29-2-2, June 24, 

1957). The parcel of land was requked for Na-d Harbour's Board 

expansion. 

As J. Tully, Superintendent, Nelson River Indiart Agency, expressed ". ..now 

is the time for us to acquire land in Churchill where the Indians fiom North 

River can pitch their tents in the sununef white seelang summer employment 

and atso whae the majority ofthe hdians w h  live at Churchill 12 m o n h  of 

the year can take up residence and not be c d e d  squatters" ((DIAND 13WB-2- 

2, June 24,1957). The concem for the Sayisi Dene was real. Tully scated, "1 

cannot visualia a Cmwn Corporation bemg so M e s s  as to t m  men, 

women and chiidren out "inta the Street" with no thought whatsoever being 

given to fûhire shelter 0th is q p e n t l y  k i r  attihide.. . (MAND 138129-2-2, 

June 24, 1957). 

R Ragan, Regional SUpenmm, Winnipeg, attempfed to have buildmg tots 

purchased en bloc in Churchill in order to build houses for the Sayisi Dene. 



However, as J. H. Gordon, Superintendent of Welfare pointed out the 

Deparûnent preferred a "checkaboard" pattern to assist in integration into the 

comunity (DIAND 138/29-2 (W), July 1 1, 1957). It was proposed that the 

"Indians.. .purchue lots themselves.. . " and then through a "Revolving Fund 

Loan", purchase a house, a s s i m g  the land and the house to the Crown. If the 

tems of the loan were not upheld, the Crown would repossess the land and 

house and make it available to another "Indian". This created an impossible 

situation for the Sayisi Dene who had littie knowldege or experience with 

banks and financial arrangements. 

The problem of housing escalated and Department of Indian M a i n  officials 

were confronted with one obstacle after another. The main problem was 

acquiring land fiom the Province. Provincial authorities made progress 

extremely difncult - "...in brief the Indians through no fa& of their awn, 

appear to be geîting the ~maromd.. . " ( D W  138/29-2 (R. 7), July 3 1, 1 957). 

One point of contention was the treabmenc perceiwd or ml, that the " Eskimo" 

received regarding housing mangements. The reason the "Eskimo" were 

situateci in the village of Akudlik was that the Departnient of Natioual D e h s e  

leased land fi-om the Nationd Harbour's Board, and then used the tand for an 

"Eskimo" settlement. The site was formerly the National Defense 

Construction Camp No. 20. Interestingity, while the Naîionat Harboin's B m d  

feared that the "Eskimo" might contaminate the water supply reservoirs, no 

concem about possible contamiaatioa by Pead Storage tanks was exgressed. 

The issue of assistiog the Sayisi Dene ta malce the transition iato the ZOth 

century was a vital one, and M. Kartushyn was IiUed to assist the Sa* Dene. 

The difficulty of his ta& was magntfied by the fact ttLat there were two distinct 



groups of Sayisi-Dene with which to work each at a different level of 

transition. T d y ,  in 1957, described the demography of the Sayisi Dene at 

Churchill. The k t  group may be the original North River group, and was 

composed of 

approrumately 100 souls.. . " who " . . .started coming to Churchill 
each Summer over 25 years ago to obtaui seasonal employment. 
Gradually the seasonal employment changed to fidl time 
employment- . .The second group consists of approlrtmately 90 
people and are Living in tents one miie north west of the fint 
group, almg the shore of the Churchill River. This group 
consists of the Duck Lake Indians which were moved by our 
department last September h m  Duck Lake to North River. 
They will be retuming to North River in September, when the 
construction boom dies and will no doubt retuni te Churchill 
next year d e n  emghyment picks up again (DIAND 13W29-2- 
2, August 13, 1957). 

Two issues were pressing. FuStly, the squatters land situation had to be 

rectifieci. Seccmdly, the s d  campers needed an area dose ta the t o m  so 

that workers would not have to contend with poor w e a k  conditions and 

tides a very m d i k  isstie if a cantpsite was to be estaMished on the West  side 

of the river. Tdy continned, "Eit M o p s  that some of the second group are 

of the type that hold steady jobs, then we d l  proMde them with permumt 

housing dong with the fint group" (DIAND l38/29-2-2, Aligust 13, 1957). 

R. Gyles, Provincial Direcm of Lands made it c l e s  that the province was 

un- to provide Crown land to the Department of hidmn Affairs because 

of potentkî tuwllsite expansion What was suggested was same sort of 

moveable towasite PIAND 138/29-2-1, Sept. 17, 1957). By Sept. 19, 1957, 

M. Kmtushyn was expressing extreme concem as tu the h h g  project for 

the Sayisi Dene. The " ~ "  huts bad been "pushed down ta make roam 



for the tank f m "  (DIAND 138/29-2-2. Sept. 17, 1957) and the people were 

still in tents. The people had been promised houses and yet the govemment 

authorities had not settled myîhmg. Winter was quickly settling in and 

Kartushyn was very concemed about the welfare of the young children. By 

Sept. 25? 1957, the Province made available 100 X 200 metres of land 

immediately west of the cemetery. This was temed Camp 10 because it was 

considered to be only half as good as Camp 20. or Akudlik where the huit 

were residing (W. Koolage personal communication, 1998). 

Dene Camp 10 

Dene Camp 10, at Churchill, consisted of a series of hastily constructed, 

poorly insulated shacks on the north-east edge of town (DIAND 578/29-303 

Vo1.7). The shacks rested on ski& so that they could easdy be moved (Figure 

16). The site was located on a rocky, wuidswept, treeless area about 0.5 km 

fimn the t o m  of Chtddl. It was h o s t  inaccessible except by foot niere 

was no fkesh water source and water was trucked in an an irreguiar basis 

(DIAND 578/29-2-303 Vol 7, Jan. 12, 1962). The horror of being located 

adjacent to a cemetery was psychotogic&y damaging to the pcpeopte (1. 

Bussidor, personal communication 1994). Sayisi Dene ideology included a 

fear and respect of the dead. When a person died on the land, they were 

buried almost immediately with their possessions and the area was not 

occupied again and no hunting took place (B. Anderson, personal 

comunication, 1992). To live beside the deaâ was to tempt the ni@ spirits 

(M. Code, persona1 communication 1992). It was a psychological stress bat 

persisted until the Sayisi-Dene moved fiom Camp 10. The ramifications that 

this expaience had on cornmunity members are still recounted with -or by 

the Elders. Many of the North River people refused to move to Camp 10, and 



Figure I 6 .  Two viavs of Camp 10 whictr wrrs the makeshtj3 seitlement for 
the Sayîsi Dene (Photographs comesy of Dr. W. "Skip" Koolage). 
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those who were forninate enough to have their equipment and dogteams. 

camped on the West side of the Churchill River at two ancient Sayisi Dene 

campsites - Ghoteiiq and Thuntonah (G. Bussidor. personal communication, 

1992). The Duck Lake group &O had travelled by plane to Churchill and had 

to abandon al l  their personal assets had no choice but to endure Camp 10. 

The makeshift senlement quickly became overpopulated as people fiom North 

River moved into Churchill because of a lack of animal resources in that area. 

Improper sanitation posed a serious probiem to the people's health. Fire 

protection was non-existent. Weak masures to provide some protection were 

totaily hadequate. By 196 1, the federal govement had passed legislation 

allowing "Indians" the right to alcohol and quickly accidental deaths and 

tragedies began to claim the lives of the Sayisi Dene. 

Walter Kiady was hired in 1958 to conduct an experimental program whch 

would ". . .apply community development principles to the Churchill Band of 

Chipewyan Indians" (Hlady, 1960:4). Several plans for employment 

opportunities were added to those aiready in place. Anticipated expansion of 

the U.S. Strategic Air Command was also considered as an employer and as 

a means of acculturating the Chipewyan (Sayisi Dene) into white society 

through integrated housing. 

Mady suggested the difncuity with the Chwchill Band "blending" into the 

local population was that leadership in subsistence-based economies was ad 

hoc. No one person possessed the authority .:P make decisions on behalf of 

the group. Leadership for a specific issue depended on the nature of the task 

and a person who possessed the quahties necessary to deal with it effectively. 



The solution, as he saw it, was to encourage the development of leadership 

qualities amongst Band Council members. This sense of leadership acted 

against the group as intra-band family rivalries grew (A. Thorassie, persona1 

cornmunidon 1992). In band societies, fission is the usual means of deaiing 

with t k s  social problem. However, this was not possible and Band members 

were forced to CO-exist under strained conditions? Since indian L4ffairs 

handled the administration, and no courses in leadership training were offered 

to any Native people, there was Little incentive for the "elected" Chief and 

Council to leam these skills. Even simple maintenance tasks were done by the 

Assistant (M. Kamishyn), as it was considered easier than teaching the 

people. As Mady (1972) pointed out, the kinship obligations of cooperative 

support could and should have been transferred fiom the hunting scene to 

commun@ development, but how this was to transpire was not addressed. 

By the end of the six month pilot projecc leadership skills were slowly 

developing due to the close relationship between the community development 

officer and the Sayisi Dene involved in the program. However, the momentum 

was lost with the termination of the project. Mady presented nineteen 

recommendations for community development of the Fort Churchill Band 

(Hlady, 1960) (See Appendix A). In short, he outlined steps which codd 

assist the Sayisi Dene in the process of adjusting to the non-Aboriginal 

community. These recommendations refiect the deep concem that those who 

were working closely with the Sayisi Dene had with regard to the lack of 

" The number of separate Settlements at the tune refïected the degree of loose social 
organization: Dene Camp 10 at Churchtli composed mainiy of the relocated Linle h c k  
Lake people and squatters, two srnail dernents on the West shore of the Churchill River 
which consisted of fâmdies fiom Littie Duck Lake and North KnSe River and two at North 
Knife (not represemed on map) (Figure 1 7). 



Figure 1 Z Mqp of the SayM Dene sdements ih the Churchül area in 1960. 
Th& does not Uiclude the two se#Iements at North River which was located 
about 70 kilontefres northwest of Churchill Dene Criulipe (1967) rS included - - 
for rejèrence Copied from W. Hlady, 1960. 
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direction fiom Indian Affairs. Hlady remarked that the Sayisi Dene were 

"..adapting in the way they feel [felt] is best to the influences which are 

exerted upon them" (1960:36), an observation that was also noted by Koolage 

(1970). A fidl anthropological study was not conducted at this time. and so it 

was not possible for temporary community officers to get to the "roots" of 

Sayisi Dene culture. 

At the same time that Dene Camp 10 was developing into a third world 

situation (E. Bussidor, persond communication, 1994), the Hudson's Bay 

Company and Provincial Game Branch were completing another transaction. 

The Caribou Post buildings at Lxttle Duck Lake were sold to the Game Branch 

for $1.00 on -4ugust 3 1, 1960, four years after the Sayisi Dene were evacuated 

(HBCA RG3/55/139). The Sayisi Dene were not connilted or given the option 

to buy the buildings at Little Duck Lake. Certainly they would have been able 

to corne up with the $1.00. No reason for not consuituig the Sayisi D e ~ e  was 

found in conespondence reviewed, and the Sayisi Dene were not aware of this 

transaction d l  recently. The offer was sirnply not made available to the 

Sayisi Dene. 

Provincial Game Branch officials continued to enforce their authority on 

wildlife management by asking M. Kartushyn to issue smaller arnounts of 

ammunition to the hunters, so that they, the Sayisi Dene, would be limited in 

their caribou kiu (DIAND 138/29-4, November 8, 1957). No resmctions were 

placed on other hunters such as huif Cree or non-Aboriguials. The infamous 

photographs of the caribou kiiI in the mid-1950s continued to be used as 

evidence against the Sayisi Dene (see FigurelS). This, plus correspomknce 

to Alvin Hamirton Minister of Northern AfZairs and Nationd Resources 



(DIAND 138/79-2. Septernber 25, 1958), reinforced the federal and provincial 

govemments' determination to keep the Sayisi Dene away fkorn Littie Duck 

Lake and their traditional hunting and trapping grounds. Provincial Game 

Branch M e r  discouraged the Sayisi Dene from contributhg income in-kind 

and comtty produce to their homeholds by imposing penalities for waterfowl 

sale and trade (DLAND L38RO-4, July 24, 1961) and caribou utilization 

(DIAND 1 3 8/29-4, Sept 1 1,1962). Furthemore. the sale of hides was 

equally scrutinized the majority were to be used for handicrafts. No mention 

of use for clothing was made. Carefd monitoring of cariéou utilization was 

camied out by provincial Naturd Resources in order to ensure that caribou 

meat was not king fed to the dogs. Additionaily, many dogs were shot, often 

indiscriminately by the RC.M.P. because they were considered a collective 

nuisance. This robbed the Sayisi Dene of one of th& most important assets 

and means af procirring country food. Dogs were also an asset for another 

reason. 

Camp 10 was located dong a main polar bear migration path. The bears were 

greatly, and rightly so, feared and revered by the people, and the dogs 

provided an early warning system for approaching bears. The people needed 

guns to protect thernselves a d  th& c U e n  fioto the bears, or at lest  be able 

to fnghten the bears away. The people were in constant danger during the 

"bear season" (July to Novemher), because of the nimsy hauses, undisposed 

gaFbage and lack of support fkom c o a t m k ~  rewurces, w h  as the R.C.M.P. 

When the issue ofg tms  was h n g h t  to the Game B m c h  an& R.C.M.P., they 

pointed out tEmt Camp 10 was within the townsite and guns were prohibital. 

It was also pointed out that pdar bears wme on the protected Ml No c m e m  

for the weUare of the people was expresse& although I. Beil, the author of the 



correspondence commented, "AU the above is a little confusing to us 

especiaily when we are well aware that Eskunos can slaughter these animals 

at will a little farther up the Coast of Hudson Bay" (DIAM) 5781204. Nov. 15. 

1966). 

By 196 1, it was becoming obvious to the Anglican Church and tomspeople 

that many of the Band's children were being badly neglected and 

rnalno~shed. The Sayisi Dene had successfdly s u ~ v e d  for hundreds of 

years off the resources of the land. Many of the foods that they purchased 

with their food vouchers were foreign to them. It was not that they did mt 

care about feeding their children, they just lacked the skiils necessary to 

prepare these ne\u f d .  I?reviously, d nutrition came fiom the caribou, fish 

and other mim& d plants. With no, or h t e d ,  bteracy s u s  at their 

disposal few people could read the package instructions and no attempt was 

made by Indian Mâirs to teach the men or women these skills. Easy-to-cook 

items such as Klik became a staple (A. Thorassie, personal cornmimication, 

1992). A hot lunch program was established in 1961 by the AngIican Church 

and sevwal concerned local people. This provided at least temporary reiief 

for the young school chiken, many of whom up until dus t h e  scavenged 

behind the hotels and at the garbage dump for food. One Euro-Canadian 

resident of C b W ,  who attend& the s m e  s c h d  as the Sayisi Dene 

children in f %I stateci that he heard a .  the time ttiat some of hiS sChO01 mates 

went to the garbage dump for food but he W t  understand it at the tbe.  

Today, he rs saddened and angry for w h t  happenecl to people he knew 

(Anonymous (6), persond commrmication, June 1994). Again, the support 

necessary for transition from me cuhwaf sethng tv mother, was u i a d e q ~ .  

While efforts were made to integrate the people into a mixed econorny, îittle 



was done to socially and culturdly understand the Sayisi Dene. 

Ln correspondence to the Director of Nursing, Fisher Branch Hospital. Bishop 

Hives of the Anglican Church expressed his hstration at the situation created 

by government bureaucracy 

. . . .Their present condition in Churchill we regard as being 
a most unhappy plight for a group of Indians who were 
accustomed to the Me of hunting and trapping of the north. 
Their life has always been a most rigorous one, filled with 
hardship and the lack of many of the amenities of nomal 
modem life. However, at Churchill, very little has been 
done to establish them there in the community enterpises 
and they are a very degenerate group of people with little 
help in the way of economic subsistence. They are for the 
most part on the relief list of the Department of Indian A£Fairs. 
M y  own observation is that so much was done for the Eskimo 
to be brought out of the north, to give them employment at 
Camp Churchill, whereas the Government under Indian Anairs 
has established the Chipewyan Band in very iderior quarten 
and has provided Little in the way of employment for these 
people. 1 believe it was a grave error to move them fiom 
their trapping grounds simpiy to rnake it easier for authorities 
to give them the relief that obviously they now need". (Bishop 
Hives, 1962. Diocese of Keewatin Archives) 

The extent of semal, physical and mental abuse of young girls and women and 

boys and men at Dene Camp 10 will never be completely hm.  The terron 

of rape and gang rape by military personnel and local males, the beatings and 

psychological humiliations have deeply scarred the middle-aged and Elders 

(Anonymous (3), persond interviews, 1992,1994; Bussidor and Bilgen- 

Reinart, 1997). There are some things that they csnnot brhg themselves to 

talk about because they are too painful. 

While the social atrocities continued to occur very few people outside 



Churchill were aware of the conditions of the Sayisi Dene. The Sayisi Dene 

Elders and Band Chief and Council had v q  W e  education and experience 

in working w i h  a bureaucratic system and relied on the younger generation 

to translate govemment policies into Dene and to correspond with govemment 

agencies. in July, 1%3, correspondence fkom Chief John Clipping (writîen by 

Peter Thorassie) to Archie Leslie. Regional Director, hdian AfT'airs indicated 

that the comunity was despaately in need of help (Figure 18). A suggestion 

was made that the people be allowed to live near the river as "It is easier for 

the Chipewyan people to fish and hunt if they are near the river. There is 

much water to drink, to wash clothes and even take baths at the summer 

time.. . " (DIAND 13 8/29-2-2, July 26, 1963). He also stated that if they were 

near the river, they could watch their people and reduce the number of 

drownings. Additionally, f i s h g  nets would not be destroyed if they were 

closer to the river (DIAND 138/29-2-2, July 26, 1963). 

There was no follow-up to any of the requests and the Sayisi Dene continued 

to h e  in overcrowded sfiacks at the edge of society. The community became 

completely dependent on welfhre as opportunities for integration faded. 

Recapping Ten Years of Blundering 

The Sequence 1956- 1966 

A recap of events up to 1966 is presented in order to emphasize the cumulative 

effect of federal and provincial bureaucratic activities. 







F@re 1& Corn of a letter sent to Archie Lesiiefrom Chief John Clipping 
which wos w&en by Peter l%ormsie, 1963 (DLWD 138L29-2-2, July 29, 
196.3). 
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1956 The Sayisi Dene are hastily e v a d  to Churchill h m  Little Duck Lake just 
weeks More  the caribou amive. Most of their material belongings are 
abandoncd becausc of flight weigtit restrictions. The pcoplc arc promiscd nav 
equipment and supplies. The people are placed in a temporary d e s h i f i  tent 
village on the exposai northeastem shore of the Churchill River 
the Sayisi Dene are transporteci by Peterhead boaîs via Hudson Bay to North 
River in early September. The area is subject to violent winds- tidcs and fàll 
storms. Only a fkw supplies fobw. 
the promised building supplies do not reach North River settlement. 

O no caribou at North M e  River - no skins for clothmg. Rations of macaroni 
nin low. Only mink traps are provided. Very fèw trappers have ail their gear. 
Some have dogs, but no tobqgm. 

1957 Squatters, including the North River Sayisi Dene, who had seasonally and 
penrianently worked and lived in Churchill since at least 1930 are evicted from 
their homes by the National Harbour's Board in order to facilitate construction 
of a petrol tank storage area. 
Regionai Indian Affàk officiais are W e d  and fÎustrated by the lack of 
compassion and rnaze of intergovermentai bureaucrac. The Meral 
govemment makes no attempt to intervene on behaif of the Sayisi Dene. 
The Province of Manitoba refuses to grant a tract of land for a settlement until 
the eleventh hou.  Finally, an area 600 féet by 300 feet Unmediately west of the 
cemetery was set aside (DIAND 138/29-2-2, September 25, 1957). 

1959 Cornunit). Development Projeas inmated, but are short-terrn. A permanent 
developmemt officer is recommended. 

1960 The Hudson's Bay Company seik the buildings at Caribou Post to the 
Provincial Game Branch for $1.00. The Sayisi Dene were never consultai 
about their possible interest in purchashg the buildings. 

1961 Federal legislation &es alcohol avakble to ail Abmiguial people. 

1962 The temporary srniaton of Camp 10 with its buildiags on ski& is discussed by 
provincial and federal governent officials. No decision can be made for a 
tract of land because town plainmg for future expansion of Churchill is not 
completed. 

Requests h m  Chief Clipping &ll on dedean. Notbuig is done to irnprove the 
housing and location uncems of the Sayisi Dene. 

1957-1966 Continueci restrictions placed on the Sayisi Dene by Game Branch 
makes it nearly impossible for families to hake incorne in-kind or 
country produce to suppiement their econornic dilemma. The dramatic 
change in diet seriously effects the generd health of the people. The 
comrnunrty becomes dependent on w e w .  





Dene Village 

The New Townsite 

A new settlement was quickly built 12 kiiometres southeast of Churchill, past 

Akudlik, the "Eskirno" seMement. The site of Dene Village was considered 

superior to Dene Camp 10, but it was not granted reserve status. The same 

economic and social problems were presenc and the situation magnined by its 

remote location away fiom the town of Churchill and the military base. While 

there was road access to the site, transportaiion services were inadequate. 

Over the years that Dene Village existed, several people &oze to death hying 

to walk home fkom town (1. Bussidor, personal communication. 1994). 

Within two years 47 new houses and 19 sdvaged fkom Camp 10 were put in 

place. Homes were built accordhg to Deprniment of Indian Mairs standards. 

Water and sewage tanks were to be installed in some of the homes, but this 

was deleted fiom the plans. The new houses were wired for elecbicity, but not 

all houses were hooked up. Koolage (personal communication, 1998) stated 

that although utilities had been planned, none of the homes had plurnbing 

facilities. 

Dene Village did not soive the deep social and economic problems faced by 

the people. Vandalism of the new homes occurred fiequently - a social 

statement of the young and old. With little money for fumishings, the rooms 

of the houses echoed with the sounds of social distress. Ravindra Lal ( 1969a 

& b) and later P.I. Diclmian (1971) argued that the settlement plan of Camp 

10 and Dene Village, and the houses were cuituraily and socidy 

inappropriate. The spatial distribution of the houses was foreign to the Sayisi 

Dene who were used to living in extended family uni6 or nearby, but out of 



si& of relatives and fiends. 

Little firewood was available and coal which was supplied to the Dene for 

heating their homes was of poor @ty. "They used to corne with a big truck 

and dump a pile of coal for us. It was di* and smelly" (Anonymous (3) 

personal communication. 1992). The 1960s "picture window", so inappropnate 

in a northem sehg was difncult to adjust to. Sayisi Dene were not used to 

looking out a large window, or h a h g  people, even their fiends and relatives. 

loohg in on their privacy. Additionally, the cost of replacing these windows 

was prohibitive. 

Alcohol. child and sexual abuse continued at an alarming rate. Community 

members and local Indian Affairs officiais watched as Sayisi Dene society 

eroded before them. The cumulative effects of rapid social change caused a 

series of complicated social problems. The Sayisi Dene continued to be 

abused on ai l  fronts. The govemmenrs paid lip s e ~ c e  to their needs; social 

and economic program were abruptly ended as community workers were 

transferred or programs were abandoned or cut, and racial abuse ran rampant 

in the town. The rapport that community workers built with the Band was 

continually being destroyed as no program continued long enough for a 

relationship of trust to be M y  established. Families disintegrated into 

groups of strangers and Elders passed away humiliated and brokenhearted. 

What had once been a prou industrious people was now a helpless collection 

of broken people. 

La1 (1969a) saw the move fiorn Little Duck Lake to Churchill as being the 

result of poor decisionmaking on the part of Indian Aff". He painted a 



graphic pictrire of the social tragedy of the Sayisi Dene at Churchill and stated 

that "Every decision diat has been made, beguuung with the move fiom Little 

Duck Lake and ending with the construction design of the houses. has been 

based on two false premises: the fïrst, diat outside experts know better than the 

people; and the second, that a political structure created by govemment. the 

band corncil, expresses the will of the people" (Lal l969:X b). 

It is not fair to Say that al1 lndian Affairs officials were unsympathetic. It is 

obvious fiom inter-office correspondence and program organization that îhey 

were not able to deliver the services for a successful transition. Plans of 

regional and local Indian Affain officials were equaiiy hstrated by 

govemment bureaucracy, policy, intergovemntal relations and the ongoing 

debate with the province over land Additionally, as mentioned above, 

community workers' positions were project-oriented and short term. What was 

required was a long term project and long tem cornmitment in order to build 

a tnisbng relationship with the Sayisi Dene community. By 1968, the federal 

govemment had spent over half a d i o n  dollars on Dene Village (Skoog and 

McMillan 199 1). Half a million dollars at Little Duck Lake could have created 

a reserve for the people within their traditional lands. 

The hindsight of Indian Mairs was captureci in correspondence between R. 

ConneUy and J. Bergevin, A.D.M., May 19, 197 1 

... There was no way we could predict what would happen. 
There was obviously little or no preparation of the people prior 
to the move in terrns of onenting them to the expectation the 
larger society would have of them ... It was repeated to me by 
band members on several occasions, and 1 must therefore 
believe them, that they soldy believed that "subsequent to the 
move, the goverment was going to take full care of them" 
(DIAND S78/29- 1-2 (A). 



Experimental Settlements 

During the 1960s. the federal govemment committed itself to senle 

outstanding land clairns (Weaver 1983) and since the Sayisi Dene had not yet 

located a reserve, there was added pressure placed on Chief, Council and the 

Band to make such selections. While the Indian Affain officer pointed out 

that land around Churchill should be considered because of potenîiai industrial 

growth, sorne Band members were more interested in land that they could use 

for himting and tmpping (DIAM) 578/3-6, January 22, 1968). J.B. Bergevin, 

Assistant Deputy Minister, Indiaa and E s k  AffaaS, in cerrespon&nce with 

RM. Connelly, Regioriid Director, Indian Affairs and Northem Development 

stated that he had "...a cornmittee working on ..." land entitlement (DIAND 

578/29- 1, June 7, 197 1). 

In 1%û, W. Koolage and P. Diclmian accampanied R Thofassie, J. Thorassie, 

S. Duck and A. Sanbeny to Brochet for meeéngs wi& the Dew commmhy 

situated at the northeni en& of Reindeer take. It  appears that this visit was the 

cataIyst for the Sa* Denes' &cision to change their Lves around. Kaolage 

recded the sadness in the E-' eyes as they looked at the seemingiy ideal 

situation at Brochet and realized that they codd iive in a %ush environment 

(W. Koolage, persona c o d c a t i m ,  1998). The E&rs wanted to retum 

to the bush and the young people wanted to stay in Chudrill. Indian Affairs 

âecided that an experimental commumty would be estaWshed away from 

Churchill. The initial selectioa had been the dd Carht t  Post at Little Duck 

Lake. However, North and South Knae M e s  were chosen as the location for 

the project. 

Because of the need for children to remain in school the Elcîers, and people 

13 1 



without children were chosen to take part in the project The area was familiar 

to some of the Elders, whose parents had traded and trapped around North and 

South Knife Lakes in the eariy 1900s (A. Solomon, personal communication, 

1992). 

P. Dickman, Community Development Ofncer, wss instrumental in initiahg 

the project and in September, 1969. he accompanied a team of seven up the 

South Knife River to the lake (Dichan, 1971). At South Knife Lake bush 

skills were relearned and spirits were hi&. The project provided the 

opportunity for the people to stand back fiom the situation in Churchill and 

decide a course for the fbture. A letter written by R ConneUy sufnmarized 

his, and other community workers expectations 

The people who retumed were especially the elders of the band 
who had not been able to adjust satisfactorily to He in 
Churchill. It is certain however that the younger families will 
not want to r e m  to the bush on a permanent basis ...( DLAND 
50 1130- 1-3-303[54]V01.1). 

The reverse occurred as news of the settlement made its way back to 

Churchill. Soon the communities of North M e  and South Knife Lakes had 

increased to 16 and 34 people respectively. The hope of a new life acted as 

a catalyst and soon the communities were larger than the land could support. 

Additionally, the caribob an integral part of Sayisi-Dene life were absent and 

so the search for a location close to this resource was undertaken. Curiously, 

Little Duck Lake was not considered, possibly because it represented the 

beginning of the end for many people (J. Clipping, personal communicatioq 

1992). 



New Hope and a New Horne 

lndian Affain oficials were eager to have a land settiement established at 

South Knife Lake. However, at the last official Band meeting held at South 

W e  Lake, the Band rejected the smounding area for a reserve. According 

to J. Clipping (personal communication, 1992), lndian MF& officials said 

"we can't move you anpore. .." . The following day Band members held their 

own meeting and decided that diey would move themselves. Six men, ïhomas 

Duck, John Solomon, Adam Solomon, John Bee, Jean Baptiste Thorassie and 

Jim Ciipping hitched their dogs and started off towards Tadoule Lake (floating 

ashes lake) (Figure 19). The lake area was well known for its varïed and 

abundant resources and was a summer encampment for canoe building in the 

1910s (C. Thorassie, personal communication. 1992).24 Thirteen days later, on 

May 8, 1973, the party arrived at Tadoule Lake and set up a smali camp. 

While they were getting settied Department of Indian Anairs officials arrived 

by plane bringing ammunition and "gnib". The following Monday f d y  

members began to arrive by plane and a tempo- camp was established at the 

south end of the lake - Stlmmer Camp. The final move was made in the fall 

to the north side of the lake, 40 b fiom the Seal River. As J. Clipping stated, 

the feeling amongst the people was one of relief, of being fiee of Churchill. 

Beginnllig Me anew at Tadoule Lake was probably easier for the Elders and 

middle-aged. The young people however, somewhat adapted to the larger 

socieîy, had to struggle d u h g  the fkst few years. As A. Thorassie pointed 

out, "it was diflet& for ILS teenagers because we were used to radios und T. K 

Early historic maps drawn for Knight in 17 19 and Norton ùi 1760 showed Tadoule Lake as 
a prominent lake in tbe seasooal round of the 'Worthern indians" (Sayisi-Dene) (Warkentia 
and Ruggles, 1970). 
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Figure 19. The route faken &y the Sayisi Denefrom the Knife Lakes to 
Tadoule Luke, Spring 1973. 



- if ~t.ar rough" (A.Thomsie, 1992). 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

UNDERSTANDING THE CUMULATIVE EFFECTS OF CHANGE 

Modeling Subsistence and Mixed-Subsistence Systems 

The method used to evaluate and interpret the relocation of the Sayisi Dene 

and the cultural, social and econornic effects the move had are based on a 

model developed by Usher ( 1992), for understanding the evolutionary role of 

subsistence in northern communities". 

Subsistence Svstew 

Two elements of his model include the material foundation - natural resource 

base, and the institutional foimdation - kinship and individuals. While the first 

two components are stmigh~oward, Usher (1992) suggests that the individual 

within the culture is what sustains the culture. However, in a subsistence 

society individual goals are community goals and these are airned at 

maintaining system stability. Individual goals are secondary, and usually 

related to the overall weii k ing  of the community. Therefore, in this study of 

the Sayisi Dene, the individual is considered part of the lcinship group. Means 

of production, or the methods and technologies used for obtaining resources, 

is viewed as an important component of subsistence pattern changes. For 

example, the introduction of the skidoo in the 1970s drasticalIy changed trap- 

line life since a larger area could be covered in a shorter period of t h e ,  with 

u Pr~sent-day economic activities in nonhem Aboriginal are identifiai as Mxed-subsistence, 
or cash economies. However, the subsistence base, or harvesting of wildlife resources is 
still considered by comntunity mernbers at 'fado& Lake to be a very important part of 
their lives, eva, though mmy do wt pursue these actiMties thamdves W. Petch, p e d  
observation, t 992). 



less chance of fun being n h e d  by scavengers (Pelto 1973). The means of 

production is therefore used as the third variable in the subsistence mode1 for 

the Sayisi Dene. 

In order for a subsistence economy to s&e there m u t  be a resource base 

which includes mammals, fish, birds, trees, plants, rocks and muierals. 

Caribou were the main sustenance of life for the Sayisi Dene. However, a 

variety of other animal resources was included in their diet. Spring, summer 

and fall fishenes supplemented their diet, as did waterfowl, small mammals, 

ptarmigan, eggs and bemes. Trees were used for a variety of purposes 

including shelter, snowshoes, canoes and sleds. Plants, such as rnosses, were 

used in place of diapers and also for chinking cabins. Lichen was used as a 

broth thickener and other plants for medicinal purposes (B. Anderson persond 

communication, 1992). Mineral waters were also used for medicine (S. Ellis 

personal communication, 1992). A diversity of resources and a flexible daily 

routine were key elements in the fûnctional success of a subsistence economy. 

Kinship figures strongly in a subsistence economy as it is the organizing force 

behind production and distribution. Each nuclear unit is part of a complex 

system of kinship ties and obligations. As Usher states ". . . while kinship is 

biologically produced, it is sociaiiy constructed.. . "(Usher 1992). Al1 activity 

takes place within an egalitarian system where tasks and produce are shared. 

Usher argues that it is the natural resource base and its products. through 

harvesting, that perpetuate the obligations of kinship. Loss of the resource 

causes repercussions in the social system's maintenance (Usher 1992). 

The means of production, or ways of getting a living in a traditional 



subsistence society include techniques and technologies for accomplishing the 

task. Hmting strategies, such as caribou drives, faces. ambushes, and fishing 

wein are all part of a learned technology. 

In a traditional-subsistence model, system maintenance is a result of the 

security and sense of well-being that occun when the flow of resources is 

maintiiined: 

Collective + Distribution + Mutuai = Secwity + Weil Being = System 
Production Aid Maintenance 

The present &y mixed-subsistence economy, which is representative of 

northem Aboriginal communities, has resulted fiom numerous outside forces 

such as the fur trade, federal and provincial policy and law regarding arbitrary 

boundaries and resource management, technology, cash economy and 

education. As the Aboriginal Justice Inquhy emphasized, Aboriginal people 

have "...three main aspects of concern related to natural resources: the 

idhngement by federal and proMncial policies and legislation of the exercise 

of Aboriginal and treaty nghts by Aboriginal people; the negative 

repercussions for them produced by large-scaie exploitation of renewable 

resources; and the ongoing disputes regardhg the exact scope of 

constitutionally protected rights and their practical import for the decision- 

making process on the management of naturai resources ( Aboriginal Justice 

hquiry, Vol. 1, 199 1: 184). Response to outside forces has been more 

influentid in inducing change than the maintenance system withui the culture. 

The "traditional" way of life is what the Elders r e c d  as being in place in their 

youth. The t e m  "tradition" therefore, cornes to represent that way of life, or 
. . . .  

the particular cultural maintenance system in place m w r v  of 



b h m .  The concept of tradition is perpetuated through oral tradition and 

is a vital component of system maintenance. 

Table 3 outlines changes to the subsistence system based on various historical 

periods. It allows for an malysis whereby certain changes are known to have 

caused major cultural adaptation and social change. The table indicates that 

natural resources are vital to the maintenance of social well being. Natural 

resources not only provides nourishment, but also act as a conduit for kin- 

related activities. According to Usher ( 1992) the obligations of kinship 

function to maintain the equilibrium of the society. However, as the 

restrictions on resource use and means of production increase, and wage 

economy (individual-based economy) becomes more prevalent, the kinship 

system fails to fûnction as a cohesive unit and the system changes, or in the 

case of the Sayisi Dene, collapses. Rather than a graduai progression fiom one 

historical period to another, the Sayisi Dene were catapdted into 20th century 

western society and left to adapt as best they could. 

The first two "snapshots" relate to the pre-European-contact period. The term 

"unrestricted" is used to iflustrate the fieedom of movement that the Saysi 

Dene had across their traditional lands, unencumbered by demands of the fur 

trade. It also includes the fact that the people had no outside restrictions 

imposed on them. Resource management was self-regulated. Archaeological 

evidence for cultural adaptation due to extemal forces is minimal. Evidence 

for trade between Taltheilei (Sayisi Dene) and Dorset/Thule (progenitors of 

the Inuit) has not been determined, although it probably existed (Janes 1973). 

N. Denecheze stated that he remembered hearing that the Dene used to trade 

with the Inuit for their ulus and dogs in exchange for drums and meat (N. 



TABLE 3. THE EFFECTS OF CHANGING VARlABLES ON THE SAYISI DENE 

Time 
Period 

Preconiact 

A.D. 5 ~ ' ~  

- 
A.D. 1714 

Fur 

Trade 

1714 

- 
1870 

Govemment 
Intervenlion 
1870- 
present 

Naîural Resource Base 

Reliable & unrestricted 
resource base 

Unreliable & unrestricted 
resource base 

Reliable & unrestricted 
resource base 

Reliable & unrestricted 
rcsource base 

Unreliable rcsource base 

-- - - 

Reliable but rcstricied 
resource base 

Unrcliable & restricted 
resource base 

Continucd unreliable & 
restricted resource base 

SUBSISTENCE ECONOMY 

Kinship 
Or~anization 

Bilateral (1) 
Traditional 

Means of 
Production 

Bilateral? 
Tradi t ional 

Effects on the Subsistence Economy 

Preconiact teclinology Mairitenancc of subsisiencc systeni wiih gradua1 cultural ctiaiigc 

Bilatcral? 
Tradiiional 

Preconiact tcchnology 

Restmciured 
kinship (e.g. smiill 
PX epideniic) 

Rcstructured but 
stable kinship 

-- 

SIiifls in the seasonal round witli miiior adjusmcnts to environincntal 
factors 

I Environinenlai adaptation and adjustincnts Io siibsistciicc sysicm 

Chang in Means of 
Produciion (e.g. 
introduction of gun) 

Adaptation of 
European technology 

I Environincnlal adaplation and adjusiiiients to subsislcncc sysiciii 
lntroduct ion of mixcd cconoiiiy 

Cultural & socioixoiioiiiic clianges iri rcsponsc IO cxtcninl forces 

Social reorganiïation and continucd cultural & sociocconoiiiic cliangc 

I Mixcû-subsistcncc cconomy. Wagc econoiny. Social tassistancc 

Disintegration of 
kinship systcm 

26 Thc date 500 A.D. is based on cvidenu: of Middle Taltlieilci cultural occupalioi~s idcri~ificd by Nash's (1975) arcliun>logicnl iiives~igitioiis 
To date, tliere is no cvidence of Early Taltliciki (ca 500 B.C.) in nortlicrn Manitobii (B. Gordoii pcrsoiinl corriiiiiiriication, 1997). 

Restriction 10 tlic 
means of production 

Social dysfunciion. Systctii desiniciion. Dcpcndcncc on social 
assistance 



Denecheze , personal cornmimication, 1998). It is dificult to determine how 

much inter-ethnxc relationships, nich as trade. existed berneen groups prior to 

European contact (see also Jones 1989). 

Southern Indian Lake artifact analysis presently undenvay at the Manitoba 

Museum of Man and Nature may shed some light on the Taltheilei/Selkirk 

relatiomhip. No pre-European-contact Selkirk pottery has been found to date 

in the Sayisi Dene study area north of the Churchill River. This suggests that 

trade with, or movement into the area by, the Cree may have Limited. 

The introduction of European trade goods, for example, the gun via Hudson 

Bay set the stage for initial socio-economic change for the Sayisi Dene. This 

had a major impact on inter-Native relationships as well as resource use. 

The second event which nearly decimated the Sayisi Dene was disease. 

According to Heame, the smallpox epidemic of the 1780s, which swept across 

the land, may have reduced the Dene by 9/10th of the original population. 

Entire families vanished. Those who survived regrouped and formed new 

family units. 

A certain degree of stabilization occmed after the introduction of the gun and 

the ouibreak of d p o x .  Environmental adaptation was minimal as bands of 

Sayisi Dene continued their seasonal round as before. However. the number 

of people required to c q  out certain subsistence activities was greatly 

reduced. This was influentid in reducing the spatial area of the seasonal 

round. 



Continued interaction and trade with the Hudson's Bay Company did not 

greatly affect the Sayisi Dene. They continued to follow their seasonal round. 

Some did look to a mixed economy as a result of their role as Homeguard 

Chipewyan to the Hudson's Bay Company at Churchill. Much later, the 

introduction of registered traplines and governent legislations reduced 

accessibility to some resources, but because the Sayisi Dene were always out 

on the land these legislations meant little to them. 



CHAPTER NINE 

WHEN GRLEF BECOMES TRAUMA 

The relocation of the Sayisi Dene fkom Linle Duck Lake to Churchill c m  be 

viewed as one of the most grievous mistakes made by the Canadian federal 

government. The move was ill-conceived and poorly pianned and resulted in 

cultural despair and traumatic shock. 

For many, the Churchill years are a blurred memory of sadness, terror and 

despondency. Elders describe a lost generation; a bmtd severing from a 

productive pst. The memones of the Elders of a tirne before the relocation are 

pattered with recollection, nostalgia and grief for what might have been. Each 

member of the Sayisi Dene First Nation has been affected by the relocation, 

directly or directly . 

Grieving for a Lost Homeland 

In his shidy "Grieving for a Lost Home", Fried concluded that "...one of the 

most important components of the grief reaction is the fiagmentation of the 

sense of spatial identity" ( 1963 : 168). His study brought to light an aspect of 

change that was ignored in previous studies, that the relocation of people fiom 

a habitual physical setting invoked a sense of grief amongst members of the 

former community. The rate of recovery fiom grieî he discovered was, in 

part, dependent on the degree of attachment to the habitual physical setting. 

As Fned suggested the attachment to the habitual physical setting was not 

limited to the familiarity of place, but was also a product of the cognitive 

construct created by cultural association. 



Relocation then can have serious repercussions, not just because people have 

to familiarize themselves with a new physical setting, but they also have to 

make the mental adjustments to their cognitive map in an effort to maintain 

continuity . 

For the Sayisi Dene, the move to Churchill fiom Little Duck Lake was not just 

a change in habitua1 physical s e t h g  it was a traumatic change in social 

expectations. In fact it could be stated that it neariy destroyed the very fabric 

of Sayisi Dene Me. Ancient patterns which had been adapted over thousands 

of years of interaction with a particular physical setting were no longer usefid 

in the foreign milieu into which they were thrown. A way of iife whch had 

dedicated itseE to the biological rhythm of the caribou was suddedy dropped 

into the 24 hour schedule of govemment bureaucrats. 

Spatial Identity - A Definition 

You see this land up here, thut's Dene l a d  We use ail the 
fun4 it ivm gven io us by our uncestors. by our 
gondfathe ers... the caribou, thefish h e  bir& they wereall given 
to us. We wanied a reserve here ... (Betsy Anderson, personal 
communication, 19921 

Spatial identity can be viewed as a statement of self It incorporates social and 

physical vanables, such as social o r g h t i o n ,  geographic mobility, and 

resourcr avaiiability, which work together to create a sense of order and 

relationships. It is the product of a cognitive process, which has to do with 

knowing, perceiving, recogniziag, tfiinkinp conceivhg, judgmg and reasoning, 

of ordering and interacting with the habihial physical environment . Spatial 

identity then, is the reality of the physical space interpreted and stnichired in 

specific te= of cultural understanding. 



An important aspect of spatial identity is the ability to adapt to changes. 

Adaptation is seen as a means to regdate the maintenance system of the 

cultural group. This is usually accomplished through assimilation and 

accommodation. Assimilation is described as "...the process of changing what 

i s  perceived so that it fits present cognitive stmctures ...". while 

accommodation refers to "...the process of changing the cognitive stmctures 

so that they fit what is perceived" (Gage and Berliner 1979: 152). Adaptation 

then, is the result of assesment; it is a system of checks and balances, of 

weighmg costs and benefits; it is a recovery of homeostasis through the 

interplay of assimilation and accommodation. While it is beyond the scope of 

this dissertation to provide an analysis of the cognitive process behind 

adaptation, it is worth mentionhg in order to appreciate the Sayisi Dene 

cognitive schema as it relates to their sense of spatial identity. 

Piaget (1952) believed that the two cognitive structures, assimilation and 

accommodation evolved during the childhood developmental process as a 

function of experience. While Piaget's theory is concerned with the 

developmentd process in children, it does have implications for understanding 

huma. behavior in general, and adaptation to new circumstances in particular. 

The way in which adult humans assirnilate and accommodate change may be 

dependent on the cumulative effects of experiences acquired during the 

developmental stages. As Strauss and Quinn (1994) suggest, while schemas 

are ". . .guided by previously leamed patterns of associations.. ." (accumulated 

expience), there is a sense of improvisation based on individual disposition. 

An evenf such as relocation, could then affect people within the same cultural 

group to varying degrees, with the more senous repercussions occurring 

amongst people who have never had their spatial identity chaiîenged by such 



a foreign concept. 

Relocation is seen as a disniptive force which breaks the continuity of routine 

and causes hgmentation of spatial identity. With this in min4 the degree of 

grief caused by relocation, as described by Fried (1963), and later, Marris 

( 1974), may be dependent on the intensity of relationship with one's spatial 

identity. Marris used the concept of "conse~~atism" to explain the nature of 

grief and instinct for Survival. He hypothesized that the ".. .impulse to defend 

the predictability of life is a fundamental and univend pruiciple of human 

psychology ...an aspect of our ability to s h e  any situation, for without 

contimity we cannot interpret what events mean to us, nor explore new kinds 

of experience with confidence" (Mamis 1 WU). He fiirther stated "The will 

to adapt to change has to overcome an impulse to restore the past ..." (Marris 

19745). 

People long for the old way of îife because of the sense of familiarity it 

provides. Change which is incremental and is woven into the daily routine of 

life has less chance of disrupting the status quo than change which is sudden. 

and imposai. When adaptive abilities are threatened, grieving occurs. When 

grief is not reconciled, trauma results. 

Studies such as Erikson's (1976) of the Buffalo Creek disaster and Shkylnik's 

(1985) of the Grassy Narrows relocation illustrate the repercussions of 

uncontroiled trauma. The "individual" and "collective" traumas as identifieci 

by Erickson (1976), result fiom two types of disasters or wnditions, acute and 

chronic which produce varying degrees of stress and which are often masked 

by a number of social and psychological disorders. Acute sources of stress 



reveal themselves in the form of physicd and mental agony fiom unexpected 

social and environmental dimptions. Shock waves associated with this form 

of assault are devastating in that they are h e d i a t e l y  destructive. Chronic 

stress is more subtie. It is an ongohg destructive process that eats at the very 

fabric of the community. It erodes the bonds of kinshrp and social 

organization, severing ties with the past which have rnaintained the system. 

It manifests itself in the types of conditions which faced the Sayisi Dene in 

Churchill, such as poverty, unemployment and homelessness. Chronic stress 

cannot be heaied with band aid solutions, or ovemight. 

I was walhng dom the bock lune by the old Churchill Hotel, 
well. I ivas more or Iess staggering becouse I war d d  I saw 
my h g h t e r  mmmaging around in the gurbage and I mked her 
w h t  she w u  doing. She suzd she wm looking for food. I broke 
down and cried [Anonymous( 1) 19921 

For the Sayisi Dene, the relocation fiom Little Duck Lake to Churchill in 1956 

can be analyzed, in part, in ternis of long term collective trauma resulting 6om 

"fragmentation of the sense of spatial identity". Relocation was more than 

removal fiom habitua1 physical setting, it was removal fiom habitual social, 

econornic and cultural settings. 

Until the time of relocation., the Sayisi Dene incoprated an array of universal 

physical attributes, such as distance, size, shape, location, resource 

availability, into their understanding of space. These socio-spatial units 

'heflected a kind of orgaizational flexibility that is widespread among the 

Northeastem Athapaskan groups. It is an organization that alIows rapid 

concainrations and dispasions of people o v a  large areas and, shultaneousiy, 

fluid reshu££iing of personnel through bilaterd lulkages" (Jarvenpa and 



Brumbach 1988:612). Irimoto (1981) alluded to this same socio-spatial 

organization amongst the Hatchet Lake Chipewyan. This "fiexibility" in social 

organization was no doubt an adaptive trait whch resulted fiom the 

unpredictable migratory routes of the barren ground caribou. At the 

community level, socio-spatial organization reflected kinship hes. For 

example, houses or tents were spaced far enough apart to gant privacy, yet 

close enough to provide assistance when needed. This dl changed in 

Churchill. 

When we lived at Little Duck Lake we didn 't lzve like w e  did 
in ChUrchiII. Our homes were scattered ail over the place, but 
we knew where everyone wm. In Churchill we were all lzned tip 
and Our homes had big windows. Everyone passing by couid 
look in and see whar we were doing. We had no privacy, we had 
no curtuim [Nice Solomon, Tadoule Lake 19921. 

The Sayisi Dene were placed in an environment which was physically, socially 

and culturally foreign to them. They were boxed into a tiny living area with 

people who were not their kin, or former neighbours. Social d e s  of behavior 

which prevailed at Little Duck Lake, and out on the barren grounds were not 

acceptable as they were not functional in Churchill. Kinship obligations were 

not possible to uphold in the traditional sense. People were disorientated. 

They were bewildered and unable to orientate thernselves. 

Probably the most devastating outcome was the feelings of guilt and 

helplessness that parents experienced in not being able to provide for their 

children?' Alcohol helped to sooth the array of motions that the people had 

" Tom Fortin d 1 e d  the beautiM beaded jackets of the men, the weii-made clothlig of the 
children and the belis and nbbons on dog teams h m  Lmle Duck Lake (T. Forîin, personal 
communication, 1998) 



never before experienced. In some ways it appears that people punished 

themselves for not being able to properly care or protect their families. The 

numbing sensation of alcohol was a temporary escape from the reality of life 

at Churchill. 

The federal government med to corne to tems with the situation they had 

created by establishing short term development programs. Community 

development officers were frustrated by the lack of government commiîment 

to programs which, if diey had been long term, may have reinstated some sense 

of accomplishment and pride amongst the Sayisi Dene. However. it was 

difficult for these officers to get a full cornmitment f?om either side. 

Community development officers focused on economic and social 

development, the cultural underpinnings of Sayisi Dene life were never 

evaluated. As Koolage stated, the problem with these earlier studies of the 

Sayisi Dene was that the researchers were looking for "...a whole culture- 

integrated and organized-according to traditional models ... they found ody 

pieces (Koolage 1%7: 19). Erikson (1976) provided an interesting observation 

about the anthropological approach to cultural studies which supported 

Koolage's eariier obsenmtions. He stated that because anthropologists were so 

eager "...to understand the heart of the culhue, they focused on the stabilities 

rather than the instabilities ... (Erikson 1976:80). This may explah why the 

short-term antfiropological studies labeled the Saysi Dene as "deculturated and 

disorganized" (Koolage 1967). If they had examined the cultural instabilities 

within Sayisi Dene Life at ChurchilI, they may have understood that the people 

were demoralized and disorientateci, and suffering fiom the effects of long-texm 

trauma. 



The longtemi trauma is linked to what the Sayisi Dene coliectively remember. 

Roth (1995) has suggested that forgetiing and sudden recall are the instruments 

of anxiety. The pain and grief of the uprooting fiom a safe, secure and 

productive habitua1 setting has been compounded by the pain and grief of 

cultural disorientation, demoraliration and humiliation wrought by the 

Churchill years. For the Dene, mernories of a p d  past temporarily mufned 

by alcohol continue to resurface, and an interminable loop of M e r  pain has 

created startling rifts in the present-day community. 

Forty years after their relocation many of the people who were in te~ewed 

stated that they still rnissed their old homes at Little Duck Lake. Chronic 

depression, alcoholism, and physical abuse were the most prominent mernories 

people had of their days in Churchill. As one elder stated, "1 lefi my heart ut 

Litzle Duck Lake, ut Churchill. ..l don 'Z remember much becmrse I was usz~al/j 

dmnk I know I cried a lot " (Anonymous ( l), Tadoule Lake 1992). 



CHAPTER TEN 

THE COMMUNITY TODAY 

Housing and Utilities 

The community is located on the northern edge of Tadoule Lake, on the side 

of an esker. The head of the eroding esker has created a sand isthmus which 

joins a large island to the mainland. Part of the setdernent is located on the 

island. 

The origuial setdement pattern and distribution of houses reflects the traditionai 

spatial distribution of houses based on kinship patterns, where families and 

extended families are within close walking distance. Interestingiy, this pattern 

was also observed at Oxford House in 1987 and explaineci in much the same 

manner (A. Hart, personal communication, 1987). Housing on the "island" 

which is more recent, is more in line with standard community planning. This 

rnay be interpreted as adaptation to western society and a decrease in the 

importance of kinship obligations. 

There are no roads into the community of Tadode Lake. Access is by air plane 

oniy, and two airfines have M y  scheduled flights. A wuiter road is built each 

January at great expense and risk and construction is dependent on the weather 

conditions. Community roads are problematic because of unstable sandy esker. 

They tend to wash out after each rain, IeaWig deep @es and holes visible. 

Since 1987, many of the original log cabins (Figure 20) have been removed and 

replaced elsewhere with small bungalows (Petch, personal observation, 

l987,1992,1994). The s d e r  houses are arotmd 200 square feet. These are 

the homes of the Elders. Larger, three bedroom houses are modest in design, 



Figure 20. A log cabin undet construcrion in 19 73. Th b cabin w u  
tom down in 1993 (V. Petch, personal observation 1993). (Photograph 
courtesy of Dr. W. "Skip" Koolage). 



average 750 square feet in size and are inadequately insulated for the extreme 

northem winters. Many of the houses are unfinished. Some lack interior trim. 

others have plywood sub- floor, others are not pauited. Many of the Elders 

homes need repair. 

Electricity is provided by Manitoba Hydro diesel generators. Formerly, the 

station was located in the centre of the community and created a constant 

"white noise". A new station was constructed away fiom the community in an 

area adjacent to the airport. The new generator has increased the amperage 

available to each household to 60 amps. Previously alI systems were 12 amps, 

except govermnait facilities. Households now can have both an electric fiidge 

and stove, plus run other srnail electncal appliances. However, according to 

former Chief Emie Bussidor, only 5% of the people have converted. The new 

electricity rates are expensive and the people camot afTord to convert to the 

new amperage, or pay the increased rates (E. Bussidor, personal 

communication, 1994). Additionally, most people cannot afTord to purchase 

refigerators or elecmc stoves. 

Ln 1992 no community sewer or water system was in place. The nursing 

station, the Manitoba Hydro staff house, the airport and school were the only 

buildings which had suitable water and waste facilities. A few homes had flush 

toilets and holding tanks for waste. Some families had chernical toilets, while 

others used outdoor latrines. Water was trucked to houses regularly, but the 

vehicle was prone to breakdown, causing periodic hardships. Water was heated 

on the stove, although some residents had a heating coi1 which was inserted in 

a container of water for washing clothes and bathing. The community of 

Tadode Lake has recently begun the installation of a sewage and water system. 



Most of the homes are heated with wood which is cut by household members 

and hauled home. The use of wood to heat homes is an ongoing winter activity. 

Large quantities of wood do not appear to be stored up to last the entire winter. 

Most of the areas where wood is cut are increasuigly farther away fkom the 

community and hauling is an expensive activity. Ski-doos have replaced dogs 

for hauling, although some commdty  members are considering using dogs 

again. This is because the price of gasoline is about $10/gal. 

There is no volunteer fïre department for the comunity. A portable pump and 

equipment is available for forest fires. House fires are not as fiequent as in 

other northem Aboriginal communities, but when they occur the house is 

usually b m e d  down. Additionally, recent forest fires caused a great deal of 

stress on the community, as firewood and animal habitat was destroyed. 

There is no regular garbage pickup. Former Chief Ernie Bussidor stated that 

this is really needed. Community clean-up projects occur each spring, but the 

coIlected garbage is soon replaced by new refuse. 

A new band hall was constnicted and is near completion. The washrooms have 

not been W e d .  Additionally, the Band is planning an Elders' home, a four- 

plex with central heatuig. 

The old Band Oflice was converted into a small motel, but out-of-tom visitors 

who used this f d t y  stated that it was more of a drop-in centre for comrnunity 

mernbers and diere was very little privacy (Anonymous (4), Winnipeg, 1996). 

Social seMces have gradually increased since the move in 1973. 



Unfortunately, so have the social problems. lnitially the community was "...a 

quiet, peacefùl place. There is no police force and none is needed." (Bruemmer 

19777). However, the completion of an airstrip in 1987 opened the door to 

illicit dmgs and alcohol. The Reserve is officially "dry", but Band council 

members note that the community has a serious h g  and alcohoi problem. 

A nursing station is located at the centre of the cornrnunity and contract nurses 

and a visiting doctor and dentist look after the health needs of the people. Med- 

Evac is available as needed No traditional healer is present in the cornmunity, 

but several years ago, one did visit the commmity and provided seMces for a 

number of people. 

uistruction in Dene language and syllabics and traditional activities is part of 

the cuniculum. A small school with annex trailers has been replaced with a 

large, modem school in which students can complete Grade 12. However, 

many students move to Thompson either to repeat Grade 12, or complete 

additional credits which are not offered ia Tadoule Lake. One of the concems 

of the commwlfty is the present lack of discipline displayed by students who 

attend school out of tom.  Few students are graduating fiom high school or 

pursuing post-secondary education. Homesickness is one of the main reasons 

for this (A. Thorassie, personal communication, 1992). 

The community continues to attend the Anglican Church. A minister 

occasionally visits the community, but most Sundays, Thomas Duck, a lay 

reader with the Church conducts the services.. 



Recreation Activities 

The community is lac- in recreational facilities and organized activities. In 

the winter, ch i ldm skate and play scmb hockey and slide. Ski-dooing is 

limited because of the high price of gas. in the summer, many people use 

ATV's to travel around the community. However, mon people wak to their 

destinations. 

Some traditional activities take place, although several Elders expressed the 

desire to pass on ceriain skills and knowledge to the younger generation 

attending school. In the summer the children swim, fish and hang about. A 

provincial summer swim program is now non-existent due to provincial 

cutbacks. Satellite T.V. figures prominently in the lives of rnost people and 

most homes have colored T.V.'s and VCR's. 

Bingo is the centre of adult social Me, as it is in most northem communities. 

and this occurs almost every evening. ûnly a death in the community is reason 

to cancel bingo. One traditional gaming activity that is making a comeback is 

u&i, the handgame (E. Bwidor, personal commlmicaiion, 1992). This ancient 

tradition is popular especiaily with the yoimg men. Chanting, dream songs and 

drumming are also being relearned as the peopie become less se~conscious 

about their identity. The pan-Indian movement has been a positive 

reinforcement in the re-establishment of self-esteem and ethnic identity, 

although some members are concemed that they will lose their Sayisi Dene 

culture to a more generalized "Indian" culture (C. Bjorklund, personal 

communication, 1996). 

Two stores and an informal cafe operate in the community. Because al1 goods 



must be f l o m  into the community, which results in exceptionally high prices. 

A part time taxi s e ~ c e  also serves local transportation needs. 

Many of the older and some younger women continue to produce a variety of 

leather and beaded goods. The old hand-turned Singer sewing machines are 

s t d  used and are considered die most efficient method of working with leather. 

M. Jones related a story of her father biIying her mother a sewing machine in 

Churchill 1920s. T'bis was carted back and forth across the barren grounds 

several times. M. Jones now possesses her mother's sewing machine (M. 

Jones, personal communication, 1992). 

Soapstone carMIlgs and paintings are produced in small quantities. These skilis 

could be fùrther developed. No one in the community makes snow shoes and 

babiche-making is becomùig a lost art. 

Greenhouse experimentation under the Manitoba hdian Agricultural 

Development Corporation was somewhat successful but short-lived. 

Vandalism discouraged attempts to produce fkesh vegetables for the 

Some families still go out on the trapline, but as noted, the price of gas has k e n  

greater dian the @ce of fufi making such forays unprofitable. Several people 

stated that they and their families would go out more often if the price of gas 

was lower. Re-introducing sled dogs has been ccmsidered by several people. 

The caribou hunt is st i l l  central to corn&@ life. TToday, commtMity hunts 

are planned and large a i r d  chartered. The meat is then disûibuted 



throughout the commmity. When the caribou pass in fiont of the village, the 

pulse of the community quickens and huntm s w m  on to the ice with their 

snowmachines. 

The Economic Base 

Contmy to Skoog and MacMillansYs (1991) analysis, the economic base of the 

Band is the same as it was 40 years ago. Forty years ago money was of 

little value to the comunity. Any necessities not procured from the 

environment, were obtained fkom the Hudson's Bay Company post on credit. 

Fun, country produce and casual labor paid for these goods. Several changes 

in Hudson's Bay Company accounMg procedures, policy and exchange 

systems between 1820 and 1940 gradually eased the Sayisi Dene towards a 

monetary system. In the 1920s a set of tokens representing "made beavers", the 

standard of fur trade, M e r  introduced the Sayisi Dene to the concept of 

symbolic value. Additionally, cornmunity members who worked in Churchill 

seasonally understood the meaning of money, although its value in tems of 

payment, was perIiaps less mderstood. Forty years ago making a living rneant 

providing for one's family through a thorough knowledge of the environment 

and expertise in hunting and trapping. 

Today the community relies mainly on transfer payments to sustain itself 

economically. There is little opportunity for employrnenf except when a 

construction project is underway. Some seasonal employment is available at 

Nejanilini Lake Lodge about 70 Iàlometres north of Tadoule Lake. Because the 

community has no road access and is far fiom potential markets, econoniic 

developrnent has little opportunity for growth. A winter r d  was Mt in 

1993-94 with good resdts. Recently, community members have taken over the 



construction of the wïnter road, and have chosen a new and possibly safer. 

route. Fm prices are lower than that of gas, making any traditional activity an 

expensive endeavor. The Band would like to develop new economic 

opportunities but not forget the traditional activities. However. many necessary 

skills have yet to be mastered. Most of the construction jobs available for the 

building of the school will be given to "southemerst', those with trade papers. 

The manual labor jobs will be filled by community members. 

The Band has tried to divers@. Commercial fis- was considered, but again, 

distance fiom market o v e d e d  the projeds viability. The Band also looked 

to, and continues to consider, developing a fishing lodge, possibly on Shethanei 

Lake. An established lodge on Munroe Lake was also recently considered. 

The possibility of joint partnership with an Arnerican whitewater rafting 

Company was explored in August, 1994, but the community was hesitant to 

partner with an Amencan, based on past experiences. The Band is also looking 

at the possibility of operating a healing centre and retreat. 

The Long-term Effects of the Relocation 

There are many silent stones of abuse and pain. As one Band mernber stated, 

the EIders mqypats on and take wirh t h  the acîual pain of the 
relocation but the pain is still with the community. It is Ni the 
way eveythzng is conhcîed We are like a ship without a 
rudiee. Every time WC try to get something starte4 we corne up 
agaimt khzteman 's ' buremcracy. Our kids are becornïng jusr 
usfrtLstmted and confiLsed as we are (Anonymous(Z), Tadoule 
Lake, 1994). 

Band members who were children durhg the Churchill yean cannot forget the 

terror that they once experienced as they watched their parents and other 



f d y  rnembers struggle and fail to sinive the relocation. One band mernber 

described how she had been s e x d y  abused by the same man over a period 

of yean. She desaibed the horror and shame, and the painful attempt to block 

ùlis fiom her mind She described how her parents were kïlled in an alcohol- 

related house f3e. and how she wandered aunlessly for many years. She 

believes that in order to begin the healing process she must tell her story and 

many others must follow suit (Anonymous(3), Tadoule Lake, June 1994). 

Many of the community members feel that they were denied the opportunity 

to be enculturated as Dene. This, coupled with the pain and bitterness of 

broken promises, has lefi rnany community members in a state of limbo. As 

one male community member stated, "1 can't settie into a relationship, 1 can't 

stay in one p1ace.J think it goes back to the Churchill days" (Anonymous (S), 

Winnipeg, October, 1992). Most of the younger generation, that is, those 

fiom ages 1-15. do not know the sequence of events that Ied to the settlement 

of Tadoule Lake. They do not understand the physical and mental trauma 

endured by their parents and grandparents 

in 1989, the Aboriguial Justice inquhy heard evidence of the social despair of 

the community (Aboriginal Justice Inquiq 1989), but this did little to raise 

public awareness or govemment interest. 

Community Concerns 

The communïty is very concemed with present environmental conditions in 

the northem transitional forest and barren grounds with respect to caribou 

habitat. Community members beiieve that both the federai and provinciai 

govemments have little understanding or interest in the well-being of the 



caribou let done the well-being of the community. One cornmunity member 

stated 

The Caribou Management Board (CM& should actuallv be 
clarsed as Caribou Depletion Board (CDP). As it is seemingb 
not concemed wzth rna~gi-ng the caribou range. Right now as 
I write. there are numerous fires going in every direction. 
Emergency Measures O@ces, Natural Resources and the police 
have been notrfed but it continues to rage out ofcontrol. if 
government cannot moke money o f  of the land i f  is not 
considered a priority. Therefore it seems fair to sqy thaz CMB 
is not managirtg the caribou habitat. It hm two main firnctions: 
1) The harvest data collection agency, and 2) Border Patrol. 
Therefore it should be caIZed Carihou Depletion Patrol (CDP) 
[not Caribou Management Board] (Anonymous(6), personal 
communication, June, 1994) 

This type of statement refiects the hsaa t ion  of commrmity members who 

make every effort to adhere to provincial game regulations. It appears to 

people in the commmity that as long as a money-making lodge, merchantable 

timber, hydro facility or community is not in danger, the forest is allowed to 

be destroyed. The habitat of the many animals, especially the caribou, and 

subsistence resource base ofthe people are not considered a ptiority. Natural 

resource officers, on the other hanci, are restricted by tight budgets and 

provincial policy regarding renewable resources. 

The Saysi Dene are concemed that when the caribou retum to their wintering 

grounds many wili starve or fall victim to predators. With habitat destroyed, 

there is a great chance that the caribou will move M e r  away fiom the Sayisi 

Dene. 

When there is enough money, community hunts are held. A large plane is 



chartered and a small group of hunters harvest a large number of caribou. 

These are guaed at the kill site and the carcasses taken back to the community 

and distributed to the various families. 

The Elden tell a story of physical and cultural suMval in a land that is not 

kind. As one Elder stated ". . .life was hard, but it was good.. .now life is easy, 

but it is not good" ( E. Anderson, penonal communication 1992). 

Summary 

The relocation to Churchill removed the Little Duck Lake Band away f?om 

their subsistence base and restricted their mobility. In their fïrst winter at 

North River, they were limited in transportation, their boats having been 

abandoned at Little Duck Lake. Living quarters were inadequate. Animal 

resources were quickly depleted. There were insufEcient food rations and no 

caribou for food or clothing. The Sayisi Dene had no money. The credit 

systern which they were accustomed to was no longer available. Most of their 

means of production were gone. The people were confused as to why they 

had been moved in the first place. The promise made by Ragan for a better 

Me was not evident to them at North River. Certainly, if it was the intention 

of Indian Mairs to bring the people closer to medical and educational 

services, it is difEcult to understand why were they left at North River, which 

is only accessible by air, boat or dogteam. It appears from correspondence, 

that once the people were secured at North River. they were literally on their 

own. This situaîion was no dBerent fkom their fonner settlement at titde 

Duck Lake, but it was without the familiar and reiiable resource base. 

There is no evidence to suggest that those who worked seasonally at Churchill 



encoinaged the newcomers to txy the seasonal wage economy, although they 

may have set an example. The Canadian government had promised to look 

after the Sayisi Dene. Social assistance was available if needed. However, 

this assistance came in the f o m  of food vouchen, not in the form of badly 

needed training and education. 

The dilemma of the "squatters" formerly located at the site of the National 

Harbor's Board petrol tank farm, and seasonal workers resuited in continued 

restricted mobility. People were allowed to set up seasonal camps in certain 

places only. Sayisi Dene and federal regional Indian -airs officiais' 

suggestions for camp and housing locations were rejected by the Province and 

federal Indian -airs Welfare office in Winnipeg. This rejection placed the 

Sayisi Dene on the very outskim of Euro-Canadian society. Housing was 

temporary, inadequate and overcrowded. Health and safety conditions were 

appalling and protective measures non-existent. The natural resource base at 

Churchill was even poorer than that at North River. By the mid- 1960s' social 

assistance became a form of dependency as country produce intake was 

resûicted by Iegislation and smaller dlowances of muni t ion .  The rnilitary 

base and fiontier mentality of the town did not contribute positively to the 

Sayisi Deae's attempt to adapt to a foreign culture. A few concemed citizens 

in the town did tq to assist the people, but also becarne mistrated when forced 

to deal the bureaucratic maze of hdian Affairs. 

The cumulative effects of adverse change to the availability of the natural 

resource base, means of production and kinship worked together to cause 

social dysfunction and behavior which was perceived by the Euro-Canadian 

residents of Churchill as maladaptive. Because the Sayisi Dene had minimal 



contact widi govemment up und 1956, and because social impact assessments 

were unloiown officials had no idea as to how the people would respond to 

"externally-imposed" change. The people therselves did not know how they 

would respond, nor were they insaucted or cautioned by Indian -airs as to 

what they might expect in Churchill. As a resulf neither side was prepared for 

the social despair that resulted. 

Mixed-subsistence economies respond to different changes in a variety of 

ways. Nahiral environmental changes such as a forest fire or cyclical decline 

of an animal resource were, and still are to some degree, accommodated 

through shifts in the direction of the seasonal round. Attemate areas of 

resource harvesting were u s d y  available. hposed restrictions to access to 

the resources however, had a deleterious effect on die maintenance of the 

overall subsistence system which included the well-being of the group. While 

adaptation (sometimes wgative) to imposed change did occur. there were 

iimits or point beyoncl wIn& the social group was mable to cope or respond 

to sudden or cumdative change. 

The relocation of the Sayisi Dene reduced their opportunity to adjust gradually 

to a foreign system Additionally, Sayisi Dene world view was not taken into 

account. No attempt by govemment officials to understaml or record their 

environmentai hwledge and ecdogical values \ ~ a ç  made. 

If the Sayisi Dene cormmmity ha& not left C M 1  when they ciid it is 

doubt£ûI that they codd have M v e d  as a distinct cuIturaI group They 

would have integrated in a margtnet m r  to the lar&er society or have been 

destroyed. 



People today are still not sure why diey were moved and continue to search for 

answers. The inability of some comrnunity mernbers who were part of the 

relocation to tie together the series of events of the fint few weeks of 

relocation, suggests a rapid and ernotionally confusing move. The air flight, 

the tempomy camp at Churchill, the move to North River, and gradua1 dnfting 

back to Churchill are blurred in the mernories of many Elders. The promise 

for a new life tumed out to be a costly trick, both for the people and the 

govemment Children were robbed of the opportunity to be enculturated into 

Sayisi Dene culture. Loss of ethnic identity greatly affectecl those who are 

now in their 30s and 40s. As such, the comrnunity of Tadode Lake strupgies 

to corne to ternis with its past. 

Who is to Blame? 

There are three groups who at least share responsibility for the destruction of 

one of the last successfid subststence culhirat groups in Canada: the federal 

government, the provincial government of Manitoba and the Hudson's Bay 

Company. 

The Provincial government Game Branch was paradoxically present and 

absent in the document research. Conservation onicers with their own 

agendas appear to have created enorigh of a c o n c m  with the scientinc and 

govemment communities to have caused the relocation. No resource 

management expfmations or tmhhg were made avdable to the pevple, 

except when the Conservation officers needed people to poison the wolves. 

Today, people in the community of Tadoule Lake beliew that h r e  is litde 

concem about caribou nmqemmt or any odier k h l  of resource management, 

except to make sure that ail govanment-imposed regulations are adhered to 



(Anonyrnous (4), Tadoule Lake' 1994). 

The Federal governmenf namely lndian Affairs, seems to have had a 

contradictory policy in place. While it appears that the reason for the move 

was to bring the people closer to govemment services, they were not 

incorporated into the t o p  but left to fend for themselves 75 kilometres fkom 

Churchill in a resource situation which could not support the increase in 

human population. Hasty decisions, poor planning, possibly inadequately 

trained and ovenvorked community staff, abrupt ending of programs and 

remote decision-making contributed to setting the stage for cultural trauma. 

The people of Tadoule Lake believe that the Hudson's Bay Company 

manipulated the people and attempted to make trappers out of people who 

were maidy concerned with caribou and m a h g  a living off the land When 

fur production and fur prices were down, the Company's solution was to pull 

out and move elsewhere. The Hudson's Bay Company entertained the 

possibility of an outpost at North River. It is not clear why they would want 

to incur the expense of setting up a new store, when that at Little Duck Lake 

was considered to be so unprofitable. 

It is known that a great deal of communication transpired arnongst the three 

groups. However, this correspondence may have met the same fate as the 

records of Caribou Post at Little Duck Lake. Document at Caribou Post were 

bumed on order from head office in Winnipeg (RG3/73/a, August 24, 1956). 

Additionaily, the Rovuicial govemment was wwilling to set aside lands for 

the Federd govermnent for the purpose of Reserves. These delagrs were also 

instrumental in weakening the fabnc of Sayisi-Dene society. 



Many of the Sayisi Dent believe that until the federal government apologizes 

for its past wrongs against the community, the grieving will continue. The 

Sayisi Dene want closure on the past. 

Recommendations 

The following recommendaiions were made during discussions with a number 

of people living in the comrnunity, and at a Band meeting held at Tadoule 

Lake on Juoe 24, 1994 (Petch 1995). During this 1st meeting the results of 

the relocation study were presented. The foLlowing recommendations made 

by the community memben. 

1. An apology to the Sayisi Dene by the federal and provincial governments 

for the social injustices caused to them due to the lack of foresight and 

planning on the part of Indian Affairs. 

2. Acknowledgement of traditional lands and cultural values by the federal 

government. 

3. A thorough investigation of the southern boundary of Nunawt. Recognition 

of the Sayisi-Dene traditional land-use areas within the Southern Keewatin 

District. 

4. A thorough interpretation of Adhesions to Treaîy 5. 

5. Many comnunity members want a retreat centre with support staff to assist 

them in the healing process. Bittemess over the past wrongdoings, plus the 

emotional and physical scars of social injustices have not allowed the Sayisi 



Dene to heal. The Sayisi Dene want to make their own decisions related to 

cultlrral change. Confiicting values have left many people unsure of who they 

are. and where they fit in2*. 

6. Co-management of natural resources and a commitment on the part of 

federal and provincial govemments to provide knowledge and leaming 

oppomuiities to community members. 

7. Financial assistance and planning for those who wish to establish business 

ventures which require a substantial financial output. 

8. Upportunities for employment and training within northem industries such 

as Manitoba Hydro, Inco, and the various gold-mines. These opportuniries 

should be fashioned after those in the mining industry in northem 

Saskatchewan (e-g. Cameco, Cigar Lake). Indian Mairs, Employment 

Canada and the various education agencies shodd work together with indirstry 

to identiQ future needs and provide trades and skilled Iabor training for 

community members. 

28 See Usher 1993a regardhg the social impact assessrnent process as it has developed since 
the 1970s. 



Addendum 

Coupled with the social despair suffered with the Churchill experience is the 

fact that part of Sayisi Dene traditional lands wiU be incorporated into the new 

territory of Nunavut on April 1, 1999. Quite apart fiom the relocation and 

Treaty Land Entitlement issues, the boundary of Nunavut has redefined the 

ManitobaR\lorttiwest Territories bomdary in very political terms. The cultural 

bounday was ignored during the process of d e W g  Nunavut. The Sayisi 

Dene believe they were tncked and misinforneci about the Memorandum of 

Understanding between the Inuit and Dene of 1986 (Anonymous (3), Tadoule 

Lake, June 1994). The Dene Nation, based in the Northwest Temtories, did 

not recognize the Manitoba Dene as members of their nation because they 

were outside the Northwest Tenitories jurisdiction. The Manitoba Dene were 

never a part of the political movement towards the formation of the Dene 

Nation (Asch 1977; Watkins, 1977) and consequently excluded fi-om 

discussions regarding the formation of Nunavut (Angus 1991). Litde 

consultation with the co~~munity, or support by Indian Affairs was given to the 

Sayisi Dene. Recent memory mapping which is a procedure for documenting 

traditional land use with the aid of maps, conducted by MK0(1993), Usher 

(1990, 199 1) and oral history i n t e ~ e w s  by Petch, as well as historical 

documentation (Petch 1993), support the Sayisi Dene claim to lands within 

Nunawt Negotiahons were carried out with l l ~  fiom the Band. Again, 

the Sayisi Dene feel cheated and spumed by the very institution that promised 

to look after them. 

In 1992 the Sayisi Dene were recognized by the Dene Nation in the Northwest 

Temtories. Political boundaries have done much to separate Aboriginal 



people in the past. However, the community is now able to enjoy some 

support of a larger body and promote its ethnic identity. However, this 

recognition rnay have corne too late, as little support was given to the Sayisi 

Dene in their efforts to voice thtlir claims. 

In 1995. Manitoba Department of Natural Resources, designated three new 

wildemess parks in northem Manitoba, Sand Lake (826,000 ha), Caribou 

(764,000 ha) and Numaykoos (360,000 ha) (Rick Wilson, personai 

communication, 1998). AU three parks include traditional lands of the 

Manitoba Dene and Cree. Caribou Park in particular is within the traditional 

lands of the Sayisi Dene. The commun@ of Tadoule Lake was not consulted 

about the development of the wilderness parks and was shocked and outraged 

by the " ... continued lack of respect the provincial govemment has for the 

Saysis Dene.. ." (E. Bussidor, persona1 communication, 1995). Govemment 

officiais stated that a letter had been sent to the community in the summer of 

1994 which invited the community to respond. However, Band office 

administrators did not remember any correspondence. During the surnmer of 

1994, the community was evacuated twice wiuiùi one month due to forest 

fies. Even if correspondence had been received it may have been lost during 

the evacuation. Additional pserves of land are expected to be designated in 

the near fiiture (Anonymous (7), Winnipeg, 1998). 

Archaeological investigations in the summer of 1998 wdi be undertaken as 

part of the Northlands and Sayisi Dene First Nations claims for treaty land 

entitlements within die newly fomed Nunavut territory As one Band member 

stated "They rnay c d  it Nunavut, but they will get None of It" (J. Thorassie, 

personal communication, 1994). 



APPENDIX A 
Recommendations for the Churchill Band as Proposed by W. Hlady in 1960 

1. There is a definite need to continue a cornmunity development program for 
the Churchill Band on a long-term basis. 

1. There must be a drastic change in the operational policies existing at the 
level of the local office of the Branch to ensure that evev opportunity is given 
the Chipewyan to develop seKdetermination and community/band 
organization. The Indians rnust do for themselves rather than have the 
Assistant and others do for them. This is not criticism of the Assistant. It is 
criticism of the adaptation made of Branch policies and pressures. 

3. The 6Lm meetings should be continued to help in the accelerating the 
acculturation of the group, develop group organi7rition and improve the 
group's knowledge of Enghsh. This would hold open an effective means of 
communication with the group. 

4. Ernployment skills must be increased to take advantage of the considerable 
employment available locally even if this entails setting up local courses in 
bulldozer operation, operation of diesel generators and any other limited skills 
which are in demand in the area. 

5. The Soldier Apprentice Plan shodd be used as a profitable transition for 
some young men leaving school at age 16 so that trades training can be 
obtained. 

6 .  Once the building program is completed or in periods when the program is 
not operating, the warehouse should be used as a Camp 10 community hall. 

7. Efforts should be made to have the band council elected at regular intemals 
rather than being a Me-the position as it is now. This would make possible 
the use of council positions as incentive to members of the group in 
developing local organization. 

8. Every possibility of involving the Band in local organizations should be 
fostered. An example is the Churchill Arena Association and the possibihty 
of haviag a Chipewyan on their executive. 

9. Every administrative assistance, but no monetary assistance, should be 



aven to have telephone and power services made available at Camp 10. 

10. A program which wodd construct an ablution hut or full water s e ~ c e  
should be investigated M y  and every effort to bring this s e ~ c e  to Camp 10 
should be made. This would eliminate the use of snow and ice for M g  
water which is an unhealthy practice in such a built-up area. Band funds 
should be involved in this venture. 

1 1. Some fom of agreement should be made with the various A m y  mess halls 
to have scraps separated for dog food. The Amy should be approached to 
fence off the garbage dump and this should be out of bounds to al1 but those 
who dump refuse there. An organized method of for delivering the scraps is 
a simple matter and should occasion no difnculty. 

12. Favourable public relations and the full use of the local press and radio 
should be maintained. 

13. The experiment with birch bark handicrafts should be carried out as soon 
as possible. 

14. Once telephone s e ~ c e  is established in Camp 10, organktiond help 
should be given the Indians to organize the dogteam service including a 
booking office, poster and newspaper advertising, and "Tourïst standard" 
oudits. 

15. The tanning project should be exploited to provide al1 possible 
employment. The men must be involved M y  for this project to be adequately 
meaninm. 

16. The experiment in sealskin tanning should be given every assistance. 

17. Seasonal projects should be observed to ensure that they are used to 
provide incorne for the group. In this respe* the Christmas tree project could 
be expanded as suggested eariier in the text. 

18. A program of community development should be c o n k d  by 
participahg with the province in a Churchill area project under the new 
cornrnunity development department of the province. Otherwise, a provincial 
program in the area would necessitate a separate program by Indian A f f '  
Branch if the present position of the Chipewyan is to be improved. A 



combined pro- would be the most efficient and effective in assishg the 
development of the underdeveloped native groups in the area. A separate 
authority would not be saddled unnecessarily by the previous policies and 
practices of existing agencies. 

19. Should the sealskin t a ~ i n g  experiment be successfid and a steady flow of 
sedskins for timning established, the possibility of developing a CO-operative 
to handle the industry should be investigated. 
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